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Effects of Peeling, Film Packaging, and Cold Storage on the
Quality of Minimally Processed Prickly Pears
(Opuntia ficus-indica L. Mill.)

Goretti L. Díaz-Delgado 1, Elena M. Rodríguez-Rodríguez 2, Eva Dorta 1 and M. Gloria Lobo 1,*

1 Departamento de Producción Vegetal en Zonas Tropicales y Subtropicales, Instituto Canario de
Investigaciones Agrarias, 38270 Tenerife, Spain; gdiaz@icia.es (G.L.D.-D.); edorta@icia.es (E.D.)

2 Departamento de Ingeniería Química y Tecnología Farmacéutica, Universidad de La Laguna,
38296 Tenerife, Spain; emrguez@ull.edu.es

* Correspondence: globo@icia.es

Abstract: Opuntia species exhibit beneficial properties when used to treat chronic diseases, particularly
obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and cancer; however, the presence of spines and glochids
in the species’ skin that easily stick into consumers’ fingers has limited their consumption. For this
study, white and orange Opuntia ficus-indica fruits from the Canary Islands (Spain) were minimally
processed, packed in a passive atmosphere, and stored at 7 ◦C. The effects of peeling (by hand or with
an electric peeler) and two micro-perforated films (90PPlus and 180PPlus) were evaluated. Changes
in the quality parameters, gas composition, bioactive compounds, sensory features, and microbial
safety of fresh-cut prickly pears were examined during 10 days of cold storage. Both varieties,
hand-peeled and electrically peeled, were microbiologically safe (aerobic mesophiles < 7 log(CFU/g
fresh weight)) and retained suitable nutritional quality after 8 days of storage. The yield was greater
when fruits were electrically peeled than hand-peeled (70.7% vs. 44.0% and 66.5% vs. 40.8% for white
and orange fruits, respectively). The concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide were above 15%
and below 7.5%, respectively, in all the treatments over the shelf life. TSS decreased during storage
independently of variety, peeling method, or film. Fructose was the most abundant sugar, followed
by glucose and sucrose. The electric peeling machine improved not only the edible part of the fruit
but also the contents of bioactive compounds, such as ascorbic acid and phenolic compounds.

Keywords: fresh-cut; electric peeling; gas composition; tray; micro-perforated film

1. Introduction

Opuntia fruit, also known as cactus pear fruit, prickly pear, tuna (Mexico), higo
(Colombia), higo chumbo (Spain), and figue de barbarie (France), is harvested from various
species of the genus Opuntia of the cactus family (Cactaceae). The fruit is a xerophyte,
producing about 200–300 species, mainly growing in arid and semi-arid zones, and it
is produced and consumed in several countries. The most important species producing
edible fruit are O. ficus-indica, O. robusta, O. streptacantha, O. amyclaea, O. megacantha, and
O. hiptiacantha [1]. It is native to Mexico and was introduced to Europe by the Spanish
conquerors, and the Canary Islands was the first non-American territory where it was
planted at different altitudes, thus enabling the extension of the commercialization period
from the end of June to February [2].

Opuntia is a fruit with high contents of fiber, minerals, vitamins, and antioxidant
compounds with functional properties for preventing chronic diseases [3–7]. A few stud-
ies have shown that the phytochemicals from O. ficus-indica help control hypoglycemic,
hypolipidemic, and hypocholesterolemic diseases and are neuroprotective [8]. Moreover,
a recent study confirmed that the antioxidants from red, orange, and white prickly pear
varieties from the Canary Islands remain stable while traveling through the gastrointestinal

Agriculture 2022, 12, 281. https://doi.org/10.3390/agriculture12020281 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/agriculture
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tract and can be easily absorbed by the human body [9]. The presence of glochids together
with spines on the fruit´s surface [10] is a great disadvantage that limits its intake and
commercialization in comparison to other fruits. On the other hand, modern consumers are
increasingly demanding healthy and ready-to-eat products. Taking advantage of this op-
portunity, the prickly pear could be minimally processed (fresh-cut) to potentially increase
its consumption and open new alternatives for its commercialization. The preparation
of minimally processed fruits includes washing, peeling, disinfecting, packaging, and
cold storing [11]. These processes cause increases in enzyme activity and the acceleration
of physiological reactions, thus promoting microbial growth [12], which is usually the
parameter that limits commercialization [13]. The use of bio-materials [14], surface coatings,
calcium salt applications, modified atmosphere packaging, gamma radiation, and cold
storage are the most used approaches used for quality retention to minimize nutritional
losses, sensorial losses, and microbial growth [15]. In fact, under these conditions, one can
obtain products with similar characteristics to fresh products with a shelf life of 7–10 days
such as pineapple [16], kiwifruit [17], mango [18], and lychee [19].

Peeling is an extremely important step because it exposes large surface areas to air,
leading to water loss, oxidation, and microorganism attacks. Moreover, peeling is usually
performed by hand, thus increasing the final value of the minimally processed product.
However, few studies have compared manual and mechanical peeling. Many processing
innovations and automations are being implemented to reduce the amount of manual
peeling in order to increase production yields [20–22]. The main factors that affect the
peeling process are the mechanical and physical properties of fruit and vegetable tissues,
such as skin thickness, firmness, toughness, variety, rupture force, cutting force, maximum
shearing force, shear strength, tensile strength, and rupture stress [21,23]. Additionally,
the peel obtained in this process is a by-product source of dietary fiber and bioactive
compounds [24] that can be used to improve the profitability of manufacturing companies
as a novel step in its sustainable utilization. Djeghim et al. [25] and Parafati et al. [26]
reported that the use of various by-products, including prickly pear peel and prickly pear
seed peel, improved the dough rheology and nutritional properties of bread. Furthermore,
Morshedy et al. [27] reported that low levels of prickly pear cactus peel supplementation in
the diet of lactating ewes improved the ewes’ productive performance and growth, as well
as the physiological status of their offspring.

The present study was aimed to cultivate ready-to-eat prickly pears with a shelf life
of at least one week using simple and cheap hurdle technologies (mechanical peeling,
micro-perforated films, and cold storage).

Our process flow diagram will be accessible for small and medium agro-industries
to revalue this fruit in the Canary Islands and other countries in which its consumption is
diminishing. Thus, manufacturers can promote the product while assuring its hygienic,
nutritional, and sensorial qualities.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Material, Sample Preparation, Packaging and Storage

Prickly pears (O. ficus-indica L. Mill.) were collected from a farm located in Buenavista,
Tenerife, Spain (28◦22′13′′ N, 16◦51′1′′ W, 127 m above sea level) in December 2018. Two
types of prickly pears of different colors were selected: white and orange. The white prickly
pears were bigger and had thicker pericarps than the orange ones. We harvested 30 kg of
both white (W) and orange (O) prickly pears, locally known as “Ariquero” and “Colorado”,
respectively, in the same fashion as other non-climacteric fruits when fully ripe to ensure
good flavor quality and without any damage caused by decay-causing pathogens. Figure 1
shows the process flow diagram for obtaining the minimally processed prickly pears.
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Figure 1. Process flow diagram for obtaining minimally processed prickly pears.

Fruits were washed with cold chlorinated water (200 mg/kg, pH 6.5–7.5) for 5 min
and then air-dried. After washing and drying, the fruits’ distal parts were removed and
then peeled either by hand with a knife (H) or with an electric peeler machine (P) (Orange
Peel, Pelamatic S.L, Valencia, Spain). The main difference between both peeling methods
was the amount of pericarp eliminated in the process; the peel and the whole pericarp were
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removed in the fruits peeled with the knife (which is how it is traditionally performed by
consumers; Figure 1), and the electric peeler only removed the peel (Figure 1).

Then, the peeled fruit was washed for 1 min in cold chlorinated water (50 mg/kg)
before being packaged in groups of 2 or 3, depending on size, in plastic trays (polypropy-
lene, 172 × 130 × 50 mm, supplied by Technopak Plastics S.L., Barcelona, Spain), and
sealed using a heat-sealing machine (Efaman, Efabind S.L., Murcia, Spain) with a micro-
perforated film (polypropylene, 52 μm, supplied by Amcor Flexibles, Burgos, Spain) of
different permeability:

• Plastic 90PPlus, with low number of micro-perforations (90P) (permeability to O2 and
CO2 of 5200 mL m−2 day−1 atm−1).

• Plastic 180PPlus, with high number of micro-perforations (180P) (permeability to O2

and CO2 of 19,200 mL m−2 day−1 atm−1).

A total of 104 trays of each variety were prepared and stored at 7 ± 1 ◦C; they were
analyzed at the beginning of experiment and after 1, 3, 6, 8, and 10 days of storage (Figure 1).

Samples were labeled as follows: WH90P = white prickly pear, hand-peeled, packaged
in 90PPlus film; OH90P = orange prickly pear, hand-peeled, packaged in 90PPlus film;
WH180P = white prickly pear, hand-peeled, packaged in 180PPlus film; OH180P = orange
prickly pear, hand-peeled, packaged in 180PPlus film; WE90P = white prickly pear, electri-
cally peeled, packaged in 90PPlus film; OE90P = orange prickly pear, electrically peeled,
packaged in 90PPlus film; WE180P = white prickly pear, electrically peeled, packaged
in 180PPlus film; and OE180P = orange prickly pear, electrically peeled, packaged in
180PPlus film.

2.2. Technological Parameters

In order to calculate the technological parameters to determine the yield in a minimal
processing industry, the following parameters were measured or calculated using 20 fruits:
the whole weight, peel (residue), and edible portion. Peeling time was measured for both
peeling methods and varieties, and it is expressed as the mean value of the 20 fruits in
seconds. The yield of each peeling method was calculated by the following expression:

Yield (%) =

(
EP
AP

)
× 100

EP: Weight of the product after being peeled;
AP: Weight of the product as purchased.

2.3. Microbiological Analysis

Aerobic mesophiles, psychrophiles, and mold and yeast loads were evaluated to
ensure microbial safety. Three trays from each treatment were analyzed in triplicate at each
storage time. Six grams were homogenized in 54 mL of 0.1% peptone water (Sigma-Aldrich,
Barcelona, Spain) using a homogenizer (Stomacher 80 Biomaster, Seward Limited, Worthing,
United Kingdom). The serial dilutions were prepared from this original solution and finally
inoculated in triplicate. Aerobic mesophiles and psychrophiles were inoculated in plate
count agar (PCA) and then incubated at 30 ◦C for 72 h and 5 ◦C for 7 days, respectively, and
molds and yeasts were inoculated in Glucose Chloramphenicol Agar (GCA) and incubated
at 25 ◦C for 5 days. Microbial load is expressed as colony-forming units per gram (CFU/g)
and compared with the values established by the Spanish legislation regarding minimally
processed vegetables [28].

2.4. Sensorial Evaluation

Sensory evaluation was carried out by 15 panelists, who were regular consumers of
prickly pears, in order to evaluate whether they were able to appreciate differences between
hand-peeled (traditional method) and electrically peeled prickly pears. The number of
panelists was similar to that reported by other authors [16,29–31].
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Six fruits from each treatment were evaluated in terms of color, smell, taste, and
overall acceptability using a linear scale from 0 (non-acceptable) to 10 (very acceptable)
points. Additionally, panelists described the fruits’ color (pale, normal/bright, or brown),
sweetness (tasteless, normal, or very sweet), smell (unpleasant, normal, or pleasant), and
texture (hard, normal, or slimy). Finally, they were asked whether they would buy the
product. The trays were kept at room temperature for approximately half an hour before
the tasting and opened just before it. Fruits were cut into slices between 0.5 and 1 cm
thick. Three slices of each type of prickly pear were placed on plastic plates with a white
background, labeled with random numbers, and served in an isolated and illuminated area
at room temperature (20 ◦C) individually for each taster. Likewise, an unopened tray of
each type was placed in the room so that the tasters could evaluate the general appearance
of the packaged prickly pear. Panelists were also instructed to drink some water to rinse
their palates between each sample [32].

2.5. Gas Composition

The gas composition (% CO2 and % O2) was determined using a compact PBI Dansen-
sor Checkmate 9900 (Madrid, Spain), the needle of which was fed through the septum fixed
on the unopened trays.

2.6. Physico-Chemical Analyses

Physico-chemical analyses were carried out for unopened trays (evolutionary analyses)
and for opened trays (destructive analyses).

Color parameters (L, a*, and b*) were measured through the button of the transparent
tray with a Minolta Chroma Meter CR-300 (Wheeling, WV, USA). From these data, the
following parameters were calculated: hue angle (H◦), chroma (C*), total color difference
(ΔE), and whiteness index (WI) [33]. Thus, five trays from each treatment were analyzed in
triplicate during cold storage.

H◦ = tan−1 (b*/a*)

C* = [(a*)2 + (b*)2]0.5

WI = 100 − [(100 − L*)2 + (a*)2 + (b*)2]0.5

ΔE = [(L* − L*i)2 + (a* − a*i)2 + (b* − b*i)2]0.5

In addition, three trays from each treatment were opened at each storage time, and
the following parameters were analyzed in triplicate: texture (N·s/g fresh weight) using
a Kramer cell (TA-HD-Plus, Aname, Madrid, Spain) to simulate chewing and hardness
(expressed as ◦Durofel) using a durometer (Durofel, Agro-Technologie, Tarascon, France).

Finally, samples of each treatment were minced and homogenized for analysis in
triplicate. Moisture was determined with the oven-drying method (P Selecta 207, Barcelona,
Spain), dry matter was calculated by difference [34] (AOAC 934.06), total soluble solids
(TSS) were determined using a hand refractometer (ATC-1, ATAGO, Tokyo, Japan) [20]
(AOAC 932.12), pH was measured with an automatic titrator (Titralab AT1000, Ger-
many) [34] (AOAC 981.12), and total acidity (percentage citric acid) was determined via
titration with NaOH to an endpoint of pH 8.1 [20] (AOAC 942.15).

2.7. Bioactive Compounds and Antioxidant Capacity Analysis

All analyses were performed in triplicate. Ascorbic acid content was volumetrically
determined with a 2,6-dichlorophenol indophenol reagent [34] (967.21). Total phenolic
content (TP) is expressed as milligrams of gallic acid equivalents (GAE) per 100 g of fresh
weight (f.w.) and was analyzed with a Folin–Ciocalteu assay after the extraction of 1 g of
pulp with 10 mL of 80% methanol. In the same extract, the antioxidant capacity was deter-
mined using the free radical DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-picryl hydrazyl) [35], and the results are
expressed as milligrams of Trolox (6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic acid)
equivalents (TE) per 100 g of f.w. Sugar contents were determined via high-performance
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liquid chromatography (HPLC) [36], with a Waters 2690 HPLC module equipped with a
differential refractive index detector (Waters Corporation, Millford, MA, USA), using a
Waters Carbohydrate Analysis column (3.9 × 300 mm) and acetonitrile/water (80:20) as
the mobile phase. The content of each sugar is expressed as grams per 100 g of f.w.

2.8. Statistical Analysis

Data were analyzed using SPSS version 25.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) with a
one-way ANOVA (Duncan’s multiple range) in homogeneous groups established by the
dependent variable (peeling, film type, and color of prickly pear), assuming significant
differences when p < 0.05.

2.9. Ethical Statements

All subjects gave informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study.
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol
was approved by the Brazilian Ethics Committee under number 845,894/2014.

3. Results and Discussion

The white prickly pears were bigger and heavier than the orange ones (140 vs. 87 g,
respectively) (Figure 1). The yield was greater when fruits were electrically peeled: 70.7%
(WE) versus 44.0% (WH) and 66.5% (OE) versus 40.8% (OH). The times needed by one of
the regular consumer panelists to peel the white and orange prickly pear were 11.9 and
8.7 s, respectively, and the times needed by the peeler were 15.1 and 12.4 s, respectively.
However, it was found to be faster to use the electric peeler to produce 1 kg of edible
pulp for both varieties (214 s (WE) and 186 (OE) vs. 270 s (WH) and 213 (OH)). Thus, e.g.,
the production in a food processing company of 1000 trays of 250 g per day will need an
operator working for 15 and 13 h using an electric peeler or 19 and 15 h using a knife for
peeling white and orange prickly pears, respectively.

Moreover, electric peeling has more advantages because factory workers can operate
more than one machine at the same time. In fact, using the same example, time can be
reduced by 3 times when the operator places three fruits in three peelers (3 h for (WE) and
4 h for (OE)) or by 4 times (4 h for (WE) and 3 h for (OE)) when using four, which would
increase company profits.

3.1. Microbiological Analysis

WE and OE presented significantly higher aerobic mesophile loads than WH and
OH once prepared and after 8 days of cold storage, regardless of the type of film used,
except for the white prickly pear with the 90PPlus film (Table 1). Psychrophilic values were
generally higher when prickly pears were electrically peeled than those of hand-peeled
pears until the 6th storage day. On the 8th day, only OE90P showed significantly higher
values than the hand-peeled pears. The presence of mold and yeast was greater in orange
prickly pears from day 3 than in white prickly pears. After 8 days of storage, WH showed
higher levels of these microorganisms than WE under both films, and in orange prickly
pear, OH90P had higher (p < 0.05) mold and yeast counts than OE90P.

Differences were detected in the growth of microorganisms depending on the film
used (Table 1). Thus, the mesophile load was higher (p < 0.05) in the samples packed
with 90PPlus film for WE, and it was higher in WH (except for the 8th day) and OE
(from the 1st day) samples packed with the 180PPlus film. The WE and OH samples
packed with 180PPlus film showed higher psychrophile loads, and the OH samples with
the 90PPlus film showed significantly higher mold and yeast counts than those with the
180PPlus film. Likewise, significant increases were observed in all microorganisms´ loads
over time, regardless of color, peeling type, and film used. Nevertheless, the number of
aerobic mesophiles in both white and orange prickly pear varieties were within the limits
(7 log(CFU/g fresh weight)) regulated in Spain for ready-to-eat fruits and vegetables by
the Real Decreto 3484/2000 [28] from the day of preparation until day 8 of cold storage.
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Likewise, the counts of psychrophilic bacteria, molds, and yeasts were below 6 log(CFU)/g
in all the treatments from the preparation until day 8 of storage (Table 1). Cefola et al. [37]
detected an increase in mesophile and psychrophile growth after 13 days of storage when
prickly pears were packed in a passive modified atmosphere, and the growth was higher
when they were stored at 8 ◦C compared to 4 ◦C. Their final values were similar to our data.
Furthermore, Palma et al. [38] and Piga et al. [12] reported a remarkable proliferation of
microorganisms during storage time.

Table 1. Evolution of aerobic mesophiles, psychrophiles, and mold and yeast in white and orange
minimally processed prickly pears manually or electrically peeled and packed in two films of different
permeability during cold storage at 7 ◦C.

Storage Period (Days)

0 1 3 6 8

Aerobic mesophiles log(CFU/g f.w.)

WH90P 2.1 ± 0.1 a,1 2.5 ± 0.1 b,1 2.9 ± 0.0 c,1 3.8 ± 0.1 d,1 4.6 ± 0.0 e,2

WH180P 2.1 ± 0.1 a,1 3.9 ± 0.1 b,3 4.0 ± 0.0 c,3 4.0 ± 0.0 c,2 4.4 ± 4.4 d,1

WE90P 2.8 ± 0.2 a,2 3.8 ± 0.1 b,3 4.0 ± 0.0 c,3 4.3 ± 0.0 d,3 4.7 ± 0.1 e,3

WE180P 2.8 ± 0.2 a,2 3.5 ± 0.1 b,2 3.6 ± 0.1 b-c,2 3.7 ± 0.1 c,1 4.5 ± 0.0 d,2

OH90P 2.3 ± 0.1 a,1 3.0 ± 0.0 b,2 3.4 ± 0.1 c,2 4.8 ± 0.0 d,3 4.1 ± 0.0 e,1

OH180P 2.3 ± 0.1 a,1 2.8 ± 0.1 b,1 3.5 ± 0.2 c,2 4.0 ± 0.2 d,2 4.6 ± 0.0 e,2

OE90P 2.8 ± 0.1 a,2 3.4 ± 0.0 b,4 3.2 ± 0.1 c,1 3.8 ± 0.1 d,1 4.7 ± 0.0 e,3

OE180P 2.8 ± 0.1 a,2 3.1 ± 0.1 b,3 4.1 ± 0.0 c,3 5.1 ± 0.1 d,4 5.4 ± 0.0 e,4

Psychrophiles log(CFU/g f.w.)

WH90P 1.4 ± 0.1 a,1 1.8 ± 0.1 b,2 2.3 ± 0.1 c,1 5.5 ± 0.1 d,1 5.7 ± 0.0 e,1

WH180P 1.4 ± 0.1 a,1 1.6 ± 0.1 b,1 2.2 ± 0.2 c,1 5.5 ± 0.0 d,1 5.7 ± 0.0 e,1

WE90P 2.1 ± 0.0 a,2 2.7 ± 0.0 b,3 3.8 ± 0.0 c,2 5.5 ± 0.1 d,1 5.7 ± 0.0 e,1-2

WE180P 2.1 ± 0.0 a,2 3.9 ± 0.1 b,4 4.5 ± 0.1 c,3 5.6 ± 0.0 d,2 5.8 ± 0.0 e,2

OH90P 2.1 ± 0.1 a,2 2.1 ± 0.1 a,1 2.8 ± 0.1 b,1 5.2 ± 0.1 c,1 5.4 ± 0.0 c,1

OH180P 2.1 ± 0.1 a,2 2.5 ± 0.1 b,3 3.4 ± 0.0 c,2 5.4 ± 0.0 d,2 5.6 ± 0.0 e,2-3

OE90P 1.7 ± 0.0 a,1 3.2 ± 0.1 b,4 3.3 ± 0.0 c,2 5.6 ± 0.0 d,3 5.7 ± 0.0 e,3

OE180P 1.7 ± 0.0 a,1 2.2 ± 0.0 b,2 3.7 ± 0.1 c,3 5.7 ± 0.0 d,4 5.6 ± 0.0 e,2

Mold and yeast log(CFU/g f.w.)

WH90P 1.9 ± 0.1 a,1 2.2 ± 0.1 b,2 2.3 ± 0.0 c,1 3.9 ± 0.0 d,2 4.7 ± 0.0 e,1

WH180P 1.9 ± 0.1 a,1 2.1 ± 0.0 b,2 2.3 ± 0.0 c,1 3.6 ± 0.1 d,1 4.7 ± 0.0 e,2

WE90P 2.0 ± 0.0 a,1 2.0 ± 0.0 a,1 2.8 ± 0.1 b,3 3.9 ± 0.1 c,2 4.7 ± 0.0 d,2

WE180P 2.0 ± 0.0 a,1 2.0 ± 0.0 a,1 2.5 ± 0.0 b,2 3.9 ± 0.0 c,2 4.8 ± 0.0 d,3

OH90P 2.0 ± 0.1 a,2 2.8 ± 0.0 b,3 2.9 ± 0.0 c,2 4.2 ± 0.0 d,2 5.2 ± 0.0 e,4

OH180P 2.0 ± 0.1 a,2 2.0 ± 0.1 a,2 2.8 ± 0.0 b,1 3.9 ± 0.0 c,1 5.1 ± 0.0 d,2

OE90P 1.8 ± 0.1 a,1 1.8 ± 0.1 a,1 3.0 ± 0.0 b,3 4.1 ± 0.1 c,2 5.2 ± 0.0 d,3

OE180P 1.8 ± 0.1 a,1 1.8 ± 0.1 a,1 3.2 ± 0.0 b,4 4.2 ± 0.0 c,2 5.0 ± 0.0 d,1

Hand-peeled (H) and electrically peeled (E) white (W) and orange (O) prickly pears packaged in 90PPlus (90P)
and 180PPlus (180P) film. Different letters in a row indicate that there were significant differences between storage
days (p < 0.05), and different numbers in a column indicate that there were significant differences between samples
(p < 0.05).

3.2. Sensorial Evaluation

The panelists detected differences in the appearance, color, flavor, and odor at the
beginning (0 days) in both prickly pear varieties, reporting higher mean values for the
hand-peeled fruits (p < 0.05) (Table 2). No significant differences were detected in the
sensory attributes at other storage times or between film packaging types.
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Table 2. Mean values of the sensory attributes at the beginning.

Initial Storage Time

Appearance Color Flavor Odor

WH 7.5 ± 1.1 2 6.7 ± 0.5 1 7.7 ± 1.0 2 7.0 ± 1.4 2

WE 6.3 ± 0.5 1 7.3 ± 0.5 2 6.5 ± 0.8 1 5.8 ± 0.8 1

OH 8.3 ± 0.8 2 8.3 ± 0.5 2 8.5 ± 0.8 2 7.5 ± 1.1 2

OE 5.7 ± 0.8 1 6.5 ± 0.8 1 5.3 ± 0.8 1 5.7 ± 0.8 1

Hand-peeled (H) and electrically peeled (E) white (W) and orange (O) prickly pears. Different numbers in a
column indicate that there were significant differences between samples (p < 0.05).

In general, as shown in Figure 2, tasters slightly preferred the manually peeled prickly
pears to the electrically peeled ones (7.1 and 6.5 on a 10-point scale, respectively), regardless
of the studied variety. WH under both packaging films at any storage time were those
with the highest purchase percentages (between 75% and 100%), and the electrically peeled
pears (especially those packed in 180PPlus film) were the most rejected by the tasters (only
33.3% would buy them) after 8 days of storage.

The acceptance of the minimally processed fruit did not decrease with storage time.
The variable that negatively influenced the product rejection was texture, specifically when
the panelists found the fruit too slimy or hard.

3.3. Gas Composition

Figure 3 shows a clear drop in the O2 concentration and an increase in the CO2
concentration of all the trays during cold storage, trends that were more pronounced for
those sealed with 90PPlus film.

Thus, according to the film permeability, regardless of the variety and peeling method,
the trays with either white or orange prickly pears packed in 180PPlus film (more micro-
perforated) presented higher O2 values and lower CO2 values than those packed in 90PPlus
film (less micro-perforated). Likewise, the accumulation of CO2 inside the trays was greater
in the OE for both packing films (90P and 180P), although these differences were not
significant. Allegra et al. [39], Cefola et al. [37], and Piga et al. [12] detected significant
increases and decreases (p < 0.05) in CO2 and O2 concentrations, respectively, during cold
storage depending on the used film.

3.4. Physico-Chemical Analyses
3.4.1. Color

Color parameters (L, a*, and b*) were measured through the bottom of the same
transparent trays during the study (Table 3).

L values were higher in white prickly pear trays than orange ones. The WE treatment
led to a higher brightness (L) than the WH treatment; in the orange pears, these differ-
ences were only appreciated from day 6 in the OE180P sample. The orange prickly pears
had higher a* values than the white ones, and they behaved differently during shelf life.
However, the a* value increased with storage time in white prickly pears but decreased in
orange pears, with only OE90P showing significantly different values. The type of peeling
influenced the a* values shown by white prickly pears more than those shown by orange
ones. Ultimately, WH presented a* values higher than WE during shelf life (Table A1,
Appendix A). The b* parameter showed different trends depending on the studied prickly
pear variety; WE showed higher values (p < 0.05) than those peeled manually (WH). In the
orange variety from the first storage day, the highest and lowest b* values were detected
in OE180P and OH90P, respectively. In addition, this parameter seemed to considerably
fluctuate in the white variety during storage time, especially in WE180P, while remaining
more or less constant in the orange ones, especially in OE180P (Table A1, Appendix A). The
tonality (H◦) decreased with storage time in the white prickly pears and remained more or
less constant in the orange ones. In general, WE showed higher H◦ values than WH, and
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its trend in orange pears was similar to that described for the b* parameter. The orange
variety showed lower H◦ values than the white variety. The type of film had little influence
on the L, a*, b*, and H parameters. Electrically peeled white prickly pears showed higher
chromaticity (C*) values than those peeled by hand at each storage time independently of
the film used; this fact was not observed in the orange variety. Allegra et al. [39] found
reported unremarkable changes in flesh color occurring during the summer storage or late,
freshly cut prickly pears that were harvested either at commercial harvest time or when
fully ripe.

Table 3. Color parameters of white and orange minimally processed prickly pears that were manually
or electrically peeled and packed in two films of different permeability during cold storage at 7 ◦C.

Storage Period (Days)

0 1 3 6 8

L

WH90P 53.9 ± 3.9 a,1 51.5 ± 1.9 a,1 49.6 ± 0.9 a,1 54.7 ± 3.5 a,1 53.3 ± 2.1 a,1

WH180P 56.7 ± 3.0 b,1-2 52.2 ± 0.6 a,1 52.5 ± 1.9 a,2 53.4 ± 2.7 a,1 51.9 ± 0.9 a,1

WE90P 60.0 ± 3.2 b,2 55.1 ± 2.1 a,2 56.5 ± 1.9 a,3 62.3 ± 1.6 b,2 61.3 ± 3.4 b,2

WE180P 56.2 ± 1.3 a,1-2 59.7 ± 1.7 b,3 59.9 ± 2.8 b,4 60.6 ± 3.2 b,2 61.7 ± 3.1 b,2

OH90P 38.5 ± 2.1 a,1 39.7 ± 2.3 a,1 41.3 ± 2.1 a,1 41.1 ± 4.3 a,1 41.5 ± 5.0 a,1

OH180P 40.9 ± 4.0 a,1 41.3 ± 3.3 a,1 41.0 ± 1.8 a,1 43.4 ± 2.7 a,1 43.7 ± 2.5 a,1

OE90P 41.2 ± 2.4 a,1 38.4 ± 1.5 a,1 41.0 ± 2.4 a,1 45.0 ± 5.4 a,1 44.5 ± 4.8 a,1

OE180P 41.2 ± 3.2 a,1 42.0 ± 3.4 a,1 44.2 ± 3.1 a-b,1 47.7 ± 2.6 b-c,1 49.7 ± 1.9 c,2

H◦ (HUE)

WH90P 110 ± 5.7 a,1 111 ± 4.7 a,1 109 ± 4.2 a,1 109 ± 3.2 a,1 105 ± 4.4 a,1

WH180P 111 ± 2.2 b,1 111 ± 1.1 b,1 110 ± 2.6 b,1 108 ± 2.1 b,1 106 ± 1.2 a,1

WE90P 115 ± 3.0 c,1 114 ± 1.9 b-c,1-2 114 ± 2.2 b-c,2 111 ± 2.5 a-b,1 109 ± 1.7 a,1

WE180P 115 ± 1.7 c,1 116 ± 1.1 c,2 114 ± 1.9 b-c,2 112 ± 1.4 b,1 108 ± 2.2 a,1

OH90P 47.1 ± 10 a,1 41.7 ± 7.1 a,1 40.1 ± 9.5 a,1 40.4 ± 6.9 a,1 40.8 ± 5.9 a,1

OH180P 46.3 ± 6.5 a,1 43.4 ± 3.4 a,1 43.0 ± 6.9 a,1 46.1 ± 8.2 a,1 46.8 ± 9.7 a,1-2

OE90P 46.6 ± 4.7 a,1 41.7 ± 6.6 a,1 45.5 ± 8.4 a,1 46.7 ± 9.4 a,1 46.8 ± 11 a,1-2

OE180P 61.2 ± 12 a,2 52.0 ± 5.9 a,2 52.7 ± 13 a,1 57.9 ± 14 a,1 59.8 ± 11 a,2

C*

WH90P 17.7 ± 3.6 a,1 15.0 ± 3.4 a,1 13.6 ± 3.7 a,1 18.3 ± 4.1 a,1 18.0 ± 3.9 a,1

WH180P 15.7 ± 3.1 b,1 11.8 ± 2.2 a,1 13.5 ± 2.3 a-b,1 16.0 ± 2.3 b,1 16.1 ± 1.2 b,1

WE90P 26.7 ± 3.0 b,2 22.2 ± 3.1 a,2 23.2 ± 1.9 a-b,2 25.7 ± 3.7 a-b,2 27.1 ± 2.2 b,2

WE180P 22.8 ± 2.2 a,2 23.6 ± 3.1 a,2 24.3 ± 2.9 a,2 25.8 ± 2.8 a,2 28.6 ± 4.0 a,2

OH90P 28.0 ± 3.4 b,1 21.0 ± 4.9 a,1 20.6 ± 3.7 a,1 19.9 ± 5.2 a,1 20.7 ± 4.9 a,1

OH180P 26.0 ± 5.7 a,1 26.5 ± 1.8 a,1 24.7 ± 2.2 a,1 23.8 ± 4.2 a,1 22.3 ± 1.7 a,1

OE90P 36.2 ± 3.1 b,2 20.1 ± 3.8 a,1 21.2 ± 4.9 a,1 24.7 ± 2.3 a,1 22.4 ± 2.1 a,1

OE180P 23.1 ± 4.9 a,1 26.0 ± 5.2 a,1 24.2 ± 4.6 a,1 25.0 ± 1.6 a,1 24.9 ± 2.2 a,1

ΔE

WH90P 5.81 ± 2.1 b,1 6.16 ± 0.9 b,1 4.70 ± 1.2 a-b,1 3.20 ± 0.3 a,1

WH180P 5.44 ± 1.3 a,1 5.32 ± 3.8 a,1 5.69 ± 1.1 a,1 6.49 ± 1.6 a,2-3

WE90P 7.08 ± 1.8 a,1 6.67 ± 2.3 a,1 5.85 ± 1.6 a,1 5.60 ± 2.7 a,1-2

WE180P 4.40 ± 1.2 a,1 4.90 ± 1.4 a,1 6.47 ± 1.4 a-b,1 8.43 ± 2.3 b,3

OH90P 8.38 ± 1.3 a,1 7.82 ± 1.6 a,2 9.46 ± 2.3 a,1 9.26 ± 3.0 a,1

OH180P 6.46 ± 4.0 a,1 6.65 ± 2.1 a,1-2 8.45 ± 5.0 a,1 8.98 ± 3.7 a,1

OE90P 14.7 ± 1.9 a,2 15.0 ± 2.9 a,3 16.6 ± 0.7 a,2 17.7 ± 0.6 a,2

OE180P 6.17 ± 0.9 a-b,1 4.90 ± 0.9 a,1 7.48 ± 1.3 b-c,1 8.14 ± 1.2 c,1

WI

WH90P 50.4 ± 2.6 a,1 49.1 ± 1.1 a,1 47.7 ± 1.0 a,1 51.0 ± 2.2 a,1 49.7 ± 1.4 a,1

WH180P 53.9 ± 3.2 b,1 50.6 ± 0.4 a,1 50.5 ± 1.4 a,1-2 50.7 ± 2.1 a,1 49.3 ± 0.9 a,1

WE90P 51.8 ± 3.0 a,1 49.8 ± 1.4 a,1 50.7 ± 1.8 a,1-2 54.3 ± 2.1 a,1 52.8 ± 3.5 a,1

WE180P 50.6 ± 1.5 a,1 53.3 ± 1.9 a,2 53.1 ± 3.5 a,2 52.8 ± 3.4 a,1 52.0 ± 2.6 a,1

OH90P 32.3 ± 1.3 a,1 36.0 ± 1.1 b,1 37.7 ± 1.2 b,1 37.6 ± 2.8 b,1 37.8 ± 3.6 b,1

OH180P 34.9 ± 2.0 a,2 35.9 ± 3.3 a-b,1 36.0 ± 2.1 a-b,1 38.4 ± 1.7 bc,1-2 39.4 ± 1.7 c,1-2

OE90P 30.9 ± 1.4 a,1 34.9 ± 0.5 b,1 37.2 ± 2.5 b,1 41.2 ± 2.9 c,2-3 41.5 ± 2.7 c,2-3

OE180P 36.5 ± 12 a-b,2 36.2 ± 2.4 a,1 39.1 ± 1.8 b,1 42.0 ± 2.3 c,3 43.8 ± 1.2 c,3

Hand-peeled (H) and electrically peeled (E) white (W) and orange (O) prickly pears packaged in 90PPlus (90P)
and 180PPlus (180P) film. Different letters in a row indicate that there were significant differences between storage
days (p < 0.05), and different numbers in a column indicate that there were significant differences between samples
(p < 0.05).
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Figure 2. Taster evaluation of the color, smell, taste, and overall appearance of hand-peeled (H)
and electrically peeled (E) white (W) and orange (O) prickly pears packaged in 90PPlus (90P) and
180PPlus (180P) film.
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Figure 3. (a) CO2 and O2 concentration (%) evolutions inside white prickly pear trays; (b) CO2 and
O2 concentration (%) evolutions inside orange prickly pear trays. Hand-peeled (H) and electrically
peeled (E) white (W) and orange (O) prickly pears were packaged in 90PPlus (90P) and 180PPlus
(180P) film.

In general, loss of color (ΔE) (Table 3) was only observed in electrically peeled prickly
pears packed with 180PPlus film, though this parameter was not affected by storage time
in the other types of prickly pears, even showing improvement in the case of WH90P.
Allegra et al. [39] also reported losses of color, especially after 7 days of storage, as did
Ochoa-Velasco and Guerrero-Beltrán [40]. Film type did not influence color loss, with the
exception of the OE packed with 90P film that presented higher losses than those packed in
180PPlus film. The whiteness index (WI) significantly increased with the storage time in
all types of studied orange prickly pears, though it did not change over time in the white
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ones, except in WH180P in which it decreased. Likewise, the WI was much higher in white
prickly pears than in the orange ones. The types of peeling and film did not significantly
affect this parameter.

3.4.2. Hardness and Texture

The hardness (Table A1, Appendix A) did not significantly change over the 8 days of
cold storage in the studied varieties, except when the white ones were electrically peeled
and packed in either of the two films. The hardness of the electrically peeled white and
orange prickly pears was higher (50.8 and 42.9 ◦Durofel for white and orange varieties,
respectively) than that of the manually peeled pears (32.1 and 31.3 ◦Durofel for white
and orange varieties, respectively) for all storage times and both types of film. Hardness
presented significantly different values during the entire shelf life of the white prickly pears,
but the hardness values stopped showing differences by day 3 for the orange prickly pears.
The influence of the type of film used was negligible, especially in the orange prickly pears;
it was only detected that WH180P showed higher (p < 0.05) hardness values than WH90P
from day 1 to day 6 of packaging. Another interesting parameter was texture, which was
evaluated with a Kramer cell that simulated mastication (Table A1, Appendix A). We found
that texture significantly increased during the 8 days of storage, except in WH90P, OE180P,
and OE90P, for which it decreased (p < 0.05). White prickly pears showed higher texture
values than the orange ones during shelf life (10.6 and 6.1 N s/g f.w., respectively). In
addition, the texture values were significantly higher when the white prickly pears were
peeled by hand than with the electric peeler (11.7 and 9.5 N s/g f.w., respectively). In the
orange variety, the electrically peeled fruits presented significantly higher values than the
manually peeled ones at the beginning of cold storage. The type of film used in packaging
did not influence this parameter.

3.4.3. Dry Matter, pH, and Acidity

At the beginning of storage, the dry matter content (data not shown) was higher in
the white prickly pears than in the orange ones (19.8% and 17.5%, respectively), and it
was higher in those white fruits peeled by hand than with the electric peeler (21.1% and
18.5%, respectively). Thus, WH were the prickly pears with the highest dry matter values
(≥20.5%), and the OE showed the lowest values (<16.5%). Likewise, the dry matter contents
of both varieties, regardless of the type of film and peeling, remained almost constant
throughout cold storage, which was similar to the results reported by Piga et al. [12] for
the “Gialla” variety. The hand-peeled prickly pears showed higher pH values and lower
acidity values than the electrically peeled pears (data not shown). It was observed that the
pH significantly decreased after 8 days of storage in WH180P, OH180P, and OE180P, and
the acidity significantly increased in WH180P, OH90P, and OE180P. In the other treatments,
both pH and acidity remained constant over time. Accordingly, the lowest pH value was
detected in OE180P at 8 days of storage (pH = 5.39), and pH values lower than 6 were also
observed in OE90P. The film used in packaging had little impact on the values of these two
parameters in the studied varieties. Piga et al. [12] analyzed prickly pears of the “Gialla”
variety and reported similar results (decreases in pH during storage) when fruits were
manually peeled and stored at 4◦ C for 9 days. Ochoa-Velasco and Guerrero-Beltrán [40]
detected decreases in pH with storage time (16 days at 4◦ C) in white prickly pears of the
O. albicarpa species. However, Palma et al. [38] reported that pH and acidity significantly
decreased with storage time (at 4 ◦C/10 days) in the orange “Gialla” variety, though they
remained constant in the white “Bianca” variety.

3.4.4. Sugars

In general, the TSS content was higher in the white prickly pears than in the orange
ones (Table 4). However, Palma et al. [38] did not observe that the prickly pears of the
“Bianca” variety were sweeter than those of the “Gialla” variety. The prickly pears with the
highest and lowest TSS were WH and OE, respectively, which coincided with the results
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already indicated for dry matter content. In all cases, a decrease in TSS was observed with
storage time, as was also observed by Palma et al. [38] in the “Gialla” variety but not in
the “Bianca” variety. Piga et al. [12] detected that TSS content did not significantly change
over storage time in the “Gialla” variety (13.5 TSS). Nevertheless, Ochoa-Velasco and
Guerrero-Beltrán [40] reported an increase in TSS (from 13.6 to 17.4 in the white variety and
from 13.9 to 18.0 in the red variety). It was observed that this decrease was not significant
in OE (from 12.3 to ≈11.0). In WH, the TSS decreased (p < 0.05) from an initial value of
17.7 to 13.1 (WH90P) and 13.9 (WH180P). No significant differences were detected in TSS
depending on the type of packaging film used with the exception of WE, for which those
packed in 180PPlus film showed higher values than those packed in 90PPlus film between
1 and 6 storage days. Fructose (Table 4) was the sugar with the highest concentration
in all treatments, with the exception of OE at the beginning and the first day of storage,
followed by glucose and lastly sucrose, which presented values lower than 1% except in
WE. Fructose content in WE and OE increased with storage time, and glucose content in
OE decreased with time.

Table 4. Total soluble solids, fructose, glucose, and sucrose contents in white and orange minimally
processed prickly pears peeled by hand or with an electric peeler and packed in two films of different
permeability during cold storage at 7 ◦C.

Storage Period (Days)

0 1 3 6 8

TSS (◦Brix)

WH90P 17.7 ± 1.9 b,1 17.1 ± 0.4 b,3 17.0 ± 0.9 b,3 15.7 ± 1.2 b,2 13.1 ± 0.3 a,1

WH180P 17.7 ± 1.9 b,1 17.3 ± 0.8 b,3 15.5± 1.7 a-b,2-3 16.9 ± 0.6 b,2 13.9 ± 0.3 a,1

WE90P 16.0 ± 0.9 c,1 13.3 ± 0.3 a-b,1 12.3 ± 1.2 a,1 13.0 ± 0.2 a-b,1 13.9 ± 0.4 b,1

WE180P 16.0 ± 0.9 b,1 15.5 ± 1.1 b,2 14.0 ± 0.0 a,1-2 16.2 ± 0.2 b,2 14.1 ± 0.6 a,1

OH90P 15.1 ± 1.1 b,2 14.3 ± 1.0 b,1 14.7 ± 1.3 b,1 12.2 ± 0.2 a,1 11.9 ± 0.3 a,1

OH180P 15.1 ± 1.1 b,2 12.3 ± 1.4 a,1 12.7 ± 1.1 a,1 11.9 ± 1.1 a,1 13.0 ± 0.2 a,1

OE90P 12.3 ± 1.3 a,1 11.4 ± 1.1 a,1 12.7 ± 0.5 a,1 11.5 ± 0.6 a,1 11.1 ± 0.7 a,1

OE180P 12.3 ± 1.3 a,1 13.2 ± 1.1 a,1 11.1 ± 0.8 a,1 11.4 ± 0.9 a,1 11.3 ± 0.4 a,1

Fructose (g/100 g f.w.)

WH90P 6.56 ± 0.0 b,2 6.04 ± 0.2 a,3 6.12 ± 0.2 a,3 6.43 ± 0.2 b,2 6.02 ± 0.0 a,1-2

WH180P 6.56 ± 0.0 b,2 6.44 ± 0.1 b,4 5.67 ± 0.1 a,1-2 6.57 ± 0.1 b,2 6.41 ± 0.4 b,2

WE90P 5.11 ± 0.1 a,1 5.47 ± 0.2 b,2 5.53 ± 0.2 b,1 6.47 ± 0.0 c,2 5.71 ± 0.0 b,1

WE180P 5.11 ± 0.1 a,1 5.18 ± 0.1 a,1 5.94 ± 0.2 b,2-3 6.00 ± 0.1 b,1 5.75 ± 0.3 b,1

OH90P 6.56 ± 0.1 c,2 5.16 ± 0.25 a,2 5.81 ± 0.4 b,1-2 6.54 ± 0.1 c,3 6.21 ± 0.2 b-c,3

OH180P 6.56 ± 0.1 a,2 5.94 ± 0.3 a,3 6.08 ± 0.2 a,2 6.22 ± 0.3 a,2 6.27 ± 0.1 a,3

OE90P 4.75 ± 0.2 b,1 4.29 ± 0.1 a,1 5.30 ± 0.5 c,1 5.97 ± 0.1 d,2 5.15 ± 0.1 b-c,1

OE180P 4.75 ± 0.2 a,1 4.75 ± 0.2 a,2 5.36 ± 0.2 b,1 5.16 ± 0.1 b,1 5.90 ± 0.2 c,2

Glucose (g/100 g f.w.)

WH90P 4.84 ± 0.1 b,2 4.23 ± 0.2 a,2 4.04 ± 0.1 a,2 4.24 ± 0.1 a,2 4.15 ± 0.0 a,2-3

WH180P 4.84 ± 0.1 c,2 4.70 ± 0.0 c,3 4.11 ± 0.1 a,2 4.37 ± 0.0 b,3 4.36 ± 0.2 b,2

WE90P 3.94 ± 0.2 b-c,1 3.96 ± 0.2 bc,1 3.60 ± 0.1 a,1 4.15 ± 0.0 c,2 3.82 ± 0.0 a-b,1

WE180P 3.94 ± 0.2 a,1 3.75 ± 0.1 a,1 3.99 ± 0.1 a,2 3.79 ± 0.1 a,1 4.08 ± 0.2 a,1-2

OH90P 4.85 ± 0.0 c,2 3.95 ± 0.1 a,2 3.72 ± 0.2 a,1 4.87 ± 0.2 c,3 4.38 ± 0.2 b,2

OH180P 4.85 ± 0.0 c,2 4.22 ± 0.2 b,2 3.87 ± 0.2 a,1 4.20 ± 0.2 b,2 4.59 ± 0.1 c,2

OE90P 4.02 ± 0.2 b,1 3.46 ± 0.0 a,1 3.65 ± 0.3 a,1 4.23 ± 0.0 b,2 3.65 ± 0.1 a,1

OE180P 4.02 ± 0.2 b,1 3.62 ± 0.1 a,1 3.63 ± 0.1 a,1 3.56 ± 0.0 a,1 3.68 ± 0.1 a,1

Sucrose (g/100 g f.w.)

WH90P 0.72 ± 0.0 d,1 0.67 ± 0.0 c,1 0.58 ± 0.0 b,1 0.67 ± 0.0 c,1 0.46 ± 0.0 a,1

WH180P 0.72 ± 0.0 c,1 0.84 ± 0.0 d,2 0.60 ± 0.0 b,1 0.63 ± 0.0 b,1 0.53 ± 0.0 a,2

WE90P 1.20 ± 0.1 b,2 1.58 ± 0.1 c,4 1.25 ± 0.1 b,3 0.69 ± 0.0 a,1 0.65 ± 0.0 a,3

WE180P 1.20 ± 0.1 c,2 0.93 ± 0.0 b,3 0.67 ± 0.0 a,2 0.73 ± 0.1 a,1 0.96 ± 0.0 b,4

OH90P 0.52 ± 0.0 d,2 0.33 ± 0.0 c,2-3 0.33 ± 0.0 c,4 0.23 ± 0.0 a,1 0.28 ± 0.0 b,2

OH180P 0.52 ± 0.0 c,2 0.35 ± 0.0 b,3 0.29 ± 0.0 a,2 0.29 ± 0.0 a,2 0.26 ± 0.0 a,2

OE90P 0.36 ± 0.0 c,1 0.31 ± 0.0 b,1-2 0.22 ± 0.0 a,1 0.23 ± 0.0 a,1 0.21 ± 0.0 a,1

OE180P 0.36 ± 0.0 c,1 0.30 ± 0.0 b,1 0.30 ± 0.0 b,3 0.25 ± 0.0 a,1 0.35 ± 0.0 c,3

Hand-peeled (H) and electrically peeled (E) white (W) and orange (O) prickly pears packaged in 90PPlus (90P)
and 180PPlus (180P) film. Different letters in a row indicate that there were significant differences between storage
days (p < 0.05), and different numbers in a column indicate that there were significant differences between samples
(p < 0.05).
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3.4.5. Bioactive Compound and Antioxidant Capacity Analyses

The ascorbic acid content considerably varied depending on the variety, storage time,
and type of peeling (Table 5), but the type of film showed little influence. A decrease in
ascorbic acid during storage was observed, and it was more pronounced in the electrically
peeled pears. Palma et al. [38] reported a decrease in ascorbic acid content during the
storage of the “Bianca” and “Gialla” varieties. In contrast, Piga et al. [12] did not describe
any significant differences in the content of this vitamin during the storage of the minimally
processed “Gialla” variety. However, it should be noted that after 8 days of storage at 7 ◦C
in this study, the ascorbic acid content ranged between 15 and 21 mg/100 g of fresh weight,
with losses relative to the initial time ranging between 8% and 38%. Significant differences
were also detected between the white prickly pear treatments for each day of storage, and
we obtained different results for the orange variety. WE showed higher values (p < 0.05) of
ascorbic acid for all storage days than WH, but those differences in the orange ones were
not significant (p > 0.05) (except on day 3, in which OH showed higher values than OE).

Table 5. Ascorbic acid, total phenolics, and antioxidant capacity (DPPH) in white and orange
minimally processed prickly pears peeled by hand or with an electric peeler and packed in two films
of different permeability during cold storage at 7 ◦C.

Storage Period (Days)

0 1 3 6 8

Ascorbic acid (mg/100 g f.w.)

WH90P 16.4 ± 0.5 a-b,1 17.8 ± 1.3 b,1 15.1 ± 0.5 a,1 17.6 ± 0.1 b,1 15.1 ± 1.6 a,1

WH180P 16.4 ± 0.5 b,1 18.5 ± 0.7 c,1 15.5 ± 0.1 a-b,1 16.8 ± 1.0 b,1 14.9 ± 1.0 a,1

WE90P 24.9 ± 0.3 b,2 27.3 ± 1.3 b,2 21.4 ± 3.3 a,2 21.5 ± 0.4 a,2 18.4 ± 0.7 a,2

WE180P 24.9 ± 0.3 b,2 25.2 ± 2.4 b,2 21.9 ± 2.7 a-b,2 24.4 ± 0.9 b,2 21.1 ± 0.7 a,3

OH90P 25.2 ± 0.4 e,1 24.2 ± 0.8 d,1 20.9 ± 0.2 c,3 18.2 ± 0.4 a,1 19.1 ± 0.4 b,1

OH180P 25.2 ± 0.4 b,1 24.6 ± 0.4 b,1 19.1 ± 1.2 a,2 18.6 ± 0.7 a,1 18.4 ± 0.8 a,1

OE90P 28.0 ± 2.1 c,1 24.8 ± 1.0 b,1 17.9 ± 0.9 a,1-2 17.1 ± 2.0 a,1 17.4 ± 1.1 a,1

OE180P 28.0 ± 2.1 c,1 24.3 ± 2.2 b,1 17.0 ± 0.8 a,1 18.3 ± 0.4 a,1 19.7 ± 1.7 a,1

Total phenolics (mg GAE/100 g f.w.)

WH90P 66.9 ± 5.7 a-b,1 65.4 ± 2.4 a,1 77.5 ± 4.4 b-c,1 85.0 ± 0.6 c,2 80.9 ± 11 c,1

WH180P 66.9 ± 5.7 a-b,1 61.0 ± 0.6 a,1 79.5 ± 7.5 c,1 71.6 ± 5.5 b-c,1 78.6 ± 6.0 c,1

WE90P 60.7 ± 6.3 a,1 79.9 ± 19 b,1-2 120 ± 1.0 d,3 98.6 ± 4.9 c,3 122 ± 1.1 d,2

WE180P 60.7 ± 6.3 a,1 86.5 ± 7.5 b,2 98.7 ± 5.4 c,2 94.9 ± 6.4 b-c,3 121 ± 6.1 d,2

OH90P 59.6 ± 2.4 a,1 105 ± 13 c,2 96.6 ± 5.4 b-c,1 84.0 ± 9.2 b,1 91.9 ± 4.6 b-c,1

OH180P 59.6 ± 2.4 a,1 73.0 ± 9.3 b,1 97.6 ± 3.5 d,1 91.8 ± 2.2 c-d,1 86.3 ± 2.2 c,1

OE90P 85.7 ± 5.6 a,2 111 ± 6.9 b-c,2 117 ± 20 b-c,1 102 ± 2.6 a-b,2 127 ± 9.2 c,2

OE180P 85.7 ± 5.6 a,2 137 ± 3.4 c,3 106 ± 14 b,1 147 ± 0.9 c-d,3 152 ± 5.7 d,3

Antioxidant capacity (DPPH) (mg TE/100 g f. w.)

WH90P 2.2 ± 0.1 a,2 2.1 ± 0.4 a,1 2.1 ± 0.4 a,1 1.7 ± 0.3 a,1 1.6 ± 0.6 a,1

WH180P 2.2 ± 0.1 b,2 2.1 ± 0.1 b,1 1.7 ± 0.2 a,1 1.5 ± 0.2 a,1 1.5 ± 0.3 a,1

WE90P 1.8 ± 0.2 a,1 2.2 ± 0.4 a,1 1.8 ± 0.3 a,1 1.8 ± 0.3 a,1 1.4 ± 0.3 a,1

WE180P 1.8 ± 0.2 a,1 2.0 ± 0.1 a,1 2.0 ± 0.1 a,1 1.5 ± 0.4 a,1 1.7 ± 0.7 a,1

OH90P 1.9 ± 0.4 a,1 2.0 ± 0.6 a,1 1.8 ± 0.5 a,1 1.8 ± 0.4 a,1 1.8 ± 0.7 a,1

OH180P 1.9 ± 0.4 a,1 2.1 ± 0.7 a,1 1.8 ± 0.5 a,1 1.8 ± 0.4 a,1 1.7 ± 0.3 a,1

OE90P 1.9 ± 0.2 a-b,1 2.4 ± 0.2 c,1 2.2 ± 0.1 b-c,1 1.9 ± 0.3 a-b,1 1.6 ± 0.4 a,1

OE180P 1.9 ± 0.2 a-b,1 2.2 ± 0.5 b,1 2.2 ± 0.2 b,1 1.8 ± 0.2 a-b,1 1.4 ± 0.2 a,1

Hand-peeled (H) and electrically peeled (E) white (W) and orange (O) prickly pears packaged in 90PPlus (90P)
and 180PPlus (180P) film. Different letters in a row indicate that there were significant differences between storage
days (p < 0.05), and different numbers in a column indicate that there were significant differences between samples
(p < 0.05).

Total phenolic content increased with storage time (Table 5). Ochoa-Velasco and
Guerrero-Beltrán [40] found that the phenolic content in white prickly pears slightly de-
creased during storage but significantly increased in red prickly pears after 4 days of storage.
In contrast, Palma et al. [38] reported decreases in the contents of these compounds over
storage time in the “Bianca” and “Gialla” varieties and Piga et al. [12] described a decrease
after 3 days of storage at 4 ◦C in the “Gialla” variety. In our study, the white and orange
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varieties suffered more noticeable increases from days 3 and 1 of storage, respectively. It
was also observed that the peeling method influenced the antioxidant compound contents;
the electrically peeled pears showed higher values than the hand-peeled pears. Significant
differences were observed in OE depending on the type of film, with the exception of days
0 and 3. In contrast to total phenolic content, as storage time progresses, a decrease in
antioxidant capacity (DPPH) was observed for both varieties. These results were similar to
those obtained by Palma et al. [38] in the “Bianca” variety but not in the “Gialla” variety,
as well as those of Piga et al. [12]. No significant differences were detected in antioxidant
capacity (DPPH) depending on the type of film used or the type of peeling performed,
except for WH fruits that presented higher values than WE at the moment of processing.

4. Conclusions

In this study, minimally processed white and orange prickly pears maintained suitable
microbial and nutritional quality after 8 days of storage at 7 ◦C. Throughout storage, the
counts of microorganisms increased regardless of the variety, peeling method, or micro-
perforated film used. However, the counts of aerobic mesophiles bacteria remained below
the limits established by the Spanish legislation (<7 log(CFU/g f.w.) until day 8. Similarly,
the counts of psychrophiles, molds, and yeasts did not exceed values of 6 log(CFU/g f.w.).

Electrically peeled prickly pears presented interesting characteristics from a techno-
logical and nutritional point of view. Moreover, the contents of bioactive compounds such
as ascorbic acid and total phenolic compounds were higher in the electrically peeled fruits.

Fresh-cut orange prickly pears were well evaluated independently of the peeling
method and the micro-perforated film used from the beginning to the end of the experiment.
White prickly pears were initially evaluated less well when peeled with the electric peeler
than with the knife because the electrically peeled pears presented part of the thick pericarp
characteristic of this variety.

We recommend using the 180PPlus film and adjusting the electric peeling method de-
pending on the thickness of the prickly pear pericarp to prevent consumers from perceiving
any unpleasant sensation, as occurred with the white prickly pears used in this study.

Electrically peeled minimally processed prickly pears could be a value-added healthy
alternative because of their high nutritional quality, thus facilitating their consumption.
The by-products generated in the agro-industries can be used for animal feeding or as
sources of antioxidants, fiber, natural colorants, mucilage, etc.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Color, hardness, and texture of manually or electrically peeled white and orange minimally
processed prickly pears packed in two films of different permeability during cold storage at 7 ◦C.

Storage Period (Days)

0 1 3 6 8

a*

WH90P −4.50 ± 1.98 a,2 −4.10 ± 1.21 a,2 −3.63 ± 0.74 a,2 −3.78 ± 1.00 a,2 −3.62 ± 1.36 a,2

WH180P −3.89 ± 0.92 a,2 −3.05 ± 0.29 a,3 −3.16 ± 0.76 a,2 −3.17 ± 0.39 a,2 −2.95 ± 0.35 a,2

WE90P −8.08 ± 1.01 a,1 −6.71 ± 0.74 a,1 −6.68 ± 0.52 a,1 −6.71 ± 1.23 a,1 −6.42 ± 1.00 a,1

WE180P −7.16 ± 0.37 a,1 −7.09 ± 0.42 a,1 −7.10 ± 0.72 a,1 −6.89 ± 0.56 a,1 −6.36 ± 1.39 a,1

OH90P 15.1 ± 3.58 a,2 13.8 ± 1.41 a,1 12.8 ± 3.08 a,1 12.1 ± 2.54 a,1 12.0 ± 2.63 a,1

OH180P 15.9 ± 3.46 a,2 15.4 ± 1.65 a,1 14.6 ± 2.64 a,1 13.2 ± 3.39 a,1 12.0 ± 2.75 a,1

OE90P 20.8 ± 2.00 b,3 12.4 ± 0.76 a,1 11.6 ± 2.51 a,1 12.6 ± 1.80 a,1 11.9 ± 2.73 a,1

OE180P 8.92 ± 0.47 a,1 12.9 ± 2.39 a,1 11.0 ± 3.87 a,1 9.92 ± 4.48 a,1 9.21 ± 3.29 a,1

b*

WH90P 17.1 ± 3.22 a,1 14.5 ± 3.17 a,1 13.2 ± 3.51 a,1 17.8 ± 3.93 a,1 17.7 ± 3.74 a,1

WH180P 15.2 ± 3.05 b,1 12.1 ± 1.58 a,1 13.1 ± 2.25 a-b,1 15.6 ± 2.20 b,1 15.8 ± 1.15 b,1

WE90P 25.4 ± 2.95 b-c,2 21.1 ± 3.13 a,2 22.2 ± 1.88 a-b,2 24.8 ± 3.56 a-c,2 26.3 ± 2.02 c,2

WE180P 21.7 ± 2.17 a,2 22.4 ± 2.88 a,2 23.2 ± 2.79 a,2 24.8 ± 2.76 a-b,2 27.9 ± 3.80 b,2

OH90P 23.2 ± 4.38 a,1 15.5 ± 6.00 a,1 15.8 ± 3.91 a,1 15.6 ± 5.04 a,1 16.3 ± 4.40 a,1

OH180P 21.1 ± 5.02 a,1 20.7 ± 1.80 a,1 19.7 ± 2.29 a,1 19.6 ± 3.88 a,1 18.5 ± 2.50 a,1-2

OE90P 29.6 ± 3.43 b,2 16.8 ± 3.95 a,1 17.6 ± 4.99 a,1 20.6 ± 3.49 a,1 18.6 ± 3.16 a,1-2

OE180P 21.6 ± 5.39 a,1 22.4 ± 5.33 a,1 21.1 ± 5.23 a,1 22.5 ± 2.68 a,1 22.8 ± 2.80 a,2

Hardness (◦Durofel)

WH90P 31.0 ± 2.0 a,1 28.0 ± 1.7 a,1 28.0 ± 3.0 a,1 24.7 ± 3.2 a,1 27.5 ± 1.5 a,1

WH180P 31.0 ± 2.0 a,1 38.5 ± 0.5 a,2 40.0 ± 1.0 a,2 41.0 ± 4.6 a,2 31.5 ± 9.5 a,1

WE90P 57.0 ± 1.0 b,2 51.3 ± 5.5 a,3 45.5 ± 5.5 a,2-3 53.5 ± 0.5 b,3 55.0 ± 4.6 b,2

WE180P 57.0 ± 1.0 c,2 41.0 ± 1.0 a,2 49.5 ± 2.5 b,3 50.3 ± 3.1 b,3 48.3 ± 6.0 b,2

OH90P 38.0 ± 2.0 a,1 32.0 ± 5.2 a,1 29.8 ± 3.0 a,1 30.3 ± 7.1 a,1 27.0 ± 5.3 a,1

OH180P 38.0 ± 2.0 a,1 28.3 ± 4.0 a,1 29.5 ± 3.0 a,1 29.5 ± 3.0 a,1 30.7 ± 6.4 a,1

OE90P 48.7 ± 4.2 a,2 41.7 ± 3.8 a,2 43.3 ± 8.0 a,2 39.3 ± 9.6 a,1 34.6 ± 10.1 a,1

OE180P 48.7 ± 4.2 a,2 42.1 ± 1.0 a,2 42.5 ± 0.5 a,2 44.4 ± 9.0 a,1 43.8 ± 2.7 a,1

Texture (N s/g fresh weight)

WH90P 10.4 ± 1.5 a,2 12.1 ± 2.3 a,1 11.4 ± 2.5 a,2-3 10.3 ± 2.2 a,1 10.0 ± 0.4 a,1

WH180P 10.4 ± 1.5 a,2 11.1 ± 1.8 a-b,1 13.5 ± 0.6 b,3 13.7 ± 2.0 b,1 13.6 ± 0.4 b,3

WE90P 7.5 ± 0.8 a,1 8.3 ± 0.4 a-b,1 8.5 ± 0.3 b,1 9.6 ± 0.7 c,1 11.6 ± 0.3 d,2

WE180P 7.5 ± 0.8 a,1 10.1 ± 2.0 b,1 10.8 ± 0.7 b,1-2 11.8 ± 0.8 b,1 9.8 ± 0.5 b,1

OH90P 3.6 ± 0.6 a,1 3.6 ± 0.9 a,1 5.7 ± 0.6 b,1 5.1 ± 1.0 a-b,1 5.6 ± 1.3 b,1

OH180P 3.6 ± 0.6 a,1 5.2 ± 2.0 a-b,1-2 6.5 ± 0.3 b,1 5.7 ± 0.2 b,1 6.6 ± 0.2 b,1

OE90P 7.7 ± 0.5 b,2 7.3 ± 0.3 b,2 6.2 ± 0.8 a,1 6.1 ± 0.4 a,1 5.6 ± 0.2 a,1

OE180P 7.7 ± 0.5 a,2 5.7 ± 0.3 a,12 8.9 ± 2.3 a,1 8.3 ± 0.7 a,2 7.6 ± 1.2 a,1

Hand-peeled (H) and electrically peeled (E) white (W) and orange (O) prickly pears packaged in 90PPlus (90P)
and 180PPlus (180P) film. Different letters in a row indicate that there were significant differences between storage
days (p < 0.05), and different numbers in a column indicate that there were significant differences between samples
(p < 0.05).
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Abstract: The main substances of rice are starches, which vary their metabolism during storage. We
conducted a series of tests including rice physicochemical properties, edible quality, starch content
and chain length distribution along with starch structure variation to disclose the shift of rice quality
by observing the changes of rice during storage. The results showed that: (1) the rice deterioration
occurred as time passed, and the germination rate decreased from 70.8% to 29.4% during the storage;
(2) fatty acid values increased significantly during long-term storage; (3) electrical conductivity
increased as time passed; and (4) the two-year-storage rice showed significantly decreased viscosity
and edible quality after sensory evaluation, decreased hardness and damaged surface area of starch
granules as storage time passed. Additionally, the damaged surface area of starch granules increased
with storage time. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) showed that the short-range order
and spiral degree of rice starch first decreased in the first year and then increased over the storage
time. Furthermore, X-ray diffraction showed that the main starch of rice was A-type crystalline.
Meanwhile, apparent amylose content increased from 31.00% to 33.85%, then decreased to 31.75%.
The peak viscosity reduced from 2735.00 mPa·s to 2163.67 mPa·s and the disintegration value was
brought down from 1377.67 mPa·s to 850.33 mPa·s. Based on the results, rice should not be stored for
more than 2 years under suitable granary conditions to maintain it at a good quality.

Keywords: rice; starch structure; physicochemical quality; storage

1. Introduction

Rice is a staple food for half of the world’s population and plays an important role in
daily diet [1]. The COVID-19 pandemic and the outbreak of conflict between Russia and
Ukraine had disrupted world food production and supplication, making food storage more
important than before [2]. The storage quality of rice is usually affected by temperature,
humidity, atmosphere and storage time, so its physical, chemical and physiological char-
acteristics will undergo a variation during long-term storage. When rice ages in storage,
its color and flavor will change obviously [3]. Compared with fresh rice, aged rice usually
turns dark and yellow and develops unpleasant odors due to the rancidity of fatty acids.
Additionally, the processing characteristics of aged rice vary greatly, such as decreased
viscosity and gelatinization temperature, along with increased hardness [4,5] Based on the
effect of storage conditions and aging phenomenon on rice quality, it is quite important
to control the aging rate of rice and develop methods to maintain the storage and edible
quality of rice.

Starch, as the most important component of rice, accounts for about 80% of rice dry
weight, which is closely related with rice aging and its quality variation [6]. Starch is a
kind of polysaccharide polymer which is mainly composed of α -D-glucopyranosyl units
linked by glycosidic bonds [7]. It contains linear amyloses linked by α-1, 4-glycosidic bond
and highly branched amylopectins linked by α-1, 6-glycosidic [8]. The short side chains
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of branched starch are stacked in the double helix structure to form the crystalline region
in starch. The alternative distribution of the crystalline region and the amorphous region
constitutes the growth ring of starch granules [9]. The starch function usually changes
accordingly with the structural transforms, like the straight-chain starch content is corre-
lated with the pasting property of rice [10]. The higher straight chain amylose content, the
harder the edible quality of the rice will be [11]. For the amylopectin, the longer branched
chain can form a longer double helix structure in the semi-crystalline layer, leading to
a higher gelatinization temperature of rice. The vice versa is also true. Meanwhile, the
interaction between amylose and the outer chain of amylopectin in the crystal lamella
also has a crucial impact on rice gelatinization [12]. Many studies have shown that the
multi-scale structure and physicochemical property of starch have a significant influence on
the texture, processing and nutritional properties of rice [13]. Starch retrogradation is the
main reason for the hardening of rice after cooking and cooling [14]. When straight-chain
starch content is increased, it will facilitate the starch retrogradation. What’s more, the rice
with higher straight-chain starch content and long-chain branched starch content tends
to contain more slow-digesting starch (SDS) and resistant starch (RS) and possess more
functional properties [15,16].

To improve the storage quality of rice, it is important to figure out the effect of the
transformation of the starch structure and physicochemical properties on the taste quality
of rice during storage. Although many research studies have explored this relationship
in the laboratory conditions, there is still a lack of studies on the long-term storage at the
granary level [17]. Compared with the previous related studies, in this paper, we mainly
focus on the rice from granary and investigate the variation in the rice quality and starch
structure and their interaction, so as to provide practical suggestions for maintaining rice
with a desirable quality in granary.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The samples belong to indica rice (Zhongzheyou 8), which are stored for 0, 1 and
2 years in Quzhou grain depot in Zhejiang Province under the temperature of 20–25 ◦C in
summer and 10–15 ◦C in other seasons. The conditions were maintained by air conditioner
to keep the rice at a quasi-low temperature. The rice stored for different years were set as
different treatments. Each treatment was composed of five samples from five different silos,
for a total of 15 samples in this study.

2.2. Physicochemical Properties’ Variation of Rice

Rice germination rate was tested according to Hu’s method with appropriate modifica-
tions [18]. One hundred pellets of rice seeds were soaked in 0.5% sodium hypochlorite for
30 s, and then rinsed 3 times using distilled water. The cleaned rice seeds were placed into
a sterile germination box (20 × 20 cm), followed by being incubated under the condition
of 60% relative humidity at 30 ◦C for 10 d. The germinated seeds were taken to calculate
the germination rate. The rice conductivity was determined using Qu’s method [19]. The
determination of fatty acid values was carried out with Zhai’s test method [20]. The protein
content was determined by the method in Daiana deSouza’s research [21].

2.3. Rice Edible Quality Evaluation

Rice edible quality was tested using a previous method with a slight modification [20].
Ten grams of cleaned rice seeds with different storage times were soaked for 30 min and
cooked in a steamer for 40 min for a tasting test. The tasting test was conducted by artificial
oral tasting combined with tasting apparatus (STA1B style, Sasake Co., Toshima, Japan).

2.4. Rice Starch Isolation

Rice was soaked overnight with five-time volumes of distilled water, after which it
was pulped by a 200-mesh sieve and washed with distilled water. After centrifugation at
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4000 rpm for 10 min, the suspension was collected by removing the upper layer of protein.
Then, it was dried at 42 ◦C and filtrated through a 100-mesh sieve for the further analysis.

2.5. Starch Content Determination
2.5.1. Amylose and Total Starch Content Analysis

The straight-chain amylose content of rice starch was determined by iodine colorimet-
ric method. It was calculated from the standard curves drawn with different proportions of
straight-chain starch and branched-chain starch blends [22].

2.5.2. Distribution of Starch Chain Length

Based on Ren’s method, the distribution of starch chain length in rice was tested [23].
The starch (10 mg) was dissolved in 5 mL water and then placed in a boiling water bath
for 60 min. Afterwards, sodium azide solution (10 μL 2% w/v), acetate buffer (50 μL,
0.6 M, pH 4.4) and isoamylase (10 μL, 1400 U) were added to the starch dispersion, and
the mixture was incubated at 37 ◦C for 24 h. The hydroxyl groups of the debranched
glucans were reduced with 0.5% (w/v) of sodium borohydride under alkaline conditions
for 20 h. Then, the solution was diluted with 570 μL of distilled water. The sample ex-
tracts were analyzed using high-performance anion-exchange chromatography (HPAEC)
equipped with a CarboPac PA-200 anion-exchange column (4.0 × 250 mm; Dionex) and a
pulsed amperometric detector (PAD; Dionex ICS 5000 system). Data were acquired on the
ICS5000 (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and processed using chromeleon 7.2 CDS
(Thermo Scientific).

2.6. Starch X-ray Diffraction Analysis (XRD)

The crystal structure of rice starch was analyzed by a X’Pert3 Powder (PANalytical,
Almelo, The Netherlands). The machine was equipped with a Cu-Kα target ray and the
wavelength was 0.15406 nm. The starch was detected at the voltage of 40 kV and the tube
flow was 200 mA. The diffraction ranged from 4◦ to 40◦ (2θ) with the 4◦/min step length.
The degree of relative crystallinity was calculated based on the two-phase hypohypothes
according to the method reported by Lopez-Rubio et al. [24].

2.7. Starch Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy Anlysis (FTIR)

The rice starch samples were ground with KBr at the ratio of 1:100. Then, the mixed
power was tableted by a tablet machine to form flakes. The short-range structure was
observed by FTIR (Brucker GMBH, Berlin, Germany) at the range of 4000–400 cm−1. The
operation was executed at the frequency of 4 cm−1 for 16 times.

2.8. Starch Rapid Viscosity Analysis (RVA)

The pasting property of starch flour was determined using a rapid viscosity analyzer
and performed on the parboiled starch flour. The previously isolated starch was weighted
around 2.58 g and mixed with distilled water to the total weight of 28 g. The suspension
was maintained at 50 ◦C for 1 min, then it was heated to 95 ◦C at a rate of 12 ◦C/min and
was held for 5 min. The rice paste was cooled to 50 ◦C at a rate of 12 ◦C/min and was
maintained for 2 min. The pasting curve of rice stored for different times was obtained by
RVA equipment (Newport Scientific Instruments inc. Fyshwick, Austrilia).

2.9. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Analysis of Starch

The thermal stability of starch was evaluated by DSC calorimeter (METTLER TOLEDO,
Inc. New York, NY, USA). The rice starch (3 mg) and distilled water (1:3, w/w) were sealed
in an aluminum crucible and then equilibrated overnight. The measurement temperature
was raised from 30 ◦C to 130 ◦C at the ratio of 10 ◦C/min.
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2.10. Scanning Electron Microscope Analysis of Starch (SEM)

The rice starch was fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde overnight and then eluted with
gradient ethanol (30, 50, 70, 90, and 95%) for 20 min to preserve the rice morphology. After
this treatment, a piece of fixed samples was coated with a thin layer gold and placed in the
SEM to observe with the resolution of 2000× and 6000×.

2.11. Data Statistics and Analysis

The single treatment of each test had three replicates, and each test was conducted
twice. Statistical analysis, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), Duncan’s test and a
post-hoc test were conducted using SPSS statistical software (Version 22.0, IBM, Armonk,
New York, NY, USA). All the figures were plotted using Origin Pro software(Originlab
2020 student edition, Northampton, MA, USA).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Rice Physicochemical Properties Variation of Different Storage Time

Physical and chemical indexes are important characteristics of rice quality. Germination
rate is a specific manifestation of seed vigor, which is usually affected by storage time.
The longer the storage time, the lower the germination rate would be. In this study, as
shown in Figure 1a, rice germination rate decreased significantly after being stored for
two years, with a decrease of 41.4%, which means its vitality and nutritional quality
decreased obviously. Additionally, fatty acid value is a key indicator of rice freshness and
aging. The accumulation of excessive fatty acid can lead to rice rancidity, thus decreasing
its edible quality [25]. Compared with fresh ones, the fatty acid value of rice became
significantly higher after one year storage, whereas there was no difference after two years
storage (Figure 1b), which may be due to the reduced lipase activity with longer storage
time. Furthermore, cell membrane permeability is related to the nutrient supply of the rice
embryo, so the rice cell membrane spoilage can be used to evaluate rice quality, which
can be assessed by measuring conductivity [26]. The rice conductivity increased from
50 μs/(cm·g) to 73.6 μs/(cm·g) with storage time, indicating the rice quality decreased
obviously (Figure 1c), which is consistent with the previous report [1]. However, the protein
content is less affected by storage time, so it slightly decreased without evident difference
in this study (Figure 1d).

Figure 1. The changes in physical and chemical indexes of rice. (a) Germination rate, (b) fatty acid
value, (c) electrical conductivity, (d) protein content. Different letters in this figure indicate there are
significant differences among them. (p < 0.05).
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3.2. Rice Taste Quality Eveluation

Sensory evaluation is the most classical and direct method to measure the taste quality
of rice, which is also an important factor to influence consumers’ purchase desire [27]. Rice
characteristics, including hardness, stickiness, elasticity, color, odor and cold rice texture,
are the expressions of rice taste quality. As shown in Table 1, the variation of rice sensory
scores indicated that rice edible quality had significant decrease after being stored two
years, especially rice luster, viscosity, elasticity and hardness. In a specific range, higher fat
content of rice could make it more lustrous, so when the fat oxidation and decomposition
happened in rice storage, its fatty acid value would increase, resulting in rice luster spoilage
and the decreased flavor score [28]. The same phenomenon occurred in this study (Table 1).
Additionally, firmness and stickiness are two key factors to assess the rice texture [29,30].

Table 1. Rice edible quality variation during different storage time.

Organoleptic Indicator Year-0 Year-1 Year-2

Color 6.00 ± 0.00 a 6.00 ± 0.00 a 6.00 ± 0.00 a

Luster 5.20 ± 1.30 a 4.80 ± 0.84 a 4.60 ± 0.55 b

Grain integrity 3.00 ± 0.00 a 3.00 ± 0.00 a 3.00 ± 0.00 a

Viscosity 6.80 ± 0.45 a 6.20 ± 0.45 a 5.60 ± 0.55 b

Elasticity 6.20 ± 0.84 a 5.80 ± 0.84 a 5.60 ± 1.34 b

Hardness 7.20 ± 0.45 a 6.80 ± 0.84 a 6.60 ± 0.55 b

Taste 18.0 ± 1.73 a 17.00 ± 0.00 a 16.80 ± 0.45 a

Cold rice texture 3.00 ± 0.00 a 3.00 ± 0.00 a 3.00 ± 0.00 a

Notes: Different letter values in the same line were significantly different (p < 0.05).

The straight-chain starch content normally affects the hardness and viscosity of rice,
which is on account of its leaching out and the formation of a web-like structure around
the swollen granules during the cooking process. The long B-chain of branched starch
can also form a double helix structure with straight-chain starch, which makes rice water
absorption capacity decline and then results in rice hardness increasing [31]. Although the
protein content did not have significant difference in this study, the increase in rice hardness
indicated that the protein structure, especially the interaction between disulfide bonds,
was strengthened [32]. Interestingly, the highest straight-chain amylose content was found
in the rice stored for 1 year (Table 2), but the hardness score decreased significantly after
2-year storage. It manifested that rice hardness was not only affected by the straight-chain
amylose content, but also by other factors, such as the soluble branched-chain starch content,
molecular size and the interaction force between them [33]. As shown in Tables 2 and 3,
rice stored for one year had the highest straight-chain starch content, but it didn’t have an
evident effect on rice viscosity. With the storage time extending, the straight-chain starch
content decreased in the rice stored for two years, along with a declined viscosity, which
might be due to the integrity breakdown of rice starch granules (Figure 2).

Table 2. Order degree of rice starch from different storage time.

Samples Relative Crystalline (%) 995/1022 1047/1022

Year-0 34.23 ± 0.93 a 1.3871 ± 0.0139 a 1.3656 ± 0.0046 a

Year-1 34.95 ± 1.29 a 1.3192 ± 0.0117 c 1.3001 ± 0.0028 c

Year-2 35.25 ± 0.52 a 1.3616 ± 0.0136 b 1.3488 ± 0.0039 b

Notes: Values in the same column with different letters are significantly different (p < 0.05).
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Table 3. Chain length distribution variation of rice amylopectin in storage.

Samples AAC(%) A(%) B1(%) B2(%) B3(%) ACL(DP)

Year-0 31.00 ± 0.73 b 24.67 ± 0.09 a 53.24 ± 0.06 b 11.16 ± 0.04 b 10.92 ± 0.10 b 20.15 ± 0.04 b

Year-1 33.85 ± 0.28 a 24.64 ± 0.02 a 51.08 ± 0.03 c 13.31 ± 0.03 a 11.00 ± 0.01 b 20.18 ± 0.01 b

Year-2 31.73 ± 0.48 b 23.63 ± 0.10 b 54.01 ± 0.05 a 11.19 ± 0.04 b 11.16 ± 0.04 a 20.32 ± 0.03 a

Notes: Apparent amylose content (AAC); A, B1, B2, B3 and average chain length (ACL) refer to DP ranges of 6–12,
13–24, 25–36, DP ≥ 37 and average chain length, respectively. Values in the same column with different letters are
significantly different (p < 0.05).

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope photos of rice starch granules with different storage times;
(a1,a2) are starch granules under storage year-0 2K, 6K lens; (b1,b2) are starch granules under storage
year-1 2K, 6K lens; (c1,c2) are starch granules under storage year-2 2K, 6K lens.

3.3. Rice Starch Structure Variation of Different Storage Time

Natural starch granules mainly have three types of structure, including A, B and C.
A-type crystalline structure has characteristic diffraction peaks at 2θ around 15.33◦, 17.33◦,
18.15◦ and 23.22◦; B-type crystalline structure has characteristic diffraction peaks at 2θ
around 5.59◦, 17.2◦, 23.2◦ and 24◦; C-type crystalline structure has characteristic diffraction
peaks at 2θ around 5.73◦, 15.3◦, 17.3◦, 18.3◦ and 23.3◦. Meanwhile, the main characteristic
diffraction peaks of V-type crystalline structure are at 2θ of 7.36◦, 13.1◦ and 20.1◦. The rice
starch structure generally belongs to A-type crystal texture [34].

As shown in Figure 3a, the starch isolated from rice had specific monomorphic diffrac-
tion peaks at 15.33◦ and 23.5◦. The starches from rice with different times all belonged
to A-type crystal structure, indicating that the storage time had no effect on rice crystal
configuration, whereas the peak intensities were different at 2θ of 18.15◦, 20.17◦ and 23.22◦.
The peak intensity decreased after 1 year of storage but increased after 2 years, which was
consistent with the variation of A-type starch crystals. According to the results in Figure 3a
and Table 3, the straight-chain starch content in rice samples stored for 2 years decreased
significantly, which suggested that the free short straight-chain starch was bound to form
a double-helix structure and this led to an increase in A-type crystals. The peak intensity
at 20.1◦ represents the decreased content of V-type crystals, which are usually composed
of single-helix straight-chain starch and lipids [35]. The tendency was related to the fat
oxidative decomposition, which promoted the increase in straight-chain starch content.
However, the B-type crystals gradually increased based on the diffraction intensity up
to 23.22◦. The composition of B-type crystals is often related to the content of branched
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starch B-chains. As shown in Table 3, the content of longer B-chains (B2, B3) increased with
storage time extending, which was the principal reason for the B-type crystals’ accession.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Rice starch variation during storage. (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of rice starch at different
storage periods; (b) Fourier spectra of rice starch at different storage periods.

In addition to the variation of crystal types, we also calculated the relative crystallinity
of starch isolated from rice and evaluated its helical structure and short-range ordering.
As shown in Figure 3b, there was no new peaks appearing in rice with different storage
times, indicating that the storage can only affect the physical structure of starch. As shown
in Table 3, there was no significant difference in the relative crystallinity. The light trans-
mission of freshly harvested rice starch was at 3410 cm−1, which indicated the hydrogen
bonds between starch molecules were the most solid helical structure. When the storage
time was extended, the light transmittance decreased, manifesting that the quantity of hy-
drogen bonds decreased and the interaction force between starch molecules became weak.
Besides, the density ratios of peaks at 1047 cm−1/1022 cm−1 and 995 cm−1/1022 cm−1

were used to determine the degree of short-range orderliness and double helix structure in
starch, respectively [36,37]. As shown in Table 3, the starch of fresh rice had the highest
1047/1022 ratio and 995/1022 ratio, with 1.39 and 1.37, respectively. This means that the
starch of fresh rice had the most stable helical structure and the highest short-range orderli-
ness. With the storage process prolonging, the helical structure and short-range orderliness
started to decrease and then increase. The decrease in helical structure and orderliness was
mainly related with the disruption of branched chains in branched starch, and the increase
in helical structure might be due to the fact that apparent amylose was involved in the
amorphous region and then formed a new double helical structure, which was supported
by the previous results in Table 2.

3.4. Pasting and Thermal Properties Variation of Rice in Storage

Generally, the variation of starch granules can cause different rice pasting and thermal
properties. Here, we evaluated these two properties to uncover the quality transformation
of rice, in which pasting refers to the process of turning the starch structure from ordered to
disordered. The rapid viscosity analysis (RVA) is usually used to test rice pasting property,
including the expansion, destruction and reorganization of starch [38]. As shown in Table 4
and Figure 4a, compared with the starch in fresh rice, the peak viscosity of stored rice
starch continued to decrease prominently during the storage, especially in the second
year, which is consistent with the results of the sensory evaluation (Table 1). Unlike other
studies that showed a positive correlation between the peak viscosity and the straight-chain
starch content [39], the results in this study indicated that there was not simply a positive
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relationship between them. The straight-chain starch content increased, whereas the peak
viscosity decreased after two years of storage. Combined with the SEM images of starch
granules (Figure 2), the starch granules were severely damaged at the same time. The
incompleteness of starch granules limited the starch expansion, leading to the decline of
peak viscosity. Starch pasting is the water blending in the starch cluster crystallization area
under heating, which disassembles the intermolecular state of starch and causes starch
molecules to lose their original arrangement; for example, the hydrogen bonds between the
ordered (crystalline) and disordered (amorphous) molecules of starch granules are broken
and dispersed in water to become a colloidal solution [40].

Table 4. Rice pasting properties variation in storage.

Samples PV (mPa·s) TV (mPa·s) BD (mPa·s) FV (mPa·s) PT (◦C) SB (mPa·s)

Year-0 2735.00 ± 84.18 a 1357.33 ± 27.93 b 1377.67 ± 59.65 a 2918.00 ± 37.36 a 83.83 ± 0.78 ab 1560.67 ± 32.65 c

Year-1 2622.00 ± 24.27 a 1586.33 ± 13.65 a 1035.67 ± 26.54 b 3519.00 ± 83.47 b 82.62 ± 0.28 b 1932.67 ± 91.48 a

Year-2 2163.67 ± 88.79 b 1313.33 ± 37.07 b 850.33 ± 51.73 c 3003.00 ± 45.90 a 84.63 ± 0.81 a 1689.67 ± 23.71 b

The letters PV represent the peak viscosity; TV represents the trough viscosity; BD represents the breakdown vis-
cosity; FV represents the final viscosity; SB represents the setback viscosity; PT represents the pasting temperature.
Values in the same column with different letters are significantly different (p < 0.05).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Rice pasting and thermal property variation during storage. (a) Rice starch RVA diagram;
(b) Rice DSC diagram.

As shown in Figure 4b, the pasting temperature showed a tendency of first decreas-
ing and then increasing during storage. There was no significant difference between the
pasting temperature of fresh rice and one-year stored rice, but it increased significantly
in the second year. The thermal stability was related to the double helix structure, which
was consistent with the trend of pasting temperature variation. The disintegration value
reflects the stability of the starch, like shearing resistance and heating resistance. The larger
branched starch molecules will be more likely to intertwine with each other, allowing to
maintain the integrity of the starch granules [41]. The results mentioned above showed
that the proportion of longer branched starch increased with storage time extending, which
led to the improved disintegration values of starch. It was reported that the decrease in
the solubility of denatured protein resulted in the limitation of starch swelling and the
enhancement of starch granule integrity, which might be another reason for the decrease in
starch disintegration value [42]. When the dextrinized starch solution is cooled slowly, the
starch molecules will automatically get together and form insoluble crystal bundles through
the intermolecular hydrogen bond interaction, which is recognized as retrogradation [43].
The results showed that rice starch retrogradation value increased from 1560.67 mPa·s to
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1932.67 mPa·s after being stored for one year, whereas it decreased to 1689.67 mPa·s after
2-year storage. It is consistent with our findings in the straight-chain content variation.

The pasting parameters of starch includes the onset temperature (To), peak tempera-
ture (Tp), resultant temperature (Tc) and enthalpy (ΔH). According to Figure 4b and Table 5,
the To of starch from freshly harvested rice was about 71.78 ◦C, which became lower after
one-year storage, indicating that the thermal stability of rice starch declined after being
stored for the same time. This tendency was caused by the decrease in the content of the
branched chain starch, the disruption of the double helix structure and the decline of the
short-range ordering (Tables 2 and 3). The To increased with the storage time increasing to
2 years, indicating that long storage time could make rice possess high thermal stability.
The results are consistent with the increase in short-range ordering and the decrease in
straight-chain starch content. The ΔH value reflects the heat energy associated with crystal
melt and the quantity of double helices in starch. The enthalpy of starch decreased after
1 year storage and then kept level off in the rest of storage time, whereas its thermal stability
first increased and then decreased during storage.

Table 5. Gelatinization parameters of rice starch during storage.

Samples To (◦C) Tp (◦C) Tc (◦C) ΔH (J/g)

Year-0 71.78 ± 0.15 b 76.28 ± 0.12 b 81.82 ± 0.28 a 3.29 ± 0.16 a

Year-1 70.55 ± 0.25 c 75.40 ± 0.10 c 80.67 ± 0.23 b 3.23 ± 0.07 a

Year-2 72.44 ± 0.17 a 76.72 ± 0.09 a 81.53 ± 0.16 a 3.39 ± 0.08 a

Notes: The letter ΔH represents the endothermic enthalpy; To represents the onset temperature; Tp represents the
peak temperature; Tc represents the conclusion temperature. Values in the same column with different letters are
significantly different (p < 0.05).

3.5. Morphological Structure Variation of Rice Starch

The effect of long-term storage on the starch granules morphology was investigated by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The morphological characteristics of starch granules
from fresh and stored rice are shown in Figure 2. The fresh rice starch granules were
uniform in size, polygonal in shape, regular in shape and smooth on the surface, which is
agreeable with other studies [44]. The stored rice starch granules were polygonal, irregular
in shape and rough on the surface. There was no significant difference between fresh rice
starch and rice stored for 1 year, but the proportion of broken starch granules increased
after 2-year storage. Besides, the areas of wrinkles and roughness increased significantly,
and the surface of starch granules showed obvious pits. It indicated that starch granules
were damaged, thus leading to the declined integrity with the extension of storage time.
Furthermore, the moisture is more likely to make water blend in the starch granules from
the broken area, which provides more chances to contact with the double helix structure of
branched starch. As a result, it is easier to destroy the orderly structure of starch under the
heating condition and then lead to decreasing the pasting temperature.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the effect of the long-term storage on the multiscale
structure and physicochemical properties of rice under granary conditions. The results
showed that the fatty acid value and the electrical conductivity of rice increased, whereas
its germination rate decreased significantly. The straight-chain starch content first increased
and then decreased with the storage time extending. The same tendency occurred in
the long-branched chain of branched starch, the short-range orderliness and the degree
of double helix structure. However, the pasting temperature had an opposite trend. Si-
multaneously, the starch granule suffered from breakage, along with the peak viscosity
and disintegration value of rice starch decreasing. Some other indicators, such as relative
crystallinity, enthalpy, hardness, viscosity and luster, also exerted the corresponding varia-
tion. All the results indicates that the structure of rice starch changed significantly after
2-year storage, accompanied by the transformed physicochemical properties. Therefore, to
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maintain rice with a fair quality, it should be stored under suitable granary conditions for
no more than two years. However, most of the results are the description of rice quality and
starch variation; they are not the deep mechanism. Thus, if we want to know the reason of
the transformation, the changes of their biochemicals, genes and chemical bonds should
also be studied in the next studies.
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Abstract: Jambu is a vegetable originally from the northern region of Brazil, has bioactive properties,
being little explored by other regions, due to its high peresivity. And one of the methods to increase
the shelf life of plant products is the removal of water. The objective of this work was to evaluate the
drying kinetics of jambu leaf mass. Two treatments were carried out: The mass of fresh jambu leaves
and the mass of fresh jambu leaves with the addition of drying foam, both submitted in an oven
with forced air circulation at temperatures (50, 60 and 70 ◦C and thickness of 1.0 cm). The proximate
composition of the materials was performed before and after drying. Twelve mathematical models
were tested on drying kinetics data and thermodynamic properties were calculated. The parameters
of the proximate composition for the mass of leaves and foam after drying were: Moisture content
of (2 to 7%), ash content of (13 to 17%), protein content of (22 to 30%), lipids of (0.6 to 4%) and total
titratable acidity (0.20 to 0.28%) of tartaric acid. The models that best fit the experimental data to
describe the drying kinetics of jambu masses were: Wang & Singh. The use of foam mat presented
higher values of effective diffusion coefficient and activation energy and lower values of enthalpy
and entropy, reducing the drying time.

Keywords: Acmella oleracea; foam mat; drying kinetics

1. Introduction

Several vegetables are limited to some regions; consequently, they are not well known
and are little consumed in other regions of Brazil, and many of them contain higher levels
of micro and macro nutrients when compared to conventional vegetable [1,2]. Studies show
that there is a large amount of vegetables that are little explored and known in the country,
and their scientific dissemination can contribute to food security. [1]. Jambu (Acmella
oleracea) is an abundant vegetable in the Northern region of Brazil, where its different plant
organs (flowers, leaves and stems) are consumed in preparations of typical foods of the
Amazon region and as traditional medicinal herb in the treatment of diseases of mouth and
throat [2–4].

The species Acmella oleracea is investigated for several applications, including evalua-
tion of larvicidal activity of different crude extracts of leaves, as well as antioxidant and
immunomodulatory properties, and many studies have focused on its use for centuries in
the treatment of oral pain due to its analgesic properties [4–6].

Jambu is a perishable vegetable and requires post-harvest treatment in order to prevent
and minimize losses that occur during its marketing, seeking to reduce to a minimum the
losses of the active ingredients of interest and compounds aimed at adding flavor or aroma
to food [7,8]. Conservation processes include artificial drying by hot air convection, one of
the oldest used methods [9].
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The temperature and drying time must be appropriate for each vegetable, in order to
preserve its physical characteristics, nutritional and sensory properties. It is necessary to
use drying techniques that better preserve the qualities of the food [10].

The foam mat drying process in can be carried out on liquid or semi-liquid foods, the
foam is incorporated by means of aeration with a foaming agent and then dried [11]. Due
to the foam structure, which generates a larger area exposed to the drying air, there is a
higher mass transfer rate and shorter dehydration time [12].

Drying of agricultural products can be organized in several ways in which drying
kinetics data can be represented by theoretical, semi-theoretical and empirical mathemat-
ical models [13]. The drying kinetics process presents important information about the
characteristics of the typical drying behavior, heating, the period of fast drying due to
the constant rate and the falling rate periods [14]. Drying curves are extremely important
for the development of processes and equipment sizing; from the curves it is possible
to estimate the necessary drying time of a certain amount of products and the time for
production, obtaining an estimate of energy expenditure that reflects in the processing cost
and influences the final price of the product.

Therefore, Acmella oleracea is a plant of commercial interest, due to its pharmacological
properties, but there are few studies assessing its processing and application of conservation
methods [15,16]. Thus, the objective of the present work was to perform the drying kinetics
of jambu leaf mass and jambu leaf mass with foam, at different temperatures (50, 60 and
70 ◦C) in a thickness of 1.0 cm. determine thermodynamic properties and evaluate its
physicochemical characterization.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Obtaining of Raw Material and Drying

Jambu vegetable were collected on octuber the 2020 on a family farm in the munic-
ipality of Macapá, AP (0◦01′26.0′′ South and 51◦06′53.5′′ West of Greenwich), and the
experiment it was made at the Food Laboratory of the Federal Institute of Amapá-IFAP
(0◦05′12.3′′ North and 51◦05′31.0′′ West of Greenwich).

Jambu leaves were washed in chlorinated water, sanitized (solution composed of
2.5% sodium hypochlorite, for 15 min) and crushed (without adding water, for 2 min) in
processor to obtain a homogeneous mass.

The foam was prepared by the mixture and aeration for 15 min in a domestic mixer
(Mundial Chantilly, São Paulo, Brazil) of the mass of jambu leaves, 1% of a stabilizing agent
(Super Liga Neutra®) combined with 2% of an emulsifier (Emustab®). The mass of leaves
and the foam were subjected to thin-layer convective drying.

Drying was carried out in a forced air circulation oven (Lucadema), at temperatures of
50, 60 and 70 ◦C and air velocity of 1.0 ms−1 (measured in a digital anemometer Homis
Mod 489). The materials (mass of leaves and foam) were spread evenly in rectangular
stainless steel trays (25.5 × 13.5 cm), forming a thin layer of 1.0 cm thickness measured
with a digital caliper (King Tools).

During drying, the trays were weighed at regular intervals until they reached constant
mass. The experiment was carried out in triplicate. The dehydrated material was removed
from the tray with a spatula and crushed in a household food processor (Black Decker,
Brazil) for 1 min to obtain the powder, which were subsequently stored in laminated pack-
aging composed of two layers (Pet-Low-density polyethylene terephthalate and metallized
PET-metallized polyethylene terephthalate).

Physicochemical Characterization

The mass of leaves, foam and powder were evaluated for the following physico-
chemical parameters: moisture content 103 ◦C/24 h; ash content determined by muffle
incineration at 550 ◦C; Lipid content the soxlet was used; Protein was determined by
kjedahl and total acidity by titration [17].
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2.2. Mathematical Modeling

From the experimental data of drying kinetics, the values of the moisture content ratio
were calculated according to Equation (1).

RX =
X − Xe

Xi − Xe
(1)

where: RX: moisture content ratio of the product, dimensionless; X; moisture content of the
product (d.b.); Xi: initial moisture content of the product (d.b.); Xe: equilibrium moisture
content of the product (d.b.).

Table 1 presents the mathematical models widely used to describe drying kinetics
of vegetables. The models were fitted by nonlinear regression analysis using the Gauss-
Newton method.

Table 1. Empirical and semi-empirical equations used to represent drying kinetics.

Model Designation Model Equation

1 Page RX = exp exp (−k ∗ tn) (2)
2 Midilli RX = a ∗ exp exp (−k ∗ tn) + b ∗ t (3)
3 Henderson & Pabis RX = a ∗ exp exp (−k ∗ t) (4)
4 Approximation of Diffusion RX = a ∗ exp exp (−k ∗ t) + (1 − a) ∗ exp exp (−k ∗ b ∗ t) (5)
5 Two Terms RX = a ∗ exp exp (−k0 ∗ t) + b ∗ exp exp (−k1 ∗ t) (6)
6 Two-Term Exponential RX = a ∗ exp exp (−k ∗ t) + (1 − a) ∗ exp exp (−k ∗ a ∗ t) (7)
7 Logarithmic RX = a ∗ exp exp (−k ∗ tn) + c (8)

8 Thompson RX =
(−a−(a2+4∗b∗ t)

0,5
)

2 ∗ b (9)

9 Newton RX = exp exp (−k ∗ t) (10)
10 Verma RX = a ∗ exp exp (−k ∗ t) + (1 − a) ∗ exp exp (−k1 ∗ t) (11)
11 Wang & Singh RX = 1 + a ∗ t + b ∗ t2 (12)
12 Valcam RX = a + b ∗ t + c ∗ t1,5 + d ∗ t2 (13)

RX-Moisture content ratio of the product, dimensionless; k, k0, k1-Drying constants; h−1; a, b, c, n-Coefficients of
the models; t-Drying time, h.

The preliminary criteria to select the model with best fit were: coefficient of determina-
tion (R2), relative mean error (P), estimated mean error (SE) and the mean chi-square (χ2).

χ2 = ∑
(
Y − Ŷ

)2

DF
(14)

P =
100

n ∑
∣∣Y − Ŷ

∣∣
Y

(15)

SE =

√
∑
(
Y − Ŷ

)2

DF
(16)

where: Y: experimental RX value; Ŷ: RX value estimated by the model; n: number of
observations; DF: degrees of freedom of the model (observations minus the number of
model parameters).

In order to select a single model to describe the drying process under each condi-
tion, those models that preliminarily select (according to the criteria R2, P and SE) were
subjected to the selection criteria of Akaike Information (AIC) and Schwarz’s Bayesian
Information (BIC).

The information criteria were determined by the following Equations:

AIC = −2logL + 2p (17)

BIC = −2logL + plog(N − r) (18)
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where: p: number of model parameters; logL: logarithm of the likelihood function consid-
ering the estimates of the parameters; N: total observations; r: matrix X rank (incidence
matrix for fixed effects).

Fick’s diffusive model was fitted to the drying data considering the geometric shape
of flat plate [18], with eight-terms approximation [19], according to Equation (19), for the
determination of effective diffusivity.

RX =

(
8
π2

) ∞

∑
n=0

1

(2n + 1)2 exp
(
−(2n + 1)2 π2

D
t

4L02
S
V

)
(19)

where: RX: moisture content ratio, dimensionless; D: effective diffusion coefficient, m2

s−1; S: equivalent plate area, m2; V: equivalent plate volume, m3; L0: mass thickness, m; n:
number of terms of the Equation; t: time, s.

The expression described by Arrhenius Equation (20) was applied, relating the depen-
dence of effective diffusivity as a function of temperature.

D = D0 exp
( −Ea

RTa

)
(20)

where: Do: pre-exponential factor; Ea: activation energy, kJ mol−1; R: universal constant of
gases, 8.314 kJ kmol−1. K−1; Ta: absolute temperature, K.

The linearization of the coefficients of the equationthe Arrhenius was used to calculate
the activation energy from, applying the logarithm as follows:

Ln D = LnD0 − Ea

R
.

1
Ta

(21)

2.3. Thermodynamic Properties

The thermodynamic properties of the drying process of the mass of leaves and foam
determined were: enthalpy, entropy and Gibbs free energy, according to Equations (22)–(24),
respectively.

ΔH = Ea − R. Ta (22)

ΔS = R .[Ln(D0)− Ln
(

KB
hp

)
− Ln(Ta)] (23)

ΔG = ΔH − Ta. ΔS (24)

where: ΔH-specific enthalpy, J mol−1; ΔS-specific entropy, J mol−1 K−1; ΔG-Gibbs free energy,
J mol−1; KB-Boltzmann constant, 1.38 × 10−23 J K−1; hp-Planck constant, 6.626 × 10–34 J s−1;
T-temperature, ◦C.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Physicochemical Characterization

Table 2 shows the means of the evaluations of physicochemical composition of the
mass of jambu leaves, foam and powder obtained at different temperatures.

The results found for the fresh mass of jambu leaves and foam showed that they have
a significant contents of moisture and protein and reduced contents of lipids, ash and total
titratable acidity. These contents are close to those described by Neves et al. [1], who found
moisture content of 89% w.b., ash of 1.11%, lipids of 0.16%, proteins of 2.44%. The moisture
contents obtained in the drying of the mass of jambu leaves ranged from 5.70 to 2.21% w.b.
and showed a non-significant decrease with the increase in temperature. For the drying of
the foam, there was a higher moisture retention, significant at temperatures of 60 and 70 ◦C
when compared with the dried mass of leaves, with no significant influence of the increase
in temperature.
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Table 2. Mean values of the physicochemical composition of the mass of jambu leaves, foam and
powder obtained under different drying conditions.

Material Temperature ◦C

Analyses

Moisture Content
(% w.b.)

Protein % Lipids % Ash %
Total Titratable

Acidity * %

Fresh mass of
jambu leaves — 92.71 ± 0.29 3.39 ± 0.23 0.24 ± 0.08 1.34 ± 0.04 0.03 ± 0.0

Foam — 90.31 ± 0.05 3.30 ± 0.22 0.26 ± 0.07 1.31 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.0

Dried mass of
jambu leaves

50 5.70 aA 28.33 aA 0.78 aB 17.18 aA 0.26 aA
60 3.79 aB 30.44 aA 0.68 aB 16.28 aA 0.29 aA
70 2.21 aB 28.48 aA 0.69 aB 16.32 aA 0.27 aA

Dried foam
50 6.29 aA 24.75 aA 4.72 aA 14.20 aB 0.24 aA
60 7.67 aA 22.98 aB 4.71 aA 13.74 aA 0.24 aA
70 6.58 aA 23.37 aA 4.09 aA 13.00 aB 0.20 aB

Lowercase letters in the column refer to the comparison between the different temperatures for the same material,
and uppercase letters in the column refer to the comparison of the same temperature between the two materials,
and the same letters do not differ from each other by Tukey test (p < 0.05). * Tartaric Acid.

However, the fresh mass of leaves and foam of jambu showed relevant contents
of protein (3.39% and 3.3%, respectively) and lipids (0.24 and 0.26%, respectively), so
drying led to a reduction in moisture content that contributed to a significant increase in
the contents of proteins and lipids, and the lipid content found in the foam after drying
was higher than that found in the mass of leaves. Values similar to those obtained here
were reported by Gomes et al. [16], who found that jambu powder had moisture contents
between 4 and 6% w.b. and lipid and protein parameters of 7% and 27%, respectively, with
no significant degradation under the studied conditions.

For the ash content of the fresh mass of jambu leaves and foam, there was no vari-
ation with the increase in temperature. It was found that the mass of leaves had higher
percentages of ash, with values between 16 and 17%. The total acidity levels of the mass of
leaves (0.26–0.29% tartaric acid) and foam (0.20–0.24 tartaric acid) after drying showed an
acidic character compared with the fresh material (0.03 and 0.04% tartaric acid). The acidity
content increased when temperature drying was applied, possibly due to the conversion of
sugars into organic acids [11]. In the comparison of the materials before and after drying,
there was a reduction in moisture content, while the protein and lipid contents increased,
and the dried foam stood out with higher, values, differ dried mass of leaves. This increase
may be linked to the addition of stabilizer and emulsifier used to obtain the foam.

Convective drying with forced air circulation is a method recommended for drying
leaves because it helps reduce heat losses and improves drying quality [20]. The physic-
ochemical parameters evaluated showed that the addition of stabilizers and emulsifiers
did not cause significant changes in the mass of jambu composition. And foaming was
a positive factor in the process as it reduced drying time, since this is a limiting factor
for the drying conditions (temperature, speed and relative humidity of the air, as well as
thickness), which must be controlled to maintain the quality of the final product and reduce
moisture content [12].

3.2. Mathematical Modeling

To better understand the drying kinetics of the crushed mass of jambu leaves and foam,
different mathematical models were evaluated. Table 3 shows the values of the estimated
mean error (SE), relative mean error (P), coefficient of determination (R2) and chi-square
test (χ2) for the mathematical models fitted to the experimental data of the drying kinetics
of the mass of jambu leaves and foam at temperatures of 50, 60 and 70 ◦C and thickness of
1.0 cm Table 3.
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Wang & Singh, Midilli and Logarithmic models showed the best fits under all drying
conditions according to the preliminary criteria of evaluation: R2 higher than 99%, lower
estimated mean error (SE) and chi-square test (χ2), as well as relative mean error (P) lower
than 10%, which is considered as an adequate representation of the model [21].

Together with the previous statistical parameters (Table 3), the Akaike information
criterion (AIC) and Schwarz’s Bayesian Information criterion (BIC) were adopted as ad-
ditional criteria to select the best model. The results of AIC and BIC for Wang & Singh,
Midilli and Logarithmic models are described in Table 4.

Table 4. Akaike Information criterion (AIC) and Schwarz’s Bayesian Information criterion (BIC) for
the models that best fitted to the drying data of the crushed mass of jambu leaves.

Model Wang & Singh Midilli Logarithmic

Drying Temperature ◦C BIC AIC BIC AIC BIC AIC

Mass of Leaves
50 −242.58 −247.33 −242.15 −250.07 −231.76 −238.10
60 −205.62 −210.11 −207.35 −214.83 −207.87 −213.86
70 −150.17 −154.48 −173.45 −180.62 −147.70 −153.43

Foam
50 −224.32 −228.62 −189.15 −194.88 −189.15 −194.88
60 −156.83 −160.61 −169.75 −176.04 −154.81 −159.84
70 −106.23 −109.36 −133.10 −138.32 −114.71 −118.88

Considering the lower values of the AIC and BIC information criteria as indication of
better fit, Wang & Singh model showed the best fit to the experimental data for temperature
of 50 ◦C of thin-layer and foam-mat drying. For the other treatment conditions, Midilli
model obtained better fit to the experimental data. These results indicate that, regardless of
the drying method used, the mathematical models fitted well to the data. Logarithmic and
Midilli models were indicated as those with better fit to the experimental data of drying
kinetics of the mass of jambu leaves [22].

Data of drying kinetics at different temperatures were analyzed in terms of moisture
content ratio (RX), as shown in Figure 1. The moisture content ratio decreases contin-
uously until the equilibrium is reached. The increase in air temperature resulted in a
reduction in the time required to reach the equilibrium moisture content for the different
conditions studied.

Figure 1. Moisture content ratio in the drying of crushed mass of jambu leaves, obtained experimen-
tally and estimated by the Wang & Singh and Midilli models for the different drying conditions.
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The moisture content ratio curve has been considered the best way to explain the
behavior during the drying process [23]. Combined with the adequate model for drying
kinetics, it is used to explain the total drying behavior [14]. As the model describes the
mechanisms of heat and mass transport, it can be used to simulate other process conditions
such as variation in thickness, foam composition and temperature, velocity and relative
humidity of the air, among others [12].

The results indicated that just as air temperature played an important role in reducing
drying time, the use of foam mat enhanced this reduction. The drying time was between
4 and 7 h in the drying of the mass of leaves and showed a considerable reduction in the
drying of the foam, being 2 and 5 h.

Increase in drying temperature reduces the drying time due to molecular movement,
thus increasing the rate of moisture content removal from the sample, which results in
the reduction of drying time [11]. Franco et al. [12] report that the porous structure of the
foam and the large surface area in contact with the drying air cause higher mass transfer
rates, thus leading to a reduction in drying time and, therefore, a final product with better
quality. The coefficients of fits of the mathematical equations obtained under the different
experimental conditions of drying kinetics are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Coefficients of the models that best fitted to the drying data of crushed mass of jambu leaves
and foam.

Model
Temperature

(◦C)

Mass of Leaves Foam

a b k n a b k n

Midilli
50 0.997247 −0.014930 0.073879 1.142397 0.990898 −0.017696 0.157579 1.160437
60 1.006883 −0.019378 0.127761 1.088324 0.998051 −0.032604 0.242910 1.185451
70 1.003061 −0.031494 0.143453 1.178146 1.008538 −0.038754 0.444715 1.204884

Wang & Singh
50 −0.099148 0.002023 ——– ——– −0.186675 0.008153 ——– ——–
60 −0.146170 0.004782 ——– ——– −0.275789 0.016182 ——– ——–
70 −0.181939 0.005765 ——– ——– −0.435303 0.041703 ——– ——–

The constant “k” increases with increasing temperature, since higher temperatures
lead to higher drying rates [24], a behavior also observed. Considering that the parameter
n is related to the internal resistance of the material to drying [25], with the addition of
temperature the constant n of the Midilli and Wang and Sing model showed a tendency to
increase with increasing temperature.

Figure 2 shows the values of the effective diffusion coefficient during the drying of the
crushed mass of jambu leaves and foam. The effective diffusion coefficient showed higher
values at the higher drying temperatures and with application of the foam mat.

The effective diffusion coefficient showed a trend of linear increase as the drying air
temperature increased. The use of foam promoted higher values of the effective diffusion
coefficient compared to the material without foam mat for the three temperatures analyzed.
The same was observed for the hot air drying of mint leaves, whose effective diffusivity was
slightly higher when the air temperature was increased from 60 ◦C to 70 ◦C [26]. Gomes
et al. [22] described a trend of increase in diffusion coefficient with the increase in drying
air temperature and material layer thickness when studying the mass of jambu leaves.

The increasing values of effective diffusivity with the increase in temperature can be
attributed to the fact that water molecules are more weakly bound to the food matrix at
higher temperatures, requiring less energy for diffusion [27].

The activation energy increased with the application of the foam mat, from 31 kJ mol−1

(samples without foam mat) to 43–48 kJ mol−1 (samples with foam mat). These differences
in activation energy may result from the variation in effective diffusivity, depending on the
variability and physical structure of the sample, chemical composition, geometry and air
drying temperature [28].
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Figure 2. Mean value of the effective diffusion coefficient (D) obtained in the drying of the crushed
mass of jambu leaves and foam at temperatures of 50, 60 and 70 ◦C.

3.3. Thermodynamic Properties

The enthalpy values decreased with the increase in drying air temperature, and
compared to the mass of jambu leaves, the smallest magnitudes are obtained with foam
mat (Table 6). The lowest enthalpy value was observed with increased temperature, which
indicates that the amount of energy needed to remove water bound to the product during
drying was lower [27], showing that the foam-mat drying process required lower energy
expenditure for water removal.

Table 6. Mean values of enthalpy (ΔH), entropy (ΔS) and Gibbs free energy (ΔG) obtained in the
drying of the crushed mass of jambu leaves with and without foam mat at temperatures of 50, 60 and
70 ◦C.

Mass of Jambu Leaves

Temperature (◦C) ΔH (KJ mol−1) ΔS (KJ mol−1 K−1) ΔG (KJ mol−1)

50 40.79223 −0.27725 130.3847
60 40.70909 −0.2775 133.1584
70 40.62595 −0.27775 135.9347

Foam

Temperature (◦C) ΔH (KJ mol−1) ΔS (KJ mol−1 K−1) ΔG (KJ mol−1)

50 28.62219 −0.32029 132.1241
60 28.53905 −0.32054 135.3282
70 28.45591 −0.32079 138.5349

Entropy was consistent with enthalpy, showing lower values for foam-mat drying.
Such reduction indicates a lower excitation of water molecules and an increase in the
degree of order of the water-foam system [29]. Regarding Gibbs free energy, the values
were positive for both dried materials. According to Chen et al. [30], positive values of
Gibbs free energy are characteristic of endergonic reaction, which indicates that the drying
and absorption processes under the studied conditions were not spontaneous [27].

In a comparison of the thermodynamic properties for the different drying conditions,
it is possible to observe that foam-mat drying shows a better performance. Drying is
one of the most energy-consuming processes and is widely used in food industries, so
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increasing efficiency has the potential to reduce the energy demand of drying operations
and, consequently, of the industry [31].

4. Conclusions

In the comparison of the material before and after drying, there was a reduction in
moisture content, while protein and lipid contents increased. The addition of stabilizers
and emulsifiers for foaming did not cause significant changes in the physicochemical
composition of the material. Foaming was a positive factor in the drying process as it
reduced the time required to achieve the equilibrium moisture content, also shown by the
effective diffusion coefficients, which increased with the application of the foam mat, as
well as the thermodynamic properties evaluated, which also pointed to this enhancing
effect, with reduction of enthalpy and entropy and higher values of Gibbs free energy. The
selection criteria indicated Wang & Singh and Midilli models to describe the drying kinetics
of the mass of jambu leaves and foam. We suggest carrying out studies of the bioactive
compounds present in the powder material.
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Abstract: To date, mechanized picking of famous tea (bud, one bud one leaf) causes a lot of damage.
Manual picking results in high-quality tea but the process is inefficient. Therefore, in order to improve
the quality of mechanically harvested tea buds, the study of bionic picking is beneficial to reduce
the damage rate of mechanical picking. In this paper, the manual flexible picking process is studied,
and a bionic bladeless mechanical picking mechanics model is developed. The relationship between
the mechanical properties and structural deformation of tea stalks is obtained by microstructural
observation and mechanical experimental analysis and determination of the bud bionic picking
mechanics flow by combined loading tests is carried out. The results show that the key factor for
low damage in tea picking is the precise flexible force applied to different parts of the shoot tip
during pinching, upward, and picking. The biological force of tea stalks is closely related to the
stalk diameter and maturity of stalk tissue development. The larger the xylem of the tea stalk, the
stronger its resistance to bending, stretching, and deformation. The stalks at the tender end of the tea
are more resilient than the lower stalks and will not break under the action of large angle bending.
Additionally, the stalks at the shoot tip have significantly lower pull-off force than the stalks at other
places. By simulating the manual picking process, the mechanical picking mechanical parameters
were determined to be a clamping pressure of 340 kPa, bending force of 0.134 N, and pull-off force of
5.1 N. These findings help the design of low-damage pickers for famous tea and provide a reference
for low-damage bionic picking of tea.

Keywords: bending force; bionic finger; damage; elasticity coefficient; force loading; low-loss picking;
microstructure; pressure; tea buds; tension

1. Introduction

Tea is one of the main cash crops in China [1]. The global tea cultivation area is
4.89 million hectares [2]. Most premium teas are not harvested by dedicated mechanical
equipment but by manual picking. The low efficiency of manual harvesting has hindered
the development of the tea industry [3]. When machinery is used to harvest fine tea, the
non-selective picking method can cause considerable damage and breakage of tea buds.
Most mechanical tea-bud pickers are discontinuous and rigid shear pickers that can damage
and alter tea quality [4].

Manually harvested tea is high-quality tea. However, studies have not investigated
the harvesting mechanism in depth by taking into consideration the finger flexibility forces,
stalk structure, and interactions between multiple forces during manual picking. There
is flexible contact between the fingers and shoots during manual picking. Additionally,
no adverse chemical changes occur at the bud breakage point upon contact with fingers.
Here, we studied a low-damage mechanical harvesting technique for tea buds, based on
the imitation ability of artificial flexibility forces and mechanisms for low-damage tea
picking. Bionic picking can reduce the damage from mechanical tea picking and thereby
considerably improve the picking efficiency.

Agriculture 2022, 12, 1361. https://doi.org/10.3390/agriculture12091361 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/agriculture
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Tea buds are easily damaged by external forces, and the mechanical properties of
different parts of tea stalks vary considerably. Moreover, the bending resistance and shear
strength of tea stalks significantly correlate with the structures of the xylem and pith [5,6].
Further, Du et al. [7] combined grey relations with multiple linear regression to identify the
correlations between the cellulose content, flexural strength, shear strength, stem diameter,
and moment of inertia of tea stalks. In turn, Jia et al. [8] observed a normal distribution
of the tea stalk pull-off force. Meanwhile, Hao [9] determined the pull-off and pinch-off
forces of tea shoots, and, using hyperspectral techniques, Du et al. [10] observed that the
neutral and acid detergent fiber contents of tea stalks directly affected the magnitude of
the shear strength. Furthermore, the average modulus of elasticity, compression, and shear
of the fourth node stalk of new tea tree tips were calculated as 31.81, 10.12, and 9.19 MPa,
respectively [11]. As for the control of flexible forces during picking, Miao and Zheng [12]
established a flexible-force control algorithm that can provide low-damage picking for
different fruit types. In turn, Zou et al. [13] established a rheological constitutive equation
for leafy greens, analyzed the force–displacement relationship, and obtained a low-damage
flexible clamping model for leafy greens. Finally, Hou et al. [14] established a link between
the soft contact mechanical index of the finger and the mechanical structure of the finger
tissue to obtain a bionic flexible-finger mechanical model.

Therefore, here, we studied the mechanics of manual harvesting of premium tea buds
to identify the reasons for the high quality that characterizes hand-picked buds. The prin-
ciples of bionic low-damage picking mechanics were determined by analyzing the finger
flexibility forces, tea stalk mechanical properties (flexible clamping force, compression force,
pull-off force, bending force), and tea-bud picking paths. Multiple mechanical modes for
individual loading modes were designed for the experiments using tea stalks. On this basis,
the finger flexibility forces, tender tip-bending forces, clamping forces, and breakage forces
were analyzed. Mechanical low-damage picking mechanisms were obtained by analyzing
the manual picking path of tea buds under a coupled loading mode.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Bionic Picking Analysis

Bionic picking of tea buds simulates the respective hand-picking movements. As
shown in Figure 1a, tea buds are manually picked using the index finger and the thumb to
grip the tea stalk. The flexible subcutaneous tissue allows the picking point to be tightly
wrapped. The solid red box in the diagram shows the distribution area of the picking points,
which is generally within 10–15 mm. The area of contact between the index finger and the
thumb is the intermeshing region. After clamping the picking point in the intermeshing
region, the wrist rotates to drive the finger to rotate, and the finger rotates at a certain angle
to pick the shoots off.

As Figure 1b shows, in manual tea picking, the thumb and forefinger are used to pinch
the stalk from the lower part of the bud. The diameter of the tea stalk gradually increases
from the top to the bottom of the tea stalk. The engaged fingers remain in a flexible state
as they gradually move upwards from the lower section. As the fingers pass through
the stalk nodes, they relax under increased stress, thereby ensuring the passage of older
leaves. When the fingers pass over a node, they fit around the stalk again. The tea stalks
are then pinched once the intermeshing region reaches the picking point. The wrist drives
the thumb and forefinger, and the tea bud is bent and broken.

2.2. Preparation of Experimental Material

Tea buds are newly sprouted tissues borne of stalks that have not become lignified.
The water content in the shoots and stalks is high, and tea shoots are susceptible to damage
upon harvesting [15]. The mechanical properties of tea stalks reportedly improve with
increasing lignification [16] depending on the forces applied to tea during the picking
process. This study focused on the mechanical properties of the stalks between the buds
and leaves (BIS), one and two leaf interstitial stalks (OTS), and stalks between the second
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and third leaves (STS). The structure and morphology of the tea tissues (BIS, OTS, and STS)
analyzed in this study are shown in Figure 2. The mechanical properties of tea stalks vary
according to their position on the plant. Therefore, the mechanical mechanisms during
manual picking of tea stalks should be analyzed for different stem positions.

Figure 1. Analysis of tea-bud manual picking. (a) Hand-picked objects. (b) Manual picking process.
Fp—Clamping force, Fu—Tensile force, Fy—y-axis component force, Fx—x-axis component force,
ω—Tensile force, O—Tensile force.

Figure 2. Structure of analyzed tea samples. BIS: stalks between buds and leaves; OTS: one and two
leaves interstitial stalks; STS: stalks between the second and third leaves.
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The tea samples selected for this study were obtained from the Agricultural Park of
Anhui Agricultural University in Hefei, Anhui Province, China. The tea variety used was
‘Shu Cha Zao’, and the samples were predominantly grown during April. The average bud
length of the samples was 25 ± 2 mm, and the average total length of the tea stalks was
70 ± 2 mm. Because the water content of tea leaves considerably affects the mechanical
properties of stalks, the experiment was completed within 5 min from the picking of the
samples. In this paper, 500 test samples were prepared for analysis of the stems. It is
crucial to understand the deformation and mechanical parameters of the plant tissues at the
point where the thumb and the forefinger engage to properly determine the characteristics
required by bionic picking. To identify the mechanical properties of the fingers at the point
of engagement with the tea, the thumb and the forefinger were placed on separate fixation
blocks. The respective force changes were measured according to the displacement of the
different fingers. The ballast structure was designed according to the shape of the tea stalk.

2.3. Measurements of Tea Mechanics

Tea is picked off at BIS because of the mechanical properties of the tea stalks [7] and the
amount and type of force applied by the flexible fingers at different positions. A mechanical
measurement platform with different loading modes was used to measure the mechanical
properties of the tea stalks. As shown in Figure 3, the computer software (LabVIEW)
recorded the force and time data in real time, and the loaded parts moved at a speed of
0.4 mm s−1. One sensor (ZNLBS-G-10KG) measured force within a range of 100 N with
a sensitivity of 2.0 mv v−1 while the other sensor (JLBS-M2-500G) measured force within
a range of 0–5 N with a sensitivity of 2.0 mv v−1 (Bengbu Zhongnuo Sensor Co., Ltd.,
Bengbu, China).

Figure 3. Setup of the mechanical test.

To determine the mechanical properties of the tea stalk, four loading modes were used
at different locations, as shown in Figure 4 [17]. The mechanical properties of the finger
engagement area from the time of contact to the wrapping of the tea stalk were determined
using mode a. The extrusion properties at different positions in the vertical direction of the
tea stalk were determined using mode b. The tensile properties of the tea stalks at different
positions and under different bending angles were analyzed using mode c. Finally, the
bending properties of the tea stalks at different positions were calculated using mode d.
All experiments were loaded at a speed of 0.4 mm s−1.
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Figure 4. Loading modes used for the analysis of mechanical properties. (a) Flexible clamping
force. (b) Damage forces in different locations. (c) Pull-off force. (d) Bending force. α is the stalk
bending angle.

2.4. Stalk Microstructure Analysis

The correlation between the stalk structure and mechanical properties was analyzed.
An optical microscope (MSD100-9, Meisidi Dongguan Technology Co., Ltd., Dongguan,
China) was used to examine the transverse and longitudinal sections of the stalks at
different positions. The maximum magnification of the microscope used was ×10,000. A
five-megapixel high-definition (HD) electronic eyepiece enabled the display of the pictures
on the computer. The working diagram of the microscope is shown in Figure 5. Stems at
BIS, OTS, and STS were used as test samples. The stalk at BIS was selected for observation
under a ×10 eyepiece and a ×10 objective lens. The stalks at OTS and STS were selected
for observation under a ×10 eyepiece and a ×4 objective lens.

Figure 5. Microscopic view of the stalk cross-section.

3. Results and Discussion

During the picking process, the fingers exert compressive, frictional, bending, and
pulling forces on the tea stalks. However, the breaking and bending forces required vary
according to the location of the tea plantation. Therefore, the forces acting on the shoot
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tips, either individually or in combination, should be analyzed to explore the mechanisms
underlying the breakage of tea buds upon hand-picking.

3.1. Microstructural Damage to Stalk Fracture

The wounds produced by blade-shear picking and hand-picking of tea stalks are
shown in Figure 6. Under blade-shear picking, the blades squeezed the stalks, which re-
sulted in an oval-shaped wound. The fracture interface was uneven and showed numerous
burrs. The stalk tissue was torn at the point of fracture, and the interior of the fracture
was also damaged through the crushing action, such that cavities were observed in the
wood pith. After shear picking, the fractured sections and internally damaged tissues were
extensively oxidized. Oxidation produces substances that darken the tea [18]. Blade-shear
picking disrupts the tissues within the tea stalks, and such rupturing produces an excess
tissue fluid that further increases the oxidation rate. In contrast, hand picking involves
lifting off the buds by squeezing the stalks with the fingers, whereby the resulting fracture
section is flat and burr-free. After equal oxidation periods, the oxidized area in a wound
produced by hand picking was considerably smaller than that in a wound caused by blade-
shear picking. The bud tissues showed a brownish-red color after the wound was oxidized
by ambient air, particularly in the xylem and wood pith.

Figure 6. Appearance of the wound areas caused by hand and shear-blade picking of tea buds.

3.2. Analysis of Flexible Clamping Force

The structure of human fingers predominantly comprises skin, subcutaneous tissue,
and phalanges [14]. When fingers engage the tea, the skin and subcutaneous tissue form
indentations under the pressure exerted by the tea stalks. The depressed space formed by
the thumb and forefinger then wraps around the tea stalk. The finger bones are considerably
denser than the subcutaneous tissue. Therefore, when the fingers pinch the tea stalks, the
flexible subcutaneous tissue creates a cushion, which prevents damage to the tea. Further,
when fingers are wrapped around the tea stalk, the finger bones prevent the subcutaneous
tissue from sinking. The grip of the fingers on the tea stalk then suddenly increases. The
forces on the thumb and forefinger engagement area when in contact with the tea stalk are
shown in Figure 7. The forces on the two intermeshing regions vary non-linearly with time.
The contact force from the index finger slowly increased from 0 to 2.8 s, followed by a rapid
increase in the contact force in the 2.8–5.6 s band. Meanwhile, the compression force from
the thumb slowly increased from 0 to 6 s, with a rapid increase in the compression force in
the 6–8.5 s band. These findings are consistent with those of Dzidek et al. [19]. However,
Dzidek’s study was conducted on the ventral region of the finger, where the pressure was
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1.2 N when the ventral deformation was 1.46 mm. The previous work did not specify the
force parameters of the thumb tip and the joint between the first and second joints of the
index finger.

Figure 7. Forces on the engagement area.

When the index finger intermeshing region was deformed by approximately 1.6 mm,
the contact force was approximately 1.5 N. At this point, the contact force from the thumb
was approximately 0.8 N, which was lower because the subcutaneous tissue in the inter-
meshing region from the thumb is thicker than that of the index finger. Specifically, when
the rod is loaded and the thumb intermeshing region is squeezed, the buffer zone of the
thumb is larger than that of the index finger. Based on the mechanical variation trend, the
intermeshing of the thumb and the index finger can be simplified as two separate linear elas-
tic variations of flexible materials. As shown in Figure 7, the fitted curves for the anterior
and posterior segments of the thumb were named thumb1 and thumb2, respectively. The
thumb deformation was within 0–2.4 mm, and its elasticity coefficient was 783 N m−1 for
thumb1 and the deformation interval was within 2.4–3.4 mm, with an elasticity coefficient
of 6632 N m−1 for thumb2. The fitted curves for the anterior and posterior segments of the
index finger were named index1 and index2, respectively. The index finger had an elasticity
coefficient of 658 N m−1 in the deformation interval 0–1.1 mm. The deformation interval
was within 1.1–2.2 mm when the elasticity coefficient was 3729 N m−1. The area of the
engagement zone was 143 mm2.

3.3. Extrusion Properties at Different Positions of the Stalk Level

During tea picking, the clamping force is always applied to the tea stalk. The intensity
of the clamping force directly affects the extent of the possible damage to the tea [20]. In
mode b, the tea stalks were placed on the side of the fixing block. The probe was loaded to
squeeze the stalk from the other side at an even speed. The data from 20 experiments were
considered for each group, and the average value was used to represent the experimental
results. Seven experimental points on the tea stalks were selected for these measurements,
starting at the middle of the BIS, with other points 5 mm apart along the stem and down
the stalk. The loading forces required to produce plastic deformation at different positions
in the horizontal length of the tea stalk are shown in Figure 8. The width and length of the
loading block was 1 and 10 mm, respectively, and the indentation area formed on the stalk
was 1 ± 0.2 mm2.
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Figure 8. Maximum force on different points on the measured tea stalks.

As Figure 8 shows, the diameter of the tea stalk gradually increased from the tip of
the bud downwards. As the diameter increased, the forces producing deformation in the
stalk gradually increased and the loading force tended to be linearly distributed. The
average maximum stalk deformation force was 4.38 N for BIS, 6.2 N for OTS, and 8.3 N for
STS. Owing to the different diameters for the same parts of tea stalks during growth, the
deformation forces per unit diameter at different positions along the stalk were investigated.
As the diameter increased, the maximum deformation force per unit diameter tended to
slowly increase, then level off, and then rapidly increase. Further, the tea stalk diameter
underwent substantial mutation from BIS to OTS but not from OTS to STS.

The increase in the stalk deformation force with increasing diameter was attributed
to the changes in the structure of the stalk tissue. This was in line with the findings of
Cao et al. [21]. Previously, Cao’s study showed a linear correlation between the stalk
cross-sectional area and shear force. The shear force was 0.6 N when the cross-sectional
area of the tea stalk was 1.8 mm2. The results of this study showed a linear correlation
between the stalk cross-sectional area and squeezing pressure. The squeezing pressure
was 4.4 N for a tea stalk cross-sectional area of 1.8 mm2. However, the previous research
studied the shear force of the stalk and did not analyze the squeezing force between the
fingers and the stalk. As shown in Figure 9, the stalk cross-section comprises the stalk bark,
bast, xylem, and wood pith. The cross-sectional organization of the stalks was relatively
similar at the stalk lengths of 0, 5, 10, and 15 mm. In contrast, the bast and medullary fibers
of the stalk became more transparent, and the xylem diameter increased considerably at
20, 25, and 30 mm. The xylem in the tea stalks increased with increasing diameter. The
cells of the stalk bast and wood pith showed progressive fibrillation from position 0 to 30
on the stalk. The xylem is the main structure responsible for maintaining the stalk in an
upright position. As the stalk diameter increased, the bast of the stalk became progressively
fibrous. This change was consistent with the trend of the deformation forces generated by
the stalk. Therefore, the intensity of the deformation force generated by the stalk is directly
related to the degree of fibrillation of the bast.
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Figure 9. Microscopic cross-sectional view of different parts of tea stalks. Here, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and
30 are distances (mm) along the stalks and indicate the positions on the stalk at which measurements
were carried out.

3.4. Pull-off Force at Different Positions on the Stalk

When picking tea buds by hand, the fingers first bend the shoots at a certain angle and
then the fingers lift off the buds. It is crucial to identify the difference in the pull-off forces
between the bud break point and the rest of the stalk under bending to develop efficient
bionic harvesting. The tea stalk diameter varies in size, whereby the pull-off force cannot
be directly compared. Therefore, the pull-off force per unit diameter was adopted as a
measurement. The pull-off force per unit diameter was evaluated separately for the BIS,
OTS, and STS of the stalk, and the results are shown in Figure 10. For stalk bending angles
between 0◦ and 90◦ in the BIS range, the stalk pull-off force per unit diameter ranged within
2.2–2.4 N. In turn, the pull-off force per unit diameter of the stalk at OTS ranged from
2.2 to 3.1 N, and that at STS ranged from 1.6 to 4.1 N. In all three cases, the stalk pull-off
force per unit diameter increased and then decreased under the action of different bending
angles. Specifically, as the bending angle increased from 0◦ to 30◦, the partial force required
to pull off the stalk increased, resulting in a larger combined force. On the other hand, the
hardness of the stalk decreased when the bending angle exceeded 30◦. The stalk xylem
vessels became brittle and broke under the bending action and, consequently, the pull-off
force was reduced.

When the stalk was subjected to axial tension, the breaking point occurred at the end
of clamping. The cross-section of the point of fracture at BIS was smooth and burr-free,
whereas that at OTS showed few filamentous fibers, and that at STS showed abundant
filamentous fibers. The breakage of all tea stalks was a brittle break. This was attributed
to the high water content of the stalks and the fact that they were not yet fully lignified.
The axial cross-sectional organization of tea stalks is shown in Figure 11. The fibrous tissue
in the stalk gradually increased with increasing diameter. The small variation range in
the pull-off force at different stalk angles at BIS was attributed to the similarity of the
organization of the various regions of the stalk in that section. The bending angle showed
a lower effect on the pull-off force of the stalk at BIS. Furthermore, owing to its smaller
xylem and diameter, BIS presented a lower pull-off force. The stalk bark, bast, xylem, and
wood pith were clearly distinguished in the axial cross-sectional view of the stalk at OTS.
However, the cellular tissue at this point was not yet mature compared with the STS stem
tissue. Therefore, the mechanical trend of OTS was in line with that of STS. These findings
were consistent with those of Huang et al. [22]. Previous studies by Hang showed that
the average values of shear force at BIS and OTS were 0.97 and 1.2 N, respectively. The
results of this study showed that the mean values of the pull-off forces at BIS and OTS were
2.2 and 2.6 N, respectively, at 0 deg. In this paper, the bending force, pull-off forces, and
stalk structure were analyzed simultaneously. At OTS and STS, the stalks showed a gradual
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reduction in the stalk pull-off force at 30–90◦. Because of the increase in diameter and
xylem tissue, the stalk was more likely to break under bending action, thereby reducing the
pull-off force.

Figure 10. Tensile force on tea stalks under different bending actions. BIS: stalks between buds and
leaves; OTS: one and two leaves interstitial stalks; STS: stalks between the second and third leaves.

Figure 11. Longitudinal micro-sectional view of different parts of tea stalks. BIS: stalks between buds
and leaves; OTS: one and two leaves interstitial stalks; STS: stalks between second and third leaves.

3.5. Forces Required for Bending at Different Stalk Positions

At the final stage during tea-bud picking, stalks should be bent at an angle that allows
tea buds to be quickly picked [23]. Stalks should be bent at the BIS during picking, while
remaining upright at other positions. There are diameter differences for the same stalk
position, whereby the bending forces cannot be directly compared. Therefore, we selected
tea samples with the largest diameter at BIS and the smallest diameter at OTS and STS for
the experiments. To analyze the forces required to bend the different parts of the tea stalk,
the experiments were conducted at different positions along the tea stalks, as shown in
Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Stalk bending force. BIS: stalks between buds and leaves; OTS: one and two leaves
interstitial stalks; STS: stalks between the second and third leaves.

Consistent with findings reported by Wu et al. [24], the bending force required by the
tea stalk gradually increased as the bending angle increased, in the experiments described
herein. Previously, Wu’s study showed decreasing values of the stem stiffness from the
bottom to the top. In this paper, the bending force of the stalk was measured at different
positions. The test results show that the stiffness of the stalk decreases slowly from the
bottom to the top and then decreases rapidly. Further, the bending resistance of the stalks
was most pronounced at STS, and, because STS showed the largest xylem vessels, its
potential for the stalk was the greatest and increased with an increasing angle. Conversely,
the stalk showed the least bending resistance at BIS, which indicated a greater toughness.
The tissue structure of the stalk at BIS can remain intact even under the effects of large
angular bending. Indeed, bending forces of 0.022, 0.246, and 0.354 N were required at 90◦
for BIS, OTS, and STS, respectively. Furthermore, the bending force of BIS was considerably
lower than those of OTS or STS owing to the small diameter of BIS and greater hardness of
the stalk tissue in this case.

3.6. Picking Mechanics Program

The pinching, upward pulling, and picking of bionic harvesting was determined based
on the characteristics of manual picking. Multiple forces act on tea stalks during tea bud
harvesting, and the main ones are clamping force, tension, and bending force. A flow
diagram of the load applied to the stalk during the three stages of manual picking is shown
in Figure 13. The engagement gap is the distance between the contact surfaces of the
index finger and the thumb. Contact without extrusion is represented by a positive value,
whereas deformation extrusion is represented a negative value. The fingers guide the stalk
into the engagement zone at the pinching stage, during which a clamping force is primarily
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used. The range of pressure action at STS was obtained from the finger engagement zone
pressures, which have been previously measured as 0 < p < 417.5 kPa. When engaged, old
leaves fill the engagement gap and fluctuate at 1–5 mm in the engagement gap.

Figure 13. Force path of artificial shoot picking. BIS: stalks between buds and leaves; OTS: one and
two leaves interstitial stalks; STS: stalks between the second and third leaves.

The fingers move upwards while bending to guide the stalk behind them into the
bend. The range of pressure on the stalk at this point was 0 < p < 393.8 kPa, and the stalks
were bent at an angle of 30 ± 5◦. The finger tension was less than the breaking tension of
the stalk; thus, it was <5.1 N. During the picking stage, the fingers pinch the stalk, and
at BIS, the stalk can act on a range of pressures of 340 ± 0.5 kPa. A higher bending angle
of the stalk improved the picking. However, the bending angle of the wrist is limited;
therefore, the bending angle at BIS was 90 ± 5◦. At this point, the tension acting on the
stalk is greater than the breaking tension of the stalk (i.e., tension is greater than 4.38 N). At
this point, the fingers must squeeze the stalk to create a greater frictional force to pull it off.
The engagement gap was measured as −5.1 ± 0.5 mm.

During manual picking, the fingers can be used to sense the gripping force and the
shape of the stalks in real time. The strength and direction are adjusted in real time
depending on the stalk position. As bionic picking simulates manual picking, a flow chart
of tea bud bionic harvesting mechanics (Figure 14) based on the manual harvesting process
was drawn. Bionic picking starts by clamping the tea plant on the lower part of the stalk
and then moving upwards through the STS, OTS, and then BIS. To ensure that the stalks
are not damaged by clamping, the maximum pressure that tea stalks can withstand was
determined based on the maximum pressure at the most vulnerable point. This maximum
clamping pressure was determined as 340 kPa throughout the picking process.

Tea buds should be picked at BIS, and OTS and STS should remain intact. Greater
bending angles of BIS led to better picking, which is consistent with the principle of manual
picking. The OTS and STS bending angles showed the highest pull-off force at 30◦; therefore,
a BIS-bend angle of 90◦ and OTS- and STS-bend angles of 30◦ were considered the most
suitable for tea picking. Based on the bending force experiment (Figure 12), a bending force
of 0.134 N was determined.

During the picking process, greater pulling forces loaded on the tea buds can lead to
more efficient bud harvest. However, excessive tension can cause the tea stalks to break
at STS or OTS. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the buds are pulled off without
breaking other points of the stalk. The critical value of the tensile force should be less than
that required to break the stalk at OTS. Based on the tensile tests, a pull-off force of 5.1 N
was determined.
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Figure 14. The path of the bionic shoot-picking force. BIS: stalks between buds and leaves; OTS: one
and two leaves interstitial stalks; STS: stalks between the second and third leaves.

4. Conclusions

This study analyzed the process of manual picking of tea buds and investigated the
mechanical functioning and mechanic paths for bionic tea-bud picking. The bionic picking
mechanics paths obtained herein can be used to determine the structural design of a low-
damage, fast-picking mechanism to use for tea shoots. The main findings of this study are
as follows:

(1) Tea stalk breakage is brittle fracture. Finger engagement with the tea stalk is soft
contact. Bionic picking of tea consists of three processes, namely: pinching, pulling
upward, and picking. Finger engagement is simplified by the combination of the two
moduli of elasticity materials that can change the clamping force as the position of
the stalk changes. Pinching and upward lifting ensure that the stalks are bent at a
specified angle in the specified position. Flexible clamping and picking effectively
protect the stalk interior and wound structure.

(2) Tea stalks gradually lignify in a basipetal progression, and BIS shows low lignification
and greater toughness. Fracture at BIS occurs mainly through bending forces and
normal tension at the bending point. The OTS and STS stalks break easily under
large-angle bending action, and later break easily under tension.

(3) A precise application of bending forces at different positions on the stalk during har-
vesting is crucial for appropriate bionic harvesting. The maximum clamping pressure
of 340 kpa, bending force of 0.134 N, and pulling force of 5.1 N were determined for
the bionic picking of tea leaves.
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Abstract: Walnut shell breaking is the first step of deep walnut processing. This study aims to investi-
gate the mechanical properties and fracture state of the Qingxiang walnut shell under unidirectional
load and guide the complete separation of the walnut shell and kernel. The spherical thin shell model
of the walnut (the fitting error is less than 5%) was established and verified. The process from the
initiation to the expansion of walnut cracks was analyzed. The crack expansion rate was estimated
in terms of the crack fracture regularity on the shell’s surface. Based on the momentless theory and
finite element simulation analysis, we found that the stress on the shell surface in the concentrated
force action region was gradient distributed from inside to outside and that the internal forces were
equal in all directions in the peripheral force action region. The unidirectional impact shell-breaking
experiments confirmed the reliability of our spherical thin shell model and verified our hypothesis of
walnut shell fracture along the longitudinal grain. Our results can provide a theoretical basis for the
development and structural optimization of shell-breaking machinery.

Keywords: walnut; physical properties; crack; broken shell experiment

1. Introduction

Walnut is a plant of the genus Juglans, and walnut, cashew, almond, and hazelnut
are known as the world’s four dried fruit. Walnut kernels are rich in nutrients such as
protein, vitamins, and cellulose. It contains high contents of unsaturated fatty acids and
multiple proteins, which is very beneficial for health and can strengthen the brain [1–3].
The shell weight of dried fruits such as walnuts is relatively large in proportion to their total
weight, but their edible part is little. Moreover, the hard shell poses a serious obstacle to the
extraction of effective components (pulp) in processing. Walnut shell, mainly composed
of lignin and hemicellulose, is hard with an irregular appearance, and thus it is difficult
to peel [4]. Moreover, there is a large difference in size between different walnuts and a
complex diaphragm connection between the shell and kernel with a small shell–kernel
gap. These factors make it difficult for the walnut shell to be completely separated from the
kernel, and thus it is also difficult to achieve a high complete kernel rate.

At present, the manual shell breaking method with a high cost and low efficiency is
gradually being replaced by high-efficiency mechanical shell breaking. In order to realize
the mechanization of walnut shell breaking, a large number of studies have been con-
ducted [5]. Appropriate moisture content and force loading direction have been reported to
greatly improve the processing efficiency and quality of walnuts [6–9]. A large number of
tests have revealed that two pairs of normal concentrated forces can better achieve uniform
shell rupture [10]. The research on the mechanical properties of walnut shell breaking
from the perspective of finite elements provides a theoretical basis for the development
of walnut shell breaking machinery [11,12]. Ojolo et al. designed a rotary sheller, but the
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shelling effect was far from satisfactory due to the large individual difference in walnut
shells [13]. Li et al. developed a cone-basket walnut shell breaking device with a desirable
processing effect but relatively low shelling efficiency [14]. Liu et al. designed a flexible
belt-shearing extrusion shell-breaking device that improved the shelling rate and reduced
the kernel breaking rate [15]. Ding et al. proposed a bionic knocking shell breaking method
and developed a bionic knocking walnut shell breaking machine, which exhibited high
shell breaking efficiency but a low complete kernel rate [16].

In order to improve the shell breaking efficiency and shell kernel separation rate, this
study explored the shell breaking state and mechanical properties of walnut shells under
unidirectional load based on the physical characteristics of the walnut shell. The walnut
shell is a spherical shell composed of two hemispherical shells that are combined at the
suture line (ridge line). It has been reported that when the walnut suture line (ridge line)
is loaded with forces, the walnut shell and kernel will be divided into two parts directly
from the ridge line. Therefore, this study selected the shell surface except for the ridge line
for modeling and investigated the related characteristics of the continuous shell surface to
provide a theoretical basis for the development of shell-breaking machinery.

2. Analysis and Verification of Walnut Characteristics

2.1. Materials and Instruments

This study used Qingxiang thin-skinned walnuts as experiment materials. Three
sizes of walnuts with a diameter of 35 ± 2 mm for large, 33 ± 2 mm for medium, and
27 ± 2 mm for small were selected as the walnut samples. The test instruments mainly
include a texture meter, a digital vernier caliper (with an accuracy of 0.02 mm), and a digital
thickness measuring instrument (with an accuracy of 0.02 mm).

2.2. Tests and Analysis
2.2.1. Sphericity Measurement

The measurement direction of the triaxial size of a walnut is shown in Figure 1.
The walnut was fixed with a plane fixture, and the maximum measurement value in
each direction was used as the measurement result. The three-axis dimensions of three
sizes (large, medium, and small) of walnuts were measured by a digital vernier caliper.
The measurement results were recorded, and the sphericity was calculated according to
Equation (1).

S =
3
√

abc
d

(d = max{abc}) (1)

where S is the sphericity, a is the edge diameter (mm), b is the transverse diameter (mm),
and c is the longitudinal diameter (mm).

 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of walnut diameter.

2.2.2. Sphericity Analysis

The average sphericity of large, medium, and small walnuts was 0.889, 0.883, and 0.904,
with the standard deviations of 0.028, 0.012, and 0.019, respectively. Since the sphericity
of the walnuts in all three sizes was above 88%, with a very small standard deviation, the
selected walnuts were appropriate for approximate spherical modeling.
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2.2.3. Shell Thickness Measurement

Since the walnut shell is symmetrically distributed, seven points were selected from
half of the shell surface to measure the shell thickness, as shown in Figure 2. The thickness
of each sampling point was measured by a digital thickness measuring instrument. Walnuts
were divided into three groups (large, medium, and small sizes), with seven walnuts per
group and seven thickness measurement points per walnut. The multiple measurement
results were averaged.

 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram thickness measurement points of the walnut shell. 1–7 are seven
thickness measurement points.

2.2.4. Shell Thickness Analysis

The measurement results of walnut shell thickness at different measurement points
are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows that the shell thickness was correlated with the
size and measurement point of the walnut. Therefore, these two factors affecting the shell
thickness were selected as factor A (walnut size) and factor B (measurement point). Two-
Way ANOVA was performed to reveal the difference in shell thickness between different
groups (Table 1). The results showed that the p (test value) of the two factors was above 0.01,
indicating that the shell thickness at any point on the selected shell surface was uniform
between different size groups.

 

Figure 3. Walnut shell thickness at different measurement points.

Table 1. Two-way ANOVA of shell thickness.

Factors Sum of Squares Degree of Freedom Mean Square F p

Factor A 0.01384 2 0.00692 3.89 0.15
Factor B 0.05885 6 0.00981 2.99 0.04

Error 0.03710 12 0.00309
Sum 0.10978 20
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The above measurement results showed that the walnut shell was approximately
spherical and that the shell thickness was uniform. Therefore, the walnut shell was simpli-
fied as a spherical thin shell model in this study, and the shell analysis was carried out by
establishing the spherical thin shell model.

2.3. Fit Verification of Spherical Thin Shell Model

The previous study has shown that when the load is applied to the walnut, the stress
is the largest at the load point, and the deformation area is concentrated near the load point.
In addition, the shell thickness and compression stiffness vary with different positions,
suggesting the mechanical properties are different at different positions of the walnut shell.
When an external load is increased to a certain value, the walnut shell will be unstable
or even break. According to elastic mechanics, the critical buckling pressure Pcr of thin
spherical shells is calculated according to Equation (2):

Pcr =
2E√

3(1 − μ2)
(

h
r
)

2
(2)

where Pcr is the critical pressure (GPa), E is the elastic modulus (GPa), μ is Poisson’s ratio,
h is the shell thickness (mm), and r is the radius (mm).

Experimental measurements were performed using a texture analyzer. The results
were as follows: walnut elastic modulus E = 0.18 GPa and Poisson’s ratio μ = 0.38. The
shell thickness, the radius measurement value (r = min {a, b, c}/2), the elastic modulus, and
the Poisson’s ratio were substituted into the above formula to calculate the critical stress
for breaking the shell, and then the shell breaking force was calculated according to the
formula F = Pcr × S, where F is the shell breaking force, Pcr is the critical pressure, S is the
compressed area (S = 100 mm2), and the corresponding theoretical calculation values are
presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Shell breaking force comparison.

Shell-Breaking Force

Sizes
Small (27 ± 2 mm) Medium (33 ± 2 mm) Large (35 ± 2 mm)

Calculated Value/N 317.3 303.7 312.7
Observed Value/N 329.6 316.1 329.2

Deviation/% 3.7 3.9 5.0

The average shell breaking force of walnut actually measured by the texture analyzer
was used as the observed value. The deviation value was calculated by the observed value
and the calculated value, with the results presented in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, there was a certain deviation between the calculated values from
the spherical thin-shell model and the actually observed values in this study, indicating that
the actual shell shape, shell thickness distribution, and other factors had a certain influence
on the force characteristics of walnuts. Since the deviation values in the three groups were
less than 5%, a high approximation level and a good model fitting degree were indicated.

3. Crack Analysis

During the experiment, under unidirectional (Y-direction) load, the force was increased
with the increase in the downward loading displacement. After reaching the strength limit,
the walnut was unstable and fractured. In this process, the fracture first occurred at the
maximum stress (the load point). When the downward load displacement continued to
increase, the walnut shell continued to bend downward in the load direction. At the same
time, the crack expanded outward from the load point and ended when the crack length
reached the maximum (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Walnut crack.

3.1. Crack Type

According to the characteristics of force and displacement, cracks fall into three basic
types, namely, type I, type II, and type III. In the load concentration area, the load is the
normal stress σ, and the direction is perpendicular to the surface of the walnut shell. When
it is pressed downward, the walnut will eventually rupture to form a crack, and the relative
slippage of a crack occurs between the two surfaces, which is a type II crack. Outside the
concentrated action domain, the crack mainly extends outward under the action of the
partial force pointing to each side of the walnut, and the crack characterized by tearing
from the middle is a type I crack.

3.2. Crack Initiation

According to material mechanics, the brittle material will fail when the maximum
principal normal stress reaches the unidirectional strength limit of the material under tensile
or compressive load, which is the maximum normal stress yield criterion. The maximum
normal stress yield criterion can be specified by the function as follows:

σM = MAX(
∣∣σx

∣∣, ∣∣σy
∣∣, ∣∣σz

∣∣) (3)

where σM is the ultimate strength, and σx, σy, and σz are the stresses in the three principal
axis directions.

When σM < σu, the material will not break, and when σM ≥ σM, the material will break.
In our walnut shell breaking model, σx = 0, σy = Pcr, and σz = 0, and thus the limit pressure
strength σu = |σy| = Pcr. Under load Pcr, σ1 = 0, σ2 = −p (negative sign indicates pressure
stress), σ3 = 0, as a result, σM = |σ2| = p. When p ≥ Pcr, that is, σM ≥ σu, according to the
maximum normal stress yield criterion, the failure fracture of the walnut shell occurred,
and the initial crack was generated, which was the crack initiation process.

3.3. Crack Expansion

Generally, two parameters in linear elastic fracture mechanics are employed to measure
the crack generation ability, namely energy release rate G and stress intensity factor K. When
the energy release rate G or the stress intensity factor K exceeds their critical value (G ≥ GC
or K ≥ KC), it is considered that fracture occurs, which is the fracture criterion. According to
fracture mechanics, stress intensity factor K is a measure of crack severity, which is related
to crack size, stress, and geometric shape. This study assumes that the mechanical behavior
of a walnut shell is linear elastic, and thus we analyzed the crack characteristics of a walnut
shell based on the knowledge of linear elastic fracture mechanics.

One previous study has shown that cracks generated on a certain material tend
to expand to the positions where toughness was increasingly lowered. For wood, the
toughness along the grain direction is lower than that in other directions, and thus wood
tends to fracture in the grain direction [17]. The walnut shells in this study also exhibited a
similar breaking pattern, namely, walnut shells fracture in the longitudinal direction (Y-axis
direction), which was defined as the “along-grain direction”, and the transverse direction
(X-axis direction) is the “horizontal direction”.
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Based on this, we hypothesized that walnut shells might fracture “along the longitu-
dinal grain”. To test our hypothesis, the material critical strength KC was calculated. The
stress intensity factor K is related to the applied stress and the crack length. Based on linear
elastic fracture mechanics, K is usually calculated by Equation (4) [18]:

K = FS
√

πa (4)

where parameter F is a function of the ratio a/b, which is related to the geometry; S is the
load stress, and a is the crack length.

In the case of the ratio of α = a/b < 0.4, F is calculated according to Equation (5):

F = 1.12S
√

πa (5)

In other cases, where α = a/b, F is calculated according to Equation (6):

F =

√
2

πα
tan

πα

2

[
0.923 + 0.199(1 − sin πα

2 )2

cos πα
2

]
(6)

3.3.1. Longitudinal (Along Grain) Direction

The crack length measurement in the longitudinal direction is shown in Figure 5. When
the longitudinal ratio α = a/b = 0.51 is substituted into Equation (6), longitudinal FZ = 1.48
(Figure 5). Our results also showed that the average crack length of the longitudinal shell
breaking of a walnut shell is a = 34.3 mm, and the shell breaking force is SZ = 310 N.
When these data were substituted into Equation (4), the fracture toughness along the grain
direction of a walnut shell is KZC = 1.51 MPa·m1/2.

 

Figure 5. Crack length measurement in the longitudinal direction, a is the crack length, b is the
longitudinal diameter.

3.3.2. Horizontal (X-Axis) Direction

The crack length measurement in the transverse direction is shown in Figure 6.
When the transverse ratio α = a/b = 0.50 was substituted into Equation (6), longitudi-
nal FX = 1.47. In addition, our results showed that the average crack length of a walnut
shell is a = 20.1 mm, and the shell breaking force is SX = 468 N. When the above data were
substituted into Equation (4), we obtained the transverse fracture toughness of a walnut
shell as KZC = 1.72 MPa·m1/2.

 
Figure 6. Crack length measurement in the horizontal direction, a is the crack length, b is the
transverse diameter.
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Our calculation results showed that the transverse fracture toughness was greater than
the longitudinal fracture toughness, indicating that the longitudinal intensity is smaller
than the transverse intensity, thus confirming our hypothesis that walnut shells might
fracture “along longitudinal grain”.

The actual observation also showed that most of the cracks were also longitudinal
cracks. Therefore, it can be concluded that no matter whether the initial cracks of walnuts
are along the longitudinal direction, they are always affected by the fracture properties
along the longitudinal grain during the crack extension process, and under this influence,
the cracks would be longitudinally shifted.

3.4. Crack Expansion Rate

In the experiments, the cracking time of a walnut shell under load pressure is so short
that the process cannot be observed by eyes. The cracking time of a walnut shell can be
estimated according to the relevant formula. According to brittle solid fracture mechanics,
the crack expansion rate is calculated by Equation (7) [19]:

v(c) = vT f (c/c0, α) (7)

where vT is the limit speed, and f is the function of scale one, which is calculated as:

f (c/c0, 0) = 1 − c0/c (8)

where c0 is the initial crack length, and c is the crack extension length.
The estimation of the limit speed is as follows:

vT ≈ 0.38v1 (9)

where v1 = (E/ρ)1/2 is the longitudinal sound rate.
The initial conditions for calculating the crack expansion rate of walnuts are shown in

Table 3, and the calculation results are shown in Table 4. The average shell cracking time
was calculated as t = a/v(c) = 4.75 μs. The calculation results of the crack expansion rate
showed that the crack formation time was very short. Based on it, we proposed that it is
not necessary to consider the crack formation time. Instead, only the force loading time on
the walnut shell surface should be taken into account in practical applications.

Table 3. The initial conditions for calculating the crack expansion rate of walnuts.

Initial Conditions Elastic Modulus E Density ρ Initial Crack Length c0
Average Length of

Cracks a

Initial Value 0.18 GPa 0.5 kg/m3 0 34.3 mm

Table 4. The calculation results of the walnut crack expansion rate.

Type
The Longitudinal

Sound Rate v1
The Limit Speed vT f The Crack Expansion

Rate v(c)

Results 19 km/s 7.22 km/s 1 34.3 mm

4. Shell Mechanics Analysis

4.1. Shell Deformation Process

The walnut shell breaking tests under unidirectional load were performed using a
texture meter. The force-displacement curve during walnut shell breaking is shown in
Figure 7. The force-displacement curve showed that the walnut shell breaking process
under force load was summarized as follows: the AB section curve had a small slope with
small fluctuations, which might be mainly due to the texture meter cylindrical indenter get-
ting close contact with the irregular surface of the walnut; the BC section was a straight line
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with a fixed slope k. According to engineering mechanics, σ = Eε. The elastic deformation
stage is characterized by a linear relationship between the load and the strain. Therefore,
the walnut produces elastic deformation under a load of this section, and thus the BC
section was the elastic compression stage. The slope of the CD section was decreased with
the increase in the force-displacement in the transverse coordinate compared with that
of the BC section. According to material mechanics, the CD section produces not only
elastic deformation but also partial plastic deformation, and thus the CD section was a
mixed deformation stage of elastic deformation and plastic deformation. When the load
was increased to σD, the load stress reached the intensity limit of the walnut shell, and
thus brittle fracture, as one type of fracture failure, occurred. The EF section showed the
stage when the indenter continued to compress the walnut downward. Due to the brittle
fracture of the walnut, the toughness of the walnut was reduced to a low value, and thus
the load increase under unit displacement was small, eventually resulting in a small slope
k. After point F, the texture meter indenter moved back to the initial position, and the load
gradually decreased to zero.

Figure 7. Force—displacement curve of the walnut shell breaking under load.

4.2. Internal Force Analysis

The small thickness and bending moment of the thin shell cause great stress and
deformation, which has an important influence on the establishment of the mechanical
model. Therefore, this study took the bending moment into full consideration in the
analysis of the thin-shell model. In this study, the walnut shell was divided into the
concentrated force region and peripheral force region. The concentrated force region was
the region undertaking the unidirectional load. The presence of the normal external load
resulted in a large bending moment in this region, which could not be ignored. Excluding
the concentrated force region, the remaining region far from the concentrated force was
defined as the peripheral force region with a negligible small bending moment.

4.2.1. Peripheral Force Region

Since the bending moment in the peripheral force region was negligible, the thin film
theory (namely, the momentless theory) could be used for analysis. In a momentless state
(Figure 8), only the stresses Tθ , Tϕ, and Tθϕ were examined, while torques Mθ , Mϕ, and
Mθϕ were ignored. In equilibrium state:

Mθ = Mϕ = Mθϕ = Nθ = Nϕ = 0 (10)
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Figure 8. Section diagram of force.

Under static balance conditions:

Tϕr0sinϕ = −
∫ ϕ

0
r0R(qϕsinϕ − qncosϕ)dϕ (11)

In any cross-section of the walnut shell (Figure 9), qϕ = 0, qn = −p, R = r, r0 = rsinϕ.

Figure 9. Cross-section diagram of force.

Thus:
Tϕrsin2 ϕ = −

∫ ϕ

0
r2sinϕpcosϕdϕ (12)

Thus:
Tϕ = − pr

2
(13)

Then, by the formula:
Tϕ

R1
+

Tϕ

R2
− qn = 0 (14)

where R1 and R2 are the radiuses of the primary curvature, R1 = R2 = r, thus:

Tθ = − pr
2

(15)

The results showed that Tθ was equal to Tϕ, and thus the internal force was equal in
any cross-section of the walnut shell surface within the peripheral force region, indicating
that the peripheral force region of the walnut shell had an isotropic property.

4.2.2. Concentrated Force Action Region

The external load in the concentrated force action region resulted in a large unignorable
bending moment. Therefore, this region cannot be simply analyzed by the momentless
theory, and we resorted to the corresponding moment theory for mechanical analysis. In this
study, the finite element analysis method was employed to simulate the concentrated force
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action area of the walnut shell to obtain an intuitive and specific shell stress distribution
pattern. To this end, the walnut model was constructed, and the concentrated force was
analyzed as follows.

Modeling: A 3D walnut model was constructed using a 3D scanner, and then the
obtained 3D model was introduced into the finite element software ANSYS (Figure 10).

 

Figure 10. Walnut 3D scanned model.

Parameter setting: The elastic modulus of the walnut model was set as 0.18 GPa, the
Poisson ratio as 0.3, and the walnut shell density as 0.5 kg/m3.

Meshing: The grid properties were set, and the grid was endowed with material
properties. The model was meshed with a mesh quality of >0.3, indicating a suitable
meshing (Figure 11).

 

Figure 11. Meshing of the walnut model.

Force analysis: The 100 N contact load was added to the model, and then the simulation
analysis of the loaded model was performed. The stress cloud diagram was obtained from
the simulation analysis (Figure 12). The stress cloud diagram intuitively reflected the stress
distribution in the concentrated force region. The results showed that under the load, the
shell stress was gradient-distributed along the walnut shell, reaching the maximum at the
load point, and it gradually decreased with the increasing distance from the load point.

 
Figure 12. Stress cloud map of the walnut under unidirectional load.
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5. Walnut Shell Breaking Experiments under Unidirectional Load

According to the requirements of walnut shell breaking under unidirectional load, this
study designed a mechanical claw shell-breaking test bench (Figure 13) to carry out the
walnut shell breaking tests under unidirectional load.

 

Figure 13. Mechanical claw shell breaking test bench. (1) Frame; (2) Three-fingered mechanical claws;
(3) Microcontroller; (4) Sliding rail; (5) Proximity switch; (6) Impact table.

5.1. Test Procedure

On the test bench, a large walnut sample was grabbed by a three-fingered mechanical
claw with the walnut ridge parallel to the impact table and the midpoint of the walnut
shell surface touching the impact table when impacting, and then the mechanical claw was
lifted to different heights to enable it to fall freely along the sliding rail until the walnut fell
on the impact table to implement unidirectional load.

According to the momentum theorem, the force the walnut undertook was calculated
by Equation (16).

F · t = mv2 − mv1 (16)

where F is the force, which is unknown; t is the action time, which was set as 0.01 s; m is the
mass; v1 is the initial velocity; v2 is the final velocity; both v1 and v2 are vectors.

The overall mass of the mechanical claws was 1.6 kg. In the experiment, walnuts and
the impact table collided with almost no rebound, and thus v2 = 0, and v1 was measured
as follows. Two proximity switches were installed on the test bench framework, the
spacing of which was the calibration value X0. The first proximity switch position was
set as the starting position, and the second was set as the termination position. After
the mechanical claw was placed at the starting position, the microcontroller was turned
on. Then the mechanical claw was released to fall freely along the sliding rail. At this
time, the timing program of the microcontroller was triggered to start timing. When the
mechanical claw reached the termination position, the proximity switch was triggered
again. Subsequently, the microcontroller stopped timing immediately after receiving the
signal from the proximity switch, and t0 (the time when the mechanical claw moved from
the initial position to the termination position) was output and displayed. Then, according
to the displacement formula x = 1/2 at2, the acceleration (a) of the mechanical claw to fall
freely along the sliding rail was calculated as 9.8 m/s2. Finally, the base of the impact
table in the test bench was taken as the zero point, and X0 (the spacing between the two
proximity switches) was calibrated with 10 cm as the unit distance along the sliding rail.
From different heights (h), the mechanical claw was released to fall freely along the sliding
rail until the walnuts collided with the impact table and the shell broke. The velocity
v during the impact was calculated by the formula v2 = 2 ax. a and x (namely, h) were
substituted into the formula, and the v value (the initial velocity v1 in Equation (16))
was obtained.
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5.2. Test Results

The shell load force was calculated as follows. Based on multiple tests, the critical
height for walnut shell breaking (h) was determined as 20 cm. When the height was above
20 cm, the walnut would be seriously broken. When the height was below 20 cm, the
walnut failed to break. According to v2 = 2 ax, the initial velocity is v1 = 1.98 m/s. In
addition, when t = 0.01 s, m = 1.6 kg, v1 = 1.98 m/s were substituted into the Equation (16),
the load force F was calculated as 316.8 N in the process of collision, which was consistent
with the results obtained by the equation in Section 2.3.

After the shell-breaking tests, the walnut cracks were analyzed (Figure 14). The crack
expansion direction was consistent with our hypothesis of fracture along the longitudinal
texture. The shell and kernel were separated from the walnut kernel intact; therefore, the
shell-breaking effect was desirable.

  

Figure 14. Walnut shell crack and complete kernel after shell-kernel separation.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, the spherical thin-shell model was established for walnut shell breaking
tests, and the model fitting degree was tested by the elastic mechanical calculation based on
the spherical thin-shell theory. The model deviation was found to be within 5%, indicating
a good fitting degree of the model. Based on theoretical analysis of this model and walnut
shell breaking experiments, the following conclusions were drawn:

(1) The walnut shell was divided into the concentrated force region and peripheral force
region. In the peripheral force domain, the internal forces of the shell surface in
all directions were calculated to be equal based on the momentless theory. In the
concentrated force region, the finite element analysis method was used to intuitively
exhibit the gradient distribution of the internal force on the shell from inside to
outside. Based on these results, we suggested that the unidirectional force during
shell breaking should be loaded on the middle of the walnut shell surface so as to
make the shell surface force load uniform, thus improving the shell breaking effect
and efficiency.

(2) Walnut cracks included type I and type II cracks. According to the maximum stress
yield criterion, crack initiation occurred at the position where the load was applied,
and the crack expansion direction was determined according to the fracture criterion
and the stress intensity factor. Finally, the crack expansion rate could be used to
determine the walnut shell breaking position and force loading time so as to obtain
the complete kernel and improve the shell-kernel separation rate.

(3) The actually measured walnut shell breaking force under unidirectional load was
in line with the theoretical value, and the observed crack extension direction was
consistent with our hypothesis of fracture along the longitudinal texture. These results
jointly verified the reliability of the theoretical model proposed in this study. Our
results can provide a theoretical basis for the development and structural optimization
of shell-breaking machinery.
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Abstract: The practical problems of existing methods of walnut cracking under compression loading,
including incomplete walnut-shell crushing, broken walnut kernels, and so on, are widespread in
walnut processing and are constraints that hinder mechanized walnut processing. Therefore, attempts
have been made to design and optimize a multi-point extrusion walnut cracking device. For this,
walnuts were fed manually into a cracking unit through the hopper. The tangential force of the
grading roller graded the walnuts and dropped them into the gap between the rotating cracking roller
and extrusion plate, causing them to crack. The developed machine was tested and the parameters
were optimized using a central composite design (CCD). The objective functions involving the
cracking angle (CA: 0.17, 0.27, 0.52, 0.76, 0.86◦) and roller speed (RS: 63, 75, 105, 135, 147 r/min) were
calculated. The shell cracking rate (SCR), whole kernel rate (WKR), and specific energy consumption
(Es) regression models were established using the quadratic regression orthogonal combination test
and the parameters were optimized using MATLAB software. The results showed that the most
significant factors for the RS were the linear terms of the SCR and WKR, whereas for the CA the
most significant factor was the linear term of the Es. The interaction term of the two factors had
a significant effect on the three indicators. The optimal parameter combination was determined
to be 0.47◦ for the CA and 108 r/min for the RS. On this basis, the adaptability test showed that
the cracking device had a better cracking effect on walnuts with a gap between the walnut shell
and kernel greater than 1.6 mm and a shell thickness less than 1.2 mm. The results have practical
significance for the design of walnut cracking devices.

Keywords: walnut; multi-point extrusion; central composite design (CCD); parameter optimization

1. Introduction

The Walnut (Juglans regia L.) is one of the oldest cultivated fruit species in the world [1].
The kernels have excellent nutritional and therapeutic value due to their high content
of unsaturated fatty acids [2] and abundant amino acids and minerals [3,4]. In post-
harvest and processing, compared to other operations (e.g., cleaning, drying, storing,
etc.), walnut-shell cracking to extract the kernel from the internal nut is not only the most
important operation but also the fundamental goal, which can be attributed to the fact
that the usable part of tree nuts is not the walnut itself but the kernel, especially the
whole kernel because consumers prefer whole kernels [5]. However, during the process of
walnut cracking, unexpected phenomena (e.g., incomplete nutshell cracking and broken
nut kernels) occur with existing cracking devices, which are the key factors that affect
the quality of the final kernel and limit the development of the initial processing [6]. The
cracking performance is strongly related to the intrinsic properties of the walnut (e.g., shell
thickness and moisture content), cracking device configurations (e.g., roll and hammer),
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and operational conditions (e.g., shaft rotation speed). Hence, several researchers have
proposed a series of effective methods to improve cracking performance in terms of the
three aspects mentioned above [7–9], particularly the latter two factors.

Li [10] studied the effects of the gap between the two rotating cracking rollers and
roller speed on walnut cracking. It was found that increasing the rotational speed and
decreasing the pitch increased the fracture force, thereby resulting in an increase in the
specific deformation of the walnut shell [11]. Shi et al. [12] evaluated a cam rocker bidi-
rectional extrusion walnut cracking device using squeeze clearance, camshaft speed, and
walnut circumference as the test factors. Bernik et al. [5] investigated the cracking quality
of three types of walnuts at different speeds under a modified centrifugal cracking machine.
By analyzing the above-mentioned research, it was found that the contact type between the
walnut and the cracking device was mostly a single point or line load. However, it was
also found that the contact types mentioned above would result in uneven forces on the
shell, poor crack extension, and easy damage to the inner kernel [13]. Additionally, studies
have also suggested that different contact types have a significant effect on walnut cracking.
For example, Zhang et al. [14] reported that spherical compression was the best process
for walnut cracking. In addition, Shen [15] discovered that adding spikes to the surface
of the V-indenter for shell cracking was substantially more successful. According to the
above analyses, increasing the stress concentration areas contributes to the generation and
expansion of cracks while reducing the inner shell force and deformation value of walnut
kernels, thus further minimizing mechanical damage to the kernels.

Unfortunately, there are few practical applications for walnut cracking devices based
on multiple load contact. For instance, Cao et al. [13] observed superior walnut-cracking
outcomes using a hammer head with seven grooves. Furthermore, He et al. [16] improved
cracking device performance by adding rectangular or trapezoidal grooves to the surfaces
of the cracking rollers. Nonetheless, the quality of cracking still needs to be improved.
Therefore, by integrating the results of previous research, a multi-point extrusion walnut
cracking device was designed and its operating parameters were optimized using the RSM
in this work. The influence of each factor on the evaluation index and the interaction
between the factors were analyzed, respectively. The best combinations of parameters
were determined using the regression analysis method with the help of MATLAB software,
which was used to verify the practical suitability of several walnut varieties.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

‘Wen 185’, which is the typical walnut cultivar in the local market, was selected and
used as the experimental sample. In the harvest season of 2021, fresh-harvested walnuts
(Juglans regia L.) were collected from the Wensu Walnut Experimental Station (latitude:
41◦27′67′ ′ N, longitude: 80◦24′17′ ′ E, and at a 1056 m altitude), Xinjiang, China. A moderate
walnut moisture content is known to improve the quality of cracking [17]. Thus, according
to our previous study [18], walnut shells with a moisture content range of 7–9% and kernels
with a moisture content range of 10–13% were used in the walnut cracking experiments.

2.2. Principles of a Walnut Cracking Device

A walnut cracking machine, including the frame, control panel, speed-regulating mo-
tor, feed hopper, grading cylinder, deflector, and cracking device (Figure 1a), was designed
and manufactured. A control panel was used to adjust the speed of the grading cylinder
and rotating cracking roller to meet the requirements of different working conditions. After
feeding, the walnuts were rolled with the cylinder and were moved forward by the driving
of the helical steel ribs. Different walnut sizes fell off the corresponding spaces of the cylin-
der and the walnuts were graded according to their size. Walnuts fell through the guide
chute into the cracking device, which was composed of a rotating cracking roller and extru-
sion plate with ‘V’ grooves. The wedge-shaped space formed by the extrusion plate and
rotating cracking roller was the part where the walnuts were cracked by the squeezing-type
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device. The space could be adjusted by the retainer bolt and the position-limit mechanism
as a means of adapting to the different walnut dimensions. The shells were cracked by
the squeezing, rolling, and grinding of the extrusion plate and rotating cracking roller and
then ejected. In order to ensure the appropriate extrusion shearing forces on the walnut,
several spikes were added to the surface of the rotating cracking roller and extrusion plate
(Figure 1b) to increase the stress concentration areas. Thus, this designed cracking machine
was able to simultaneously carry out walnut grading and cracking. The main technical
parameters of the walnut cracking device are listed in Table 1.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1. Overall structural schematic diagram of the walnut cracking device: (a) final assembly
drawing, (b) the gap between rotating cracking roller and extrusion plate, (c) structural schematic
photo of the prototype.

Table 1. Parameters of the cracking device.

Parameters Size

Length × width × height/(mm × mm × mm) 1200 × 800 × 1200
Overall weight/kg 165

Inlet size/(mm × mm) 90 × 45
Productivity/(kg/h) 1080
Power of cracker/kw 0.75
Grading accuracy/(%) ≥96

Cracking angle/(◦) 0–1
Roller speed/(r/min) 0–210

2.3. Design of Grading Cylinder

The length (L), width (W), and thickness (T) [17] of 200 randomly selected walnuts
were measured (Figure 2) using a DELI DL91150 digital caliper (DELI Group Co., Ltd.,
Ningbo, China) with an accuracy of 0.01 mm. To classify the walnuts more accurately, the
equivalent diameter of walnut samples was calculated based on Equation (1) mentioned in
Zeng et al. [19] and the statistical results are shown in Figure 3. The measurements showed
that the measured diameters conformed to a normal distribution and were mainly in the
range of 32–42 mm (p < 0.05). The proportion of walnuts sized 32–37 mm was 34.74%, sized
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37–39 mm was 35.26%, and sized 39–42 mm was 30%, respectively. Thus, based on these
size distributions, the rotary fence cylinder of the walnut grader with three stages was
designed as shown in Figure 4, namely, the gaps between the fences were 37 mm, 39 mm,
and 42 mm, respectively.

DP =

[
(W + T)2

4
L

]( 1
3 )

(1)

where DP is the walnut equivalent diameter (mm); L is the length (mm); W is the width
(mm); T is the thickness (mm).

Figure 2. Characteristic parameter analysis of walnuts.

 

Figure 3. Equivalent diameter distribution of walnuts.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of grading cylinder.

The grading cylinder diameter was calculated, as per Jeffrey et al. [20] where the
grading cylinder speed is equal to 50% of the critical speed.

R =
1
2

(
0.19Qm

FiKvdbg0.5 tan α

)0.4
(2)

of which,

Kv =

{
1.35

(
α = 3

◦)
1.85

(
α = 5

◦) (3)

where Qm is the feeding capacity (kg/h); α is the angle of inclination of the grading cylinder
(◦); Kv is the velocity correction factor; db is the material bulk density (kg/m3); g is the
acceleration due to gravity (m/s2); Fi is the filling degree, taken as 0.25–0.33. Substituting
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Qm = 1080 kg/h, Fi = 0.25, α = 5◦, Kv = 1.85, db = 470 kg/m3 [13], and g = 9.8 m/s2 into
Equation (2) gives a grading roller radius of R = 0.16 m.

The length of the grading cylinder is related to the tumbling time of the walnuts in the
grading cylinder. As the length increases, the grading time also increases, and the grading
accuracy increases. However, the length should not be too long. After the length exceeds a
certain value, it does not significantly increase the grading efficiency but increases the cost
of the grading cylinder. Thus, the length of the grading cylinder is generally taken to be
2–6 times its diameter [21].

The length of the grading cylinder was calculated as follows where the classifying
cylinder speed is equal to 50% of the critical speed.

L0 = 15
√

2Kv(2R)0.5g0.5π−1ti tan α (4)

where ti is the residence time (min); L0 is the grading cylinder length (m).
Substituting Kv = 1.85, R = 0.18 m, ti = 0.5 min, and α = 5◦ into Equation (4), we obtain

L0 = 0.97 m, taking L0 = 1 m. To ensure the accuracy and efficiency of grading, the grading
roller is divided into 3 grades according to the proportions of the different sizes of walnuts
(L1 = L2 = 0.35 m, L3 = 0.3 m), as shown in Figure 4.

2.4. Design of Rotating Cracking Roller, Extrusion Plate, and Cracking Angle

For extrusion-style devices, the gap between the rotating cracking roller and extrusion
plate and the speed of the rotating cracking roller are both principal factors. The gap
significantly influences the deformation degree of the walnut shells, whereas the speed has
an important impact on the efficiency of the walnut cracking [22]. The conditions under
which walnuts can enter the gap between the rotating cracking roller and extrusion plate
are as follows (Figure 5).

mg + μFN + μFR cos ε > FR sin ε (5)

Because of ∑ Fx = 0, bring FN = FR cos ε + μ FR sin ε into Equation (5) then,

mg + μFR cos ε + μ2FR sin ε + μFR cos ε > FR sin ε (6)

Bring μ = tan β into Equation (6), then,

ε < sin−1
(

mgcos2β

FR

)
+ 2β (7)

where FR is the positive pressure of the rotating cracking roller on the walnut (N); FN is
the positive pressure of the extrusion plate on the walnut (N); ε is the angle between the
positive pressure FR and the horizontal line (◦); β is the friction angle between the rotating
cracking roller and extrusion plate and the walnut (◦); μ is the friction coefficient between
the rotating cracking roller, extrusion plate, and walnut, μ = tan β.

A cross-sectional view of the walnut along the thickness direction is shown in Figure 6.
The walnut is squeezed into the gap in the direction of its thickness under the following
conditions:

t < e � t + 2h (8)

Or,
t < e � T − d (9)

where e is the gap between the rotating cracking roller and extrusion plate (mm); h is the
walnut shell thickness (mm); t is the wide diameter of the kernel (mm); d is the space
between the kernel and the inner wall of the shell (mm), i.e., the gap between the walnut
shell and kernel.
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Figure 5. Forces of walnut in extrusion cracking device.

Figure 6. Transverse sectional view of a walnut.

The gap between the rotating cracking roller and extrusion plate was the largest when
e = t + 2h or e = T − d. At this point, the shell was subjected to a squeezing pressure,
whereas the squeezing pressure on the kernels was zero. This is the ideal state for walnut
cracking so the kernels are not damaged. When t < e ≤ t + 2h or t < e ≤ T − d was met, the
external shell was just crushed but the internal kernel was not broken. The gap (d) between
the walnut shell and kernel was generally 1.85 mm and the shell thickness (h) was 0.86 mm
for the ‘Wen 185’ [23]. Thus, the minimum gap (e) was designed to be 28.5 mm.

The small end of the gap between the rotating cracking roller and the extrusion plate
(right end in Figure 1b) was used as an example for the analysis. The walnut shape is
assumed to be ellipsoidal [20], and then we have

cos ε =
r + e

r + W
(10)

Simplifying Equation (10), the radius of the rotating cracking roller is given by

r =
e − W cos ε

cos ε − 1
(11)

In summary, the radius the of rotating cracking roller was 75 mm. If the gap (e) became
smaller and the rotating cracking roller diameter remained the same so that ε ≥ sin−1

((mgcos2β)/FR) + 2β, the cracking device did not work properly. In this paper, the gap (e)
was replaced by the angle between the rotating cracking roller and extrusion plate, which
was treated as a studied factor, as shown in Figure 1b. Note that the angle could be adjusted
by the bolt (GB/T 5782M12 × 80) and a DELI DL305300 full-circle protractor (DELI Group
Co., Ltd., Ningbo, China) with an accuracy of 0.3◦. According to the above analysis and
Equation (12), the cracking angle (γ) was selected in the range of 0 to 1◦.

tan γ =
(D − 28.5)

850
(12)
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where D is the big end of the gap between the rotating cracking roller and extrusion plate
(mm); γ is the angle of the rotating cracking roller and extrusion plate (◦).

2.5. Cracking Quality Index Measurement Method
2.5.1. Shell-Cracking Rate

To evaluate the performance of walnut cracking under different working parameters,
the shell cracking rate was treated as the evaluation index, as per Zhang et al. [14], as
shown in Equation (13):

SCR =

(
1 − M1

M0

)
× 100% (13)

where SCR is expressed as the shell-cracking rate achieved in one pass through the machine
(%); M0 is the total weight of the walnuts (kg); M1 is the mass of unbroken walnuts (kg). As
shown in Figure 7, a degree of walnut breakage greater than one-half the size of a walnut
was identified as a broken walnut. Among them, one-quarter walnuts and one-half walnuts
were identified as shell-wrapped kernels.

Figure 7. The different particle sizes of cracked walnuts and walnut kernels.

2.5.2. Whole Kernel Rate

Following walnut cracking, each kernel was visually evaluated to determine the state
of the kernel. Each kernel was visually classified into four types, as shown in Figure 7.
Kernels with greater than a 1/4 volume were defined as a “complete kernel” [17]. The WKR
can be calculated by using:

WKR =
M3

M2
× 100% (14)

where M2 is the total mass of kernels obtained after cracking (kg); M3 is the mass of kernels
identified as greater than 1/4 kernels after cracking (kg).

2.5.3. Specific Energy Consumption

The energy consumption of cracking was measured using a power meter (DL333502,
Deli Group Co., Ltd., Ningbo, China). The power meter was connected to a power source
and the cracking device was connected to the power meter. The energy required for
operating the machine without load was first recorded and then subtracted from the energy
data collected when the machine was running under load. The real-time power and
cracking duration were recorded during the running periods. The Es was calculated using
the method of Meng et al. [24]:

Es =

∫ t
0 (Pt − P0)dt

M
(15)

where Pt is the real-time power during the cracking process (W); P0 is the operating power
without walnuts in the hopper (W); t is the cracking duration (s).
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2.6. Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis

Each experiment with 5 kg of ‘Wen-185’ walnuts (electronic balance, precision 0.01 g)
was conducted and then repeated three times. The results were averaged and the data were
recorded as shown in Table 2. A central composite design (CCD) of two variables (CA,
RS) with five levels was adopted using the Design Expert software program (V8.0.6, Stat-
Ease Co., Minneapolis, MN, USA). The range of values for the single factors was selected
according to the preliminary experiments (not shown). The variables and their levels are
given in Table 2. A multiple regression analysis was carried out to obtain an empirical
model for each response variable, namely, the SCR, WKR, and Es. The second-order
polynomial of the following forms was fitted to the data of the response.

Y = β0 +
2

∑
i=1

βiXi +
2

∑
i=1

βiiX2
i + βijXiXj (16)

where Y represents the dependent responses; βi, βii, and βij represent the regression
coefficients of the process variables; Xi and Xj are coded as independent variables. Analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the adequacy of the acquired model. The validity of
the model was confirmed by the equation analysis, lack of fit (p = 0.05) tests, and R2 (the ratio
of the explained variation to the total variation) analysis. The variable level combinations
and responses of the experiments are shown in Table 2. A numerical optimization module
in the software was used to obtain the optimal operating parameters.

Table 2. Design and results of the experiments.

Test NO. X1 (◦) X2 (r/min) SCR/(%) WKR/(%) Es/(kJ/kg)

1 0.27 (−1) 75 (−1) 93.66 81.62 2.26
2 0.76 (1) 75 (−1) 93.52 82.36 1.92
3 0.27 (−1) 135 (1) 99.54 88.23 3.41
4 0.76 (1) 135 (1) 94.82 81.36 1.84
5 0.17 (−1.414) 105 (0) 99.42 87.98 2.62
6 0.86 (1.414) 105 (0) 95.14 83.64 2.26
7 0.52 (0) 63 (−1.414) 92.66 81.46 1.89
8 0.52 (0) 147 (1.414) 93.81 87.28 2.84
9 0.52 (0) 105 (0) 97.62 91.02 1.64
10 0.52 (0) 105 (0) 98.65 92.15 1.72
11 0.52 (0) 105 (0) 97.85 93.89 1.35
12 0.52 (0) 105 (0) 97.35 91.78 1.92
13 0.52 (0) 105 (0) 98.84 94.26 1.82

Note: X1 cracking angle, X2 roller speed, SCR shell-cracking rate, WKR whole kernel rate, Es specific energy
consumption.

The degree of influence of every factor in the model can be reflected by the magnitude
of the contribution ratio K, which is proportional to the magnitude of the influence [25]. Its
calculation is shown in Equations (17) and (18):

δ =

{
0 F ≤ 1
1 − 1

F F > 1
(17)

Kj = δj +
1
2

m

∑
i=1
i 	=j

δij + δjj j = 1, 2, · · · , m (18)

where Kj is the contribution ratio (%); δ is the assessment values for the F-values; F
represents the F-values in the ANOVA table; δj is the primary item contribution rate (%); δjj
is the secondary item contribution (%); δij is the contribution of the interaction items (%).
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effects of Single Factors on Responses

The dimension reduction method was carried out to study the effects of the single
factors on the experimental responses. For the model of the percentage of the SCR, the
coded independent variables were in turn set at −1.414, −1, 0, 1, and 1.414, whereas the
other independent variables were fixed at 0. As shown in Figure 8a1, the SCR first increased
and then decreased as the coded values of the rotating cracking roller speed (X2) ascended,
and the SCR increased with the decreasing cracking angle (X1), which showed that the
appropriate values of X1 and X2 could improve the quality of the walnut cracking. The
WKR increased and then decreased with the increase in X1 and X2 in the range of −1.414
to 1.414 (Figure 8b1), which indicated that the WKR could be improved with a suitable
parameter combination of X1 and X2. As shown in Figure 8c1, the Es decreased and then
increased with the increase in X1 and X2 in the range of −1.414 to 1.414, which indicated
that the Es could be reduced with a suitable parameter combination of X1 and X2.

 
(a1) (a2) 

 
(b1) (b2) 

 
(c1) (c2) 

Figure 8. Influence of experimental factors on SCR (a1,a2), WKR (b1,b2), Es (c1,c2).
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3.2. Optimization and Verification of Regression Models
3.2.1. Effect of Variables on SCR

The measured values of the SCR are presented in Table 2. The SCR varied between
92.66% and 99.54% with the combinations of the variables studied. According to the
ANOVA results shown in Table 3, a second-order polynomial equation was extremely
conspicuous (p < 0.01) for the responses. There was no significant lack of fit and the high
R2 (0.9232) values showed that most of the variability could be explained by the variables
tested. The contributions of each factor affecting the SCR were calculated by Equations (17)
and (18). The results showed that the RS was the most important factor, followed by the CA.
Their contribution ratios were 2.276 and 1.337, respectively. The results in Table 3 indicated
that, in this case, the linear term of the CA was extremely significantly different (p < 0.01),
and the RS was significantly different (p < 0.05). The interaction terms of the CA and RS
were significantly different (p < 0.05). The predicted model for the SCR can be described by
the following equation in terms of the actual factors under the tested conditions.

SCR = 98.06 − 1.36X1 + 1.10X2 − 1.15X1X2 − 0.36X2
1 − 2.38X2

2 (19)

Table 3. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) applying response surface quadratic model.

Variation
Source

SCR WKR Es
Squares df F p Squares df F p Squares df F p

β0 69.3 5 13.86 0.0009 ** 275.32 5 26.75 0.0002 ** 3.31 5 10.35 0.0039 **
β1 14.89 1 14.89 0.0038 ** 18.81 1 9.14 0.0193 * 0.73 1 11.44 0.0117 *
β2 9.69 1 9.69 0.0110 * 23.95 1 11.63 0.0113 * 0.73 1 11.39 0.0118 *

β1β2 5.24 1 5.24 0.0396 * 14.48 1 7.03 0.0328 * 0.38 1 5.92 0.0453 *
β11 0.9 1 0.9 0.3313 102.01 1 49.55 0.0002 ** 0.92 1 14.4 0.0068 **
β22 39.46 1 39.46 0.0002 ** 143.98 1 69.94 <0.0001 ** 0.74 1 11.58 0.0114 *
R2 0.9232 0.9503 0.8809

Lack of fit 4.07 3 1.36 0.1458 6.62 3 1.13 0.436 0.26 3 1.83 0.2823

Note: “**” means extremely significant (p < 0.01), “*” means significant (p < 0.05).

The representation of the response surface is given in Figure 8a2. The model’s ex-
pression permits the evaluation of the effects of the factors. As shown in Figure 8a1, the
RS was at a level of 0, the CA increased from 0.17◦ to 0.86◦, and the SCR dropped from
99.27% to 95.42%. With the increase in the CA, the SCR showed a slow decrease. The reason
for this behavior was that as the CA increased, the walnuts were subjected to reduced
positive pressure and friction between the rotating cracking roller and extrusion plate.
When the gap was larger than the size of the walnut, the amount of extrusion deformation
decreased, which was not helpful for the expansion of the crack. Some of the walnuts
were not completely cracked (lower kernel exposure rate), leading to a decrease in the
SCR. When the CA was at a level of 0, the SCR increased from 91.74% to 98.19% as the
RS increased from 63 r/min to 111.89 r/min. The reason was that when the RS was low,
the walnuts had enough frictional squeeze to achieve cracking within the gap between
the cracking roller and the extrusion plate. When the RS exceeded 111.89 r/min, the SCR
dropped to 94.86%. There were two possible reasons for this. On the one hand, walnuts
were quickly thrown out of the gap between the cracking roller and the extrusion plate,
which reduced the friction extrusion enacted upon the walnuts. On the other hand, as the
loading speed increased, the amount of shell deformation (walnut shell flexibility) used to
break the walnut shells [26] increased, which led to incomplete cracking for a portion of the
walnuts. Kilickan and Guner [27] reported that the specific deformation of the olive fruit
and pit increased as the compression speed increased. Also, the flexible shell prevented the
walnut from cracking [11], which led to a reduced SCR.
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3.2.2. Effect of Variables on WKR

The WKR varied from 81.36% to 94.26% with the combinations of the variables (Table 2).
The ANOVA results are shown in Table 3 and the model was extremely conspicuous
(p < 0.01) for the responses. There was no significant lack of fit and the high R2 (0.9503)
values showed that most of the variability could be explained by the variables tested.
According to Equations (17) and (18), the factors affecting the WKR were the RS (K = 2.329)
and the CA (K = 2.299). The results in Table 3 indicate that, in this case, the linear terms
of the CA and RS were significantly different (p < 0.05). The interaction terms of the CA
and RS were significantly different (p < 0.05). The predicted model for the WKR can be
described by the following equation in terms of the actual factors.

WKR = 92.62 − 1.53X1 + 1.73X2 − 1.90X1X2 − 3.83X2
1 − 4.55X2

2 (20)

The representation of the response surface is given in Figure 8b2. The model’s expres-
sion permits the evaluation of the effects of the factors. As shown in Figure 8b1, when the
CA was at a level of 0, the increase in the RS from 63 r/min to 110.53 r/min led to the
WKR increasing dramatically from 81.08% to 92.78%. Then, the WKR declined to 85.97%
when the RS increased from 110.53 r/min to 147 r/min. The reason was that the increase
in the RS led to a decrease in the fracture force [26], which protected the fragile kernels
and increased the WKR. When the RS exceeded 105 r/min, the WKR dropped sharply. The
increase in the specific deformations of the walnut led to damage to the kernel. The kernel
had a much smaller fracture force than its shell [28]. Similarly, when the RS was at a level of
0, the CA increased from 0.17◦ to 0.86◦ and the WKR increased from 87.13% to a maximum
of 92.77% (CA = 0.46◦) before decreasing to 82.79%. A possible reason for this was that the
walnut was subjected to the ideal squeezing pressure for cracking the shell when the gap
increased to the thickness of the walnut.

3.2.3. Effect of Variables on Es

The values of the Es varied from 1.35 kJ/kg to 3.41 kJ/kg as shown in Table 2. Table 3
shows a high correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.8809) and no significant lack of fit for the
responses, indicating that the polynomial fitted well for predicting the Es. The CA was
the most important factor, followed by the RS, which was obtained by calculating the
contribution ratio of the Es using Equations (17) and (18). Their contribution ratios were
2.259 and 2.241, respectively. The results in Table 3 indicate that, in this case, the linear
terms of the CA and RS were significantly different (p < 0.05). The quadratic terms of the
CA and RS were significantly different (p < 0.05). The predicted model for the Es can be
described by the following equation in terms of the actual factors.

Es = 1.69 − 0.30X1 + 0.30X2 − 0.31X1X2 + 0.36X2
1 + 0.33X2

2 (21)

The representation of the response surface is given in Figure 8c2. The model’s expres-
sion permits the evaluation of the effects of the factors. As shown in Figure 8c1, as the
CA increased from 0.17◦ to 0.61◦, the Es decreased from 2.84 kJ/kg to 1.63 kJ/kg. This is
because as the gap between the rotating cracking roller and extrusion plate increased, the
walnuts were subjected to less squeezing friction, which lowered the resistance to the roller
rotation. As the CA exceeded 0.61◦, the Es increased with the CA to 1.99 kJ/kg. This was
attributed to the fact that the movement of the walnuts in the gap was disordered, which
led to increased energy consumption. The Es decreased slightly with the increasing RS
and then gradually increased. It first decreased from 1.92 kJ/kg to 1.62 kJ/kg and then
increased to 2.77 kJ/kg. This was due to the increase in the RS, which increased the power
consumption and fracture energy required by the walnuts [29]. The possible reason for
the decrease in the Es when the RS was less than 90.16 r/min is that at a lower RS, it took
longer to complete the cracking of the walnuts. The working time of the cracking device
increased, thus the Es of the cracking device increased. As the RS increased, the working
efficiency also increased, which resulted in a slight decrease in the Es.
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3.3. Determination and Validation of the Optimal Parameters

In the cracking process, the selection of the CA for the SCR and WKR was contradictory.
Reducing the CA improved the SCR, but when the CA was too small, it reduced the WKR.
Increasing the CA ensured the quality of the walnut kernels but seriously reduced the
SCR. To enhance the walnut processing yield, the WKR was maximized while retaining
a lower Es and an appropriate SCR. The mathematical models of the SCR, WKR and Es
multi-objective functions were constructed, with weights of 0.3, 0.4, and 0.3, respectively.
The weights of the WKR in the optimization solution equation were set larger than those
of the SCR and Es. Because the magnitudes of the objective functions varied, the linear
effectiveness coefficient approach was deployed to turn each objective function into a
dimensionless function before applying the respective objective regression equation for
comprehensive optimization. The nonlinear programming mathematical model in the
following was established by analyzing Equations (19)–(21):⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

F(X)

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Y1 = max(SCR)
Y2 = max(WKR)

Y3 = min(Es)

s.t.

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

P = η1Y1 + η2Y2 + η3Y3

0.17◦ ≤ X1 ≤ 0.86◦

63 r/min ≤ X2 ≤ 147 r/min

(22)

Based on the mathematical model and the regression equations for the SCR, WKR, and
Es, the regression equations were optimally solved using MATLAB R2020a (Math-works,
Inc. MA, USA) software [30]. The optimum parameters for working were as follows: the
CA was 0.47◦ and the RS was 108.16 r/min. The optimum results were an SCR of 98.40%,
WKR of 92.94%, and Es of 1.80 kJ/kg.

The before and after tests of the cracking device optimization are shown in Figure 9
and Table 4. The performance of the walnut cracking using the tip point roller press was
superior, and the cracking effect of the walnut cracking device was significantly improved
after optimization. Before optimization, the mixture of shells and kernels contained fewer
shell-wrapped kernels, relatively intact shells (>1/4 shell), and broken kernels (<1/4 kernel).
After optimization, the mixture did not include shell-wrapped kernels but contained many
broken shells (<1/8 shell) and relatively intact kernels (>1/4 kernel). Validation experiments
were carried out based on the optimal parameters. The measured values of the SCR, WKR,
and Es were 97.24%, 92.03%, and 1.88 kJ/kg, respectively, which were close to the predicted
values within the acceptable limits of the error percentage (0.98–4.44%). This demonstrates
that the regression equations could predict the experimental results from the response
surface.

Table 4. Comparison of parameters of cracking device before and after optimization.

Program CA/(◦) RS/(r/min) SCR/(%) WKR/(%) Es/(kJ/kg)

Before optimization 0.35 150 94.18 56.23 2.12
After optimization 0.47 108 97.24 92.03 1.88

3.4. Variety Adaptability Test

Mixed intercrop planting of multiple species of walnuts is a common phenomenon
in Xinjiang, especially in the Hotan and Kashgar regions. Generally, different varieties of
walnuts have irregular shapes, large size differences, varying shell thicknesses, and different
gaps between the walnut shell and kernel. Previous devices have failed in achieving ideal
adaption and cracking performance due to significant differences in the physical properties
of the walnut varieties [28,31]. To do this, five common walnut varieties (i.e., ‘Wen-185’,
‘Xinwen-179’, ‘Xinxin2’, ‘Zha-343’, and ‘Xinfeng’) were used as test samples to confirm
the cracking device’s adaptability to the different varieties [23]. In the harvest season of
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2021, fresh-harvested walnuts were collected from the Wensu Walnut Experimental Station,
Xinjiang, China.

   
(a) Before optimization cracking effect (b) Before optimization shell (c) Before optimization kernel 

   
(d) After optimization cracking effect (e) After optimization shell (f) After optimization kernel 

Figure 9. Prototype experimental conditions, (a–c) show plots of experimental results before device
optimization, and (d–f) show plots of experimental results after device optimization.

The t-test in the IBM SPSS 25.0 (Armonk, NY, USA: IBM Corp) software was used to
analyze the significance of the evaluation indicators of the cracking effects of the different
varieties of walnuts obtained from the acclimatization trials (Table 5). There were significant
differences in the cracking characteristics of the different walnut varieties [5,23]. For the
SCR, the cracking unit was well-adapted to the ‘Wen-185’, ‘Xinwen-179’, ‘Zha-343’, and
‘Xinxin2’ varieties, with an SCR greater than 95%. Koyuncu et al. [32] showed that the shell
thickness is inversely related to the shell cracking and kernel extraction quality. For the
WKR, the cracking unit was highly adaptable to the ‘Wen-185’, ‘Xinwen-179’, ‘Zha-343’, and
‘Xinfeng’ varieties, with a WKR greater than 90%. When the walnuts were the same size,
the smaller the value of the kernel diameter (t) and the larger the gap between the walnut
shell and kernel (d), the greater the deformation allowed by the shell without damaging
the kernel, which is conducive to maintaining the integrity of the kernel. For the Es, the
cracking unit was highly adaptable to the ‘Wen-185’, ‘Xinwen-179’, and ‘Zha-343’ varieties,
with an Es of less than 2 kJ/kg. With an increase in the Es with increasing shell thickness,
similar results were reported by Kacal and Koyuncu et al. (linear relationship) [9,32,33]. In
summary, at the same moisture content and size, the cracking device had excellent shelling
results for walnuts with a shell thickness (h) < 1.2 mm and a gap between the walnut shell
and kernel (d) ≥ 1.6 mm.
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Table 5. Results of variety adaptability test.

Varieties Thickness (mm)
Gap between

Walnut Shell and
Kernel (mm)

SCR (%) WKR (%) Es (kJ/kg)

Wen-185 0.86 ± 0.03 a 1.85 ± 0.24 a 97.24 ± 0.41 a 92.03 ± 0.36 a 1.88 ± 0.07 a
Xinwen-179 0.86 ± 0.03 a 1.84 ± 0.24 a 96.54 ± 0.39 a 92.87 ± 0.33 a 1.91 ± 0.08 a

Zha-343 1.16 ± 0.34 a 1.59 ± 0.25 a 96.26 ± 0.54 a 90.07 ± 0.86 a 1.96 ± 0.06 a
Xinxin-2 1.20 ± 0.11 a 1.57 ± 0.11 b 95.99 ± 0.42 a 84.83 ± 1.29 b 2.41 ± 0.12 b
Xinfeng 1.48 ± 0.15 b 1.67 ± 0.26 a 84.62 ± 0.40 b 92.11 ± 0.39 a 3.24 ± 0.11 b

Note: Data in the table are “mean ± standard deviation” of samples, different letters in the same column indicate
significant differences (p < 0.05).

Wang et al. [17] conducted walnut cracking experiments and discovered that walnut
moisture content had a significant impact on the cracking quality. Zheng et al. [23] reported
that the shell thickness and geometric mean diameter affected the quality of kernel ex-
traction from cracked walnuts. In this paper, we also found a significant effect of the gap
between the walnut shell and kernel on the cracking effect of walnuts. There was a relation-
ship between the shell thickness and the energy consumption of the cracking quality, which
is shown in Table 5. Therefore, the material properties (shell thickness, moisture content,
gap between walnut shell and kernel, etc.), walnut cracking characteristics (cracking force,
cracking energy, power of walnut cracking, etc.) and the correlation between them for the
different walnut varieties still need to be studied in depth.

4. Discussion

The different types of walnut cracking devices were compared and the results are
listed in Table 6 [9,10,12,17,34–36]. It is clear that compared to other types, the extrusion
type had a higher working efficiency [22,36]. In addition, the load with multiple contact
points was significantly better than a pair of forces and two pairs of forces, showing a larger
SCR and WKR. Studies have suggested that single point or line loads cause uneven forces
on the shell, poor crack extension, and damage to the kernels [13]. However, multi-point
walnut cracking not only contributes to crack generation and expansion but also reduces
the stress value and deformation used to break walnut shells on the condition that the
kernel stays whole [8]. Additionally, it is worth pointing out that many walnut cracking
devices only focused on the improvement of the SCR but ignored the WKR. Fortunately,
the walnut cracking device designed in this work considered simultaneously a larger SCR
and WKR. Nonetheless, the following two points of the multi-point extrusion type walnut
cracking device need to be further enhanced.

(1) The multi-point extrusion walnut cracking device is integrated with walnut grading
and walnut cracking, where the accuracy of the grading affects the cracking perfor-
mance. The mixed grade of the walnuts causes a mismatch between the size of the
walnuts and the cracking angle, which indirectly affects the cracking performance
of the walnut cracking device [36]. The accuracy of grading needs to be further
improved.

(2) The posture of the walnut falling into the gap between the rotating cracking roller
and extrusion plate after grading is generally random. Therefore, it is necessary to
seek a directional cracking device that can realize the breakage of the walnut shell,
which is beneficial for improving walnut cracking.
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Table 6. Comparison of different types of walnut cracking devices.

Principle Name Loading Style Results of Cracking

Shear type
Walnut shearing extrusion flexible

shell-crushing device [9] Two pairs of forces WKR = 75%, SCR = 98%

6HP-400 cone basket walnut shelling device
[34] Two pairs of forces WKR = 90.3%, SCR = 97.3%

Impact type
Conic roller shelling device based on walnut

moisture-regulating treatments [17] A pair of forces WKR = 84.54%, SCR = 99.15%

Secondary shell-breaking machine for
pecans [35] A pair of forces WKR = 83.86%, SCR = 87.58%, Ph = 500 kg/h

Extrusion type

Clearance walnut sheller [10] A pair of forces WKR = 83.6%, SCR = 94%
Cam rocker bidirectional extrusion walnut

shell-breaking device [12] Two pairs of forces WKR = 61.39%, SCR = 92.36%

Squeezed walnut shell-breaking machine
with self-grading and multi-station [36] Two pairs of forces WKR = 84.72%, SCR = 91.5%

Multi-point extrusion walnut cracking
device Multiple pairs of forces WKR = 92.03%, SCR = 97.24%, Es = 1.88 kJ/kg,

Ph = 850 kg/h

Note: Ph walnut cracking efficiency.

5. Conclusions

The present work described an engineering solution to the walnut cracking problem.
A machine for cracking walnuts was designed and manufactured and also evaluated for
performance. The response surface test results showed that all the parameters had a signifi-
cant influence on the three indicators, whereas only the CA had an extremely significant
effect on the SCR. The obtained regression equation could be used to quantitatively predict
the cracking quality under different operating parameters. Taking all the indices into
comprehensive consideration, the machine performance was found to be optimum at a CA
of 0.47◦ and an RS of 108 r/min. For the ‘Wen-185’ walnut, the SCR, WKR, and Es were
97.24% against the predicted 98.40%, 92.03% against the predicted 92.94%, and 1.88 kJ/kg
against the predicted 1.80 kJ/kg, respectively. The variety adaptability tests showed that
the cracking device was well-adapted to the ‘Wen185’, ‘Xinwen-179’, and ‘Zha-343’ vari-
eties. The cracking device had excellent cracking results for walnuts with a shell thickness
(h) < 1.2 mm and a gap between the walnut shell and kernel (d) ≥ 1.6 mm, for example,
the ‘Wen-185’, ‘Xinwen-179’, ‘Zha-343’ varieties, as well as other walnut varieties with
thin shells and a larger gap between the walnut shell and kernel. This paper provides a
theoretical reference for improving and optimizing walnut cracking devices’ processing
parameters.
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Abstract: In this study, we used four drying methods (hot air, freezing, infrared, and radio frequency)
to dry fresh jujube and its polysaccharide extracts by a two-step drying method, and the effects of
the drying methods on the physical and chemical properties, structural properties, and antioxidant
activity of jujube polysaccharides were studied. The results showed significant differences in the
yield, drying time, monosaccharide content, molecular weight, apparent viscosity, thermal stability,
and microstructure of the polysaccharides treated under the different drying methods. In contrast,
no significant differences in the monosaccharide composition and functional groups of the polysac-
charide samples obtained from the different drying methods were observed. Among all the tested
methods, the freeze-drying extraction rate was the highest, reaching 4.52 ± 0.19%, while its drying
time was the longest. Although the extraction rate of radio frequency drying was only 3.55 ± 0.21%,
the drying time was the shortest, compared with hot air drying, the drying time was reduced by
76.67–83.29%, and the obtained polysaccharides exerted good antioxidant activity. Therefore, radio
frequency drying is a potential polysaccharide extraction and drying technique, and this study can
provide a theoretical basis for its industrial production.

Keywords: jujube polysaccharide; drying methods; physicochemical property; structural characteris-
tic; antioxidant activity

1. Introduction

Jujube is a fruit of the plant jujube tree, a plant of the family rhamnaceae. It is a specialty
species native to China and has a long history [1]. Jujube has high nutritional and medicinal
value, such as nourishing the yin and kidney, strengthening the body, softening blood
vessels, and enhancing the physiological function of each viscus [2]. Jujube extracts have
been proven to have many bioactive substances, among which polysaccharide is considered
one of the most important bioactive components [3]. Modern medical research shows that
jujube polysaccharides (JPSs) have antioxidant, antiviral, antitumor, and other functions, so
the development prospect of jujube polysaccharides is extensive [4].

Fresh jujube has high water content, so it easily deteriorates, leading to the loss of
its nutrients, which is not conducive to further extraction of bioactive components [5].
Traditional drying techniques, such as hot air drying (HAD) and freeze drying (FD), are
easy to control. However, these traditional drying techniques have many problems, such
as high energy consumption, low drying efficiency, a long drying time, low quality of the
products after drying, and expensive freeze-drying equipment. Therefore, in this case, it
is imperative for us to find a new drying technology with the attributes of a short drying
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time, high drying efficiency, and good product quality. Radio frequency drying (RFD)
is a new drying technique that generates heat inside food through ion conduction and
dipole rotation, so that water can be evaporated [6]. Infrared drying (IRD) is a new method
that radiates materials with the energy generated by an infrared emitter, and the infrared
waves are absorbed and converted into heat energy by the materials [7]. These new drying
methods have the advantages of a short drying time, high efficiency, and good product
quality, which can be a complete or partial alternative to the traditional methods. A large
number of studies have revealed that different drying techniques have significant effects
on the structural characteristics and biological activities of polysaccharides derived from
loquat leaves [8], dandelion [9], and mulberry leaves [10]. However, the effects of these
different drying techniques on the structural characteristics and biological activities of the
polysaccharides extracted from jujube are still unclear.

In this study, four drying methods (HAD, FD, IRD, and RFD) were used to perform
a two-step drying treatment on fresh jujube to extract its polysaccharides (Figure 1). The
effects of these drying methods on the physicochemical and structural properties of jujube
polysaccharides in terms of thermogravimetric characteristics, rheological properties, and
FT-IR spectroscopy were determined, and its antioxidant activity (DPPH and ABTS) was
also studied. The detailed results can contribute to a better knowledge of jujube polysaccha-
ride extraction and further provide more information for the practical industrial application
of this two-step drying method.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the two-step drying method of jujube polysaccharide extraction.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials and Chemicals

Fresh jujubes (Zizyphus jujuba Mill., Huizao) were collected from Xinjiang, China.
Monosaccharides and uronic acids were purchased from Aladdin Biochemical Technology
Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Other chemicals used in this study were all analytical grade
and purchased from Sinopharm (Shanghai, China).

2.2. Drying Procedures

Firstly, the jujubes were denucleated, sliced, and divided into four groups according to
different drying processes, which were hot air drying (HAD), freeze drying (FD), infrared
drying (IRD), and radio frequency drying (RFD). Briefly, in the FD process, jujube slices
were placed in a glass Petri dish (5 mm diameter) and were freeze-dried for 48 h at −40 ◦C.
In the HD process, jujube slices were placed into an oven at 70 ◦C. In the IRD process, the
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infrared device power was adjusted to 900 W, and the corresponding surface temperature
of the jujube slices reached 70 ◦C. In the RFD process, well-calibrated radio frequency
equipment (HGJL-6RFS, Hefei Hagong Jinlang Equipment Technology Co., Ltd., Hefei,
China) was used to dry jujube slices at an anode voltage of 70%, and the distance of the
sample tray to the heater was set to 6 cm. The endpoints of the four drying methods were
chosen as when the jujube samples reached a constant weight. The used time and final
moisture content of the samples for each method were recorded.

2.3. Extraction of Polysaccharides from Jujube

Hot water extraction of polysaccharides from jujube was carried out by the previously
reported method, with slight modification [2]. Briefly, the dried jujube was ground and
sifted through 60 mesh. An appropriate amount (50 g) of the sample was taken and treated
with petroleum ether and 80% (v/v) ethanol for 2 h, respectively, to remove oil and small
molecules. Then, the obtained sample was dried and extracted with 500 mL of deionized
water at 90 ◦C for 4 h. The supernatant was collected after centrifuging and precipitated
with four volumes of anhydrous ethanol at 4 ◦C overnight. Subsequently, the collected
precipitates were redissolved in appropriate amount of deionized water and dialyzed with
deionized water (molar mass cutoff: 3.5 kDa) for 4 h. Finally, the dialysate was subjected
to HAD, FD, IRD, and RFD, to obtain the final polysaccharide powder, and the obtained
products were labeled as JPS-H, JPS-F, JPS-IR, and JPS-RF.

2.4. Determination of Physicochemical Properties of Polysaccharides
2.4.1. Analysis of Chemical Components

The total sugar content of polysaccharides was determined by the phenol-sulfuric
acid method, with D-glucose as a standard [11]. The protein content was identified by
the Coomassie brilliant blue G-250 method. The carbazole sulfuric acid method was used
to determine the uronic acid content of polysaccharides [12]. The polyphenol content
in polysaccharides was determined by the Folin–Ciocalteu method [13]. All tests were
performed in triplicate.

2.4.2. Monosaccharide Composition and Content of JPSs

The monosaccharide composition was determined by high-performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC) (LC-20AT, Shimadzu Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) with PMP precolumn
derivatization [14]. Briefly, 2 mg of sample was accurately weighed into a 10 mL hydrolytic
tube, and 2 mL of 2 M trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was added, sealed with nitrogen, and
hydrolyzed at 110 ◦C for 6 h. After hydrolysis, rotation evaporation was used to dry the
obtained solution to remove TFA. After that, 3 mL of methanol was added to the tubes,
and the step of evaporation–methanol washing was repeated 4 times to ensure that all TFA
was removed. The hydrolysate was dissolved in 2 mL of distilled water, and 450 μL of
0.5 M PMP solution and 450 μL of 0.3 M NaOH were added into the hydrolysate sequen-
tially. After mixing well, the mixture was incubated at 70 ◦C for 40 min, and then 450 μL
of 0.3 M HCl was added to terminate the reaction. The hydrolyzed sample was filtered
through a 0.45 μm aqueous membrane and analyzed by HPLC with an XDB-C18 column
(4.6 × 50 mm, 25 cm). A mixture of maltose, rhamnose, arabinose, galactose, glucose, man-
nose, xylose, and glucuronic acid, at a series of concentrations, was selected as external
standards for sugar identification and quantitation. Three replications were conducted for
each test.

2.4.3. Molecular Weight of JPSs

The weight-average molecular weight (Mw), number-average molecular weight (Mn),
molecular weight distribution (Mw/Mn), and root-mean-square rotation radius (Rg) of
JPSs were determined by size-exclusion chromatography (HPSEC) equipped (G136A,
Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) with a MultiAngle Laser Light scattering
(SEC-MALLS) detector and a differential refraction detector (RI) detector, according to
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the method of Gu et al. [15]. An accurate amount of sample (4 mg) was weighed and
dissolved in 4 mL of 0.1 M NaCl solution containing 0.02% NaN3 (w/v) (mobile phase). The
solution was filtered through a 0.45 μm aqueous membrane and injected into the HPSEC
for detection. Data were analyzed using Astra 6.1.7 software.

2.4.4. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) determination of JPSs followed the method of
Liu et al. [16]. The TGA was conducted on a DTG-60 thermal analyzer (Shimadzu, Kyoto,
Japan) to investigate the thermal properties of polysaccharides. Briefly, the samples (10 mg)
were placed in a sealed aluminum pan and heated from 30 to 700 ◦C at a heating rate of
10 ◦C/min−1 under nitrogen. The empty, sealed aluminum pan was utilized as a control.

2.4.5. Determination of Rheological Properties

The rheological properties of JPSs were determined at room temperature (25 ◦C) using
a DHR-1 rheometer (Discovery HR-1, TA Corporation, USA) equipped with a plate (40 mm
diameter, 1 mm gap). Determination of apparent viscosity (η) of samples was performed in
the shear rate range of 0.1–100 s−1 [17].

2.4.6. FT-IR Spectroscopy Analysis

The dried JPS samples were analyzed by an ATR-FTIR spectrometer (Semefi Tech-
nology Co., Ltd., Huludao, China). For all samples, 32 scans were performed at 4 cm−1

resolution in a scanning range of 4000–600 cm−1. The obtained spectrograms were analyzed
by OMNIC (Thermo Inc., Waltham, MA, USA).

2.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron micrographs of JPSs were conducted according to the modified
method of Wang et al. [18]. The dried polysaccharide powders were mounted onto a
specimen stub, with the assistance of conductive tape, and sputter-coated with gold. The
well-prepared samples were photographed using a Hitachi S-3400N scanning electron
microscope (Hitachi Inc., Tokyo, Japan), and the images were captured at a voltage of 15 kV.

2.6. Antioxidant Activities of JPS
2.6.1. Determination of DPPH Radical-Scavenging Assay

The DPPH radical-scavenging activity of dried JPS powders was determined based
on the method of Wang et al. [19]. A series of concentrations of JPS solution (1 mL) was
mixed with 3 mL of 0.2 mM DPPH ethanol solution. After shaking well, the mixture was
incubated in dark at 37 ◦C for 30 min. The absorbance was measured at 517 nm with
the absolute ethanol as the control. The DPPH radical-scavenging activity was calculated
as follows:

DPPH radical-scavenging activity (%) =

(
1 − A1

A0

)
× 100% (1)

where A1 is the absorbance of JPS, and A0 is the absorbance of the control.

2.6.2. Determination of ABTS Radical-Scavenging Activity

The ABTS radical-scavenging activity was basically measured as described by Chen
et al. [20]. A stock solution of ABTS (7 mM) was prepared by dissolving ABTS in ethanol.
Then, potassium persulfate was added to the prepared stock solution (final concentration
was 2.45 mM), and the mixed solution was allowed to stand overnight at ambient tempera-
ture in darkness. The ABTS working solution was prepared by diluting the stock solution
until the absorbance measured between 0.7 to 0.734. Subsequently, an aliquot of 2 mL of
JPS solution was mixed with ABTS working solution in equal volume at room temperature
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in darkness for 10 min. Then, the absorbance was recorded at 734 nm, with ABTS working
solution as the control. The ABTS radical-scavenging activity was calculated as follows:

ABTS radical-scavenging activity (%) =
A0 − A1

A0
×100% (2)

where A1 is the absorbance of JPS, and A0 is the absorbance of the control.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

All experiments were performed in three replicates, and the experimental results
were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). Statistically significant differences
in results were determined by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Duncan’s
multiple range test. SPSS 26.0 (IBM Corporation, Chicago, IL, USA) was used for all
statistical analyses, at the significance level of p = 0.05.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Yields and Chemical Compositions of JPSs

As shown in Table 1, the extraction rate of JPS-F was the highest among all the
tested methods, reaching 4.52%. Compared with HAD, the extraction rate of FD was
increased by 53.2%, which was due to the fact that FD rendered porous structures into the
jujube tissues; as a result, it was easier for water to penetrate the jujube tissues during the
extraction process, though this method required the longest duration compared with the
other methods [21]. Moreover, the lower processing temperature and less oxygen content
in the environment were more conducive to extracting polysaccharides during the FD
process [9]. As for extraction time, the longest duration of FD was used to dry fresh jujube
to a constant weight, reaching 48 h. In contrast, the durations of IRD and RFD required to
dry jujube to the same water content as FD decreased significantly (p < 0.05).

Table 1. Extraction rate, drying duration, and chemical composition of JPSs treated with different
drying methods.

Sample JPS-HA JPS-F JPS-IR JPS-RF

Yield (%) 2.95 ± 0.08 a 4.52 ± 0.19 c 3.10 ± 0.19 a 3.55 ± 0.21 b
Step 1 drying time (h) 4.25 ± 0.35 b 48.00 ± 0.00 c 0.88 ± 0.06 a 0.71 ± 0.06 a
Step 2 drying time (h) 5.10 ± 0.14 b 48.00 ± 0.00 c 1.42 ± 0.12 a 1.19 ± 0.02 a

Total sugar content (%) 66.19 ± 0.81 a 76.06 ± 1.24 d 69.33 ± 0.93 b 74.26 ± 0.98 c
Total uronic acid content (%) 11.95 ± 0.004 a 15.65 ± 0.005 b 18.78 ± 0.002 c 19.18 ± 0.003 c

Total phenol content (%) 0.55 ± 0.07 a 1.17 ± 0.10 b 0.61 ± 0.07 a 1.04 ± 0.13 b
Protein content (%) 2.93 ± 0.13 b 1.41 ± 0.13 a 2.83 ± 0.54 a 1.69 ± 0.27 c

Note: Values are means ± standard deviation. Values followed by different letters in each column indicate
significant differences (p < 0.05).

In general, the extracted crude polysaccharides contained many substances, such as
proteins and polyphenols, which might combine with other components and show various
activities. Therefore, it is necessary to measure the chemical composition of crude polysac-
charides. As shown in Table 1, the total sugar contents were 66.19%–76.06%, indicating
that polysaccharide was the dominant constituent in the extract. In addition, glucuronic
acid was found in the extracts dried with these four methods, indicating the presence of
pectin-like polysaccharides in jujube. Similar results were obtained in polysaccharides
extracted from loquat and okra [22]. Although the samples were deproteinized and di-
alyzed, they still contained a small amount of protein and polyphenols, which may be
due to the presence of protein–polysaccharide and polyphenol–polysaccharide complexes
in the extracted polysaccharides. Such complexes can enhance the biological activity of
polysaccharides to some extent [23].
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3.2. Monosaccharide Compositions and Molecular Weights of JPSs

Monosaccharide is the natural basic unit that can determine the structures and char-
acteristics of polysaccharides [24]. As shown in Table 2, the standard monosaccharides
used were maltose (Mal), rhamnose (Rha), arabinose (Ara), galactose (Gal), glucose (Glu),
glucuronic acid (GluA), mannose (Man), and xylose (Xyl). In general, the different drying
methods had no effect on the monosaccharide composition of JPS. However, they had a
significant effect on the monosaccharide content, which is consistent with the study of
Chen et al. (2020), who investigated the effect of different drying methods on the struc-
tural characteristics of polysaccharides from bamboo shoots [25]. From Table 2, it can be
seen that the seven tested monosaccharides and a uronic acid all can be detected in the
polysaccharides that were extracted using the different drying methods. Among these
monosaccharides, Mal was the predominant sugar, followed by Ara. The difference in
monosaccharide content may be related to the oxygen content and environmental tempera-
ture. Compared with HAD, the Glu and Ara contents in the JPSs treated with FD, IRD, and
RFD were significantly (p < 0.05) reduced, which is probably due to the hydroxyl oxidation
and intermolecular hydrogen bond breakage of the polysaccharides in the environment,
affecting the monosaccharide contents [26].

Table 2. Monosaccharide constituents and molecular weight of JPSs treated with different drying
methods.

Sample JPS-HA JPS-F JPS-IR JPS-RF

Mw (×105 Da) 1.62 (±1.38%) 0.87 (±1.11%) 1.26 (±1.33%) 1.20 (±1.87%)
Mn (×105 Da) 1.20 (±6.09%); 0.77 (±4.93%) 0.93 (±6.02%) 0.92 (±1.85%)

Mw/Mn 1.34 (±6.24%) 1.13 (±5.05%) 1.36 (±6.17%) 1.30 (±2.63%)
Rg (nm) 38.7 (±0.1%) 27.9 (±0.2%) 38.0 (±0.1%) 30.1 (±0.1%)

Mal 40.81 ± 1.54 b 36.18 ± 0.00 ab 39.41 ± 0.65 ab 34.73 ± 3.51 a
Rha 3.89 ± 0.00 b 3.74 ± 0.06 b 3.39 ± 0.18 a 3.44 ± 0.06 a
Gal 6.81 ± 0.02 b 6.90 ± 0.02 b 5.87 ± 0.32 a 6.26 ± 0.03 a
Ara 10.33 ± 0.15 c 9.18 ± 0.36 b 8.35 ± 0.35 a 8.36 ± 0.11 a
Glu 5.03 ± 0.05 c 3.37 ± 0.03 a 4.09 ± 0.20 b 3.15 ± 0.06 a

GluA 3.52 ± 0.03 a 4.36 ± 0.35 a 2.31 ± 1.55 a 3.11 ± 1.57 a
Man 1.69 ± 0.00 b 1.75 ± 0.00 c 1.55 ± 0.04 a 1.70 ± 0.00 bc
Xyl 1.91 ± 0.04 a 1.95 ± 0.09 a 1.82 ± 0.02 a 1.90 ± 0.04 a

Note: Values are means ± standard deviation. Values followed by different letters in each column indicate
significant differences (p < 0.05).

JPSs’ molecular weight plays an important role in their functional properties and
biological activity [24]. The molecular weight of polysaccharides obtained from the dif-
ferent drying methods was analyzed, and the data are shown in Table 2. The larger the
Mw/Mn value of the polydispersion coefficient is, the wider the range of molecular weight
distribution, which indicates that the polymer is in a mixed state and its purity is rela-
tively low. The Mw/Mn value of JPS-F was the smallest, indicating that the range of
its molecular weight distribution is the smallest among these four polysaccharides. The
Mw values of JPS-HA, JPS-F, JPS-IR, and JPS-RF are 1.62 × 105, 0.87 × 105, 1.26 × 105,
and 1.20 × 105 Da, respectively. Additionally, the smallest molecular weight of JPS-F also
indicated that FD-extracted polysaccharides are loosely bound to other macromolecules
within or between cells [27]. This is probably because the glycosidic bonds were broken
under low temperature and low oxygen conditions, which further leads to the reduction
of Mw.

3.3. Thermal Properties of JPSs

Figure 2A shows the thermal property of JPSs obtained under different drying con-
ditions. The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) curves of all JPSs were similar in shape
over a defined temperature range (30 to 700 ◦C). In the first stage (below 250 ◦C), the free
and bound water of the JPSs evaporated, and the weight loss was about 20%. The second
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stage of thermal degradation occurred at about 250~500 ◦C, which is mainly because of the
decomposition of polysaccharide chains and the rupture of hydrogen bonds as well as the
degradation of thermal unstable functional groups, resulting in a fast weight loss (about
40%). In the final stage, when the temperature exceeds 500 ◦C, the weight loss of the JPSs
remains constant [16]. According to Figure 2A, JPS-F has the worst thermal stability among
all the polysaccharides, which may be related to its flocculent porous structure.

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Thermogravimetric analysis (A), apparent viscosity (B), and FT-IR spectra (C) of JPSs dried
under different methods.

3.4. Rheological Properties of JPSs

Viscosity is a vital property of polysaccharides that can influence their bioactivities.
The flow behavior of the JPSs is displayed in Figure 2B, which shows that the apparent
viscosity decreased with the shear rate increasing from 0.1 to 100 s−1. Non-Newtonian shear-
thinning behaviors could be found in JPS solutions at a low shear rate range (0.1–50 s−1),
while nearly Newtonian flow behavior was found at a high shear rate range (50–100 s−1).
The flow behavior alterations result from many reasons, and a large number of experimental
studies have shown that the shear-thinning behavior of polysaccharides was related to the
untangling of molecular chains in solution [28,29]. The results showed that the apparent
viscosity of the JPSs was affected by the different drying methods. Among them, JPS-RF
has the highest apparent viscosity, which is consistent with the results of Li et al. [9], who
studied the effects of RF drying on dandelion polysaccharide. This result might be related
to the molecular weight, monosaccharide composition, and uronic acid content of JPS-RF.

3.5. FT-IR Spectra of JPSs

FT-IR spectra can be used to efficiently and rapidly characterize the structural groups
of polysaccharides. As presented in Figure 2C, the FT-IR spectra of JPS-HA, JPS-F, JPS-IR,
and JPS-RF were similar, which indicates that the functional groups of these four JPSs had
not changed during the different drying processes. It can be seen that these crude JPSs
all exhibited a broadly stretched intense peak at 3451 cm−1, for the hydroxyl stretching
vibration, and a weak C-H stretching vibration at 2934 cm−1. The absorption peak at
1738 cm−1 was the stretching vibration of the esterified carboxylic groups [30]. Moreover,
the strong absorption peak at 1652 cm−1 was the C-O, demonstrating that the JPSs were
acidic polysaccharides. Absorptions between 1000 and 1100 cm−1 showed the stretching
vibrations of the pyranose ring. Moreover, the peak at 836 cm−1 in the JPSs indicated the
existence of α-type glycosidic linkage [10].

3.6. Surface Morphology of JPSs

As a visual analytical technique, SEM can be directly used to observe the microscopic
characteristics of polysaccharides [24]. SEM images of JPS-HA, JPS-F, JPS-IR, and JPS-RF
are shown in Figure 3. The surface structures of the polysaccharides extracted by the
different drying methods differed. Among them, JPS-HA, JPS-IR, and JPS-RF showed a
flake structure, and JPS-HA also exhibited many pores, which may be caused by long-term
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exposure to a high-temperature environment. As the temperature rose, the water content
in the jujube evaporated gradually, and the internal structure of the tissue was dislocated
and irreversibly damaged. In the FD process, water was released by sublimation, which
renders JPS-F a loose and porous structure.

Figure 3. Scanning electron micrographs (500×) of four polysaccharides obtained from different
drying methods.

3.7. Antioxidant Activity of JPSs

DPPH and ABTS radical scavenging methods were used to evaluate the antioxidant
capacity of the JPSs extracted by the different drying methods [31]. As shown in Figure 4A,
polysaccharides obtained from the four drying methods all showed good DPPH free
radical-scavenging activity at different concentrations (0–1.0 mg/mL), and the antioxidant
activity of JPSs increased with the increase in polysaccharide concentration during the
entire process. When the concentration reaching 1 mg/mL, the four JPSs all showed
their highest antioxidant activity, which was 59.42% (JPS-HA), 63.07% (JPS-F), 67.99%
(JPS-IR), and 70.60% (JPS-RF). Since the DPPH scavenging activity is proportional to the
JPS concentration, the IC50 value can be selected to compare the antioxidant activity of
the polysaccharides treated with the different drying methods [19]. As can be seen in
Figure 4B, among the four JPSs, the IC50 value of JPS-RF was the lowest, while that of
the JPS-HA sample was the highest, indicating that JPS-RF could scavenge 50% of the
free DPPH radicals at a lower concentration. Figure 4C shows the ABTS free radical
scavenging capacity of JPS-HA, JPS-F, JPS-IR, and JPS-RF. The scavenging capacity of JPSs
for ABTS radicals exhibited a similar tendency to the DPPH radical scavenging ability,
which increased with the increase in the JPS concentration. The IC50 values are shown in
Figure 4D. The IC50 value of the traditional drying method (HAD)-obtained JPSs showed
no significant difference from the FD method, while the IC50 of JPS-RF was significantly
lower than that of the other methods’ treated samples. Similar to the DPPH scavenging
ability, the lowest value of IC50 for the ABTS test was observed in the RF-dried jujube
polysaccharides, which was 0.21 mg/mL.
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Figure 4. Effects of different drying methods on the antioxidant ability of JPSs. DPPH radical-
scavenging activity (A) and its IC50 value (B); ABTS radical-scavenging ability (C) and its IC50 value
(D). Bars with different letters differ significantly (p < 0.05).

By combining the results of the DPPH and ABTS tests, it was found that RFD technol-
ogy is a promising drying method for extracting polysaccharides from jujube with high
antioxidant activity, among the tested four methods. This result is consistent with the study
of [9], who treated dandelion with different drying methods to study the structural activity
of its polysaccharides. There are many factors affecting the antioxidant activity of jujube
polysaccharides, such as the composition and proportion of monosaccharides, molecular
weight, polyphenol content, and uronic acid content [10,32].

4. Conclusions

The effects of different drying techniques on the physical and chemical properties,
functional structure, and antioxidant activity of JPSs were studied and compared. The
results showed that different drying techniques not only affected the drying time of jujube
and jujube polysaccharides but also significantly affected the physicochemical properties
and antioxidant activity of jujube polysaccharides. The extraction time, molecular weight,
monosaccharide composition, apparent viscosity, uronic acid content, and polyphenol
content of the JPSs obtained from the different drying techniques were different. Compared
with HAD, the polysaccharides obtained by RFD improved the drying efficiency and
showed strong antioxidant activity. The current results can provide a theoretical basis for
extracting and drying polysaccharides from jujube using this two-step drying method in
industrial application.
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Abstract: In the current study, the effects of steam blanching, saline immersion, and ultrasound
pretreatment on the drying time, three-dimensional (3D) appearance, quality characteristics, and
microstructure of potato slices were investigated. All the pretreatment methods enhanced the drying
kinetics relative to the untreated potato slices. The 3D appearance was evaluated by reconstructed
3D images, shrinkage, and curling degree. The reconstructed images could well reproduce the
appearance changes in the potato slices during drying. All the three pretreatment methods reduced
the shrinkage during the drying process relative to the untreated potatoes. The curling degree was
evaluated by the height standard deviation (HSD) of the material surface. The results showed that
saline immersion inhibited the curling of the potato slices during the drying process, while ultrasound
aggravated the curling of the potato slices. The potatoes treated by blanching obtained a lower total
color difference (ΔE), higher total polyphenol content, and antioxidant capacity compared with
the samples treated with saline immersion and ultrasound pretreatments. The observation of the
microstructure by scanning electron microscope (SEM) verified the effects of the pretreatments on
the drying time and appearance deformation. Therefore, it is of great significance to regulate the
3D appearance and quality characteristics of agricultural products during the drying process by an
appropriate pretreatment.

Keywords: potato; pretreatment; drying; three-dimensional appearance; quality; microstructure

1. Introduction

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) is known as one of the world’s five major crops along
with corn, rice, wheat, and sorghum [1]. Potato is rich in nutrition, including starch,
protein, vitamins, polyphenols, and trace elements, so it is used as a favorite composition
of functional food [2,3]. Therefore, potato is getting higher and higher in the position of
agricultural and sideline products, and the demand is also growing. However, potato, like
other vegetables, has a high moisture content, so it is easy for it to rot and sprout during
storage [4]. This has a great effect on the quality of potatoes [5]. Drying is an effective way
to prolong the shelf life of fruits and vegetables.

There are many drying methods used in the processing of fruits and vegetables,
including hot-air drying, infrared drying, freeze drying, microwave drying, and hybrid
drying technology [6,7]. Each drying technique has its own advantages and disadvantages.
However, the most commonly used drying method in potatoes is still hot-air drying [8].
Drying can effectively prevent the growth of microorganisms, reduce enzyme activity,
and slow down some water-mediated chemical reactions [9,10]. However, the drying
process always consumes a lot of energy and will have a significant impact on the shape,
color, flavor, and nutrition of dried products [10]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop
operations to minimize the adverse effects of the drying process, reduce the time and energy
requirements, and maximize the retention of the original characteristics of the product [11].

Fruits and vegetables are usually subjected to physical or chemical pretreatment
before drying to shorten the drying time, reduce the energy consumption, and preserve
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the quality of products [12]. It was found that blanching pretreatment can damage the
structure of cell membranes and thus shorten the drying time [13]. Mehta et al. [14]
reported that dried vegetables coupled with blanching as a pretreatment showed less
degradation in terms of polyphenols and flavonoids. Liu et al. [15] observed that blanching
pretreatment could not only shorten the drying time but also inhibit browning and maintain
the anthocyanin level in purple-flesh sweet potato drying. It has also been reported that
vacuum-dried potato chips pretreated with blanching have a better texture and a lower
glycemic index [16]. Osmotic solution immersion pretreatment, such as sucrose or salt
solution, has been widely used in drying pretreatments because of its ability to ensure the
quality of dried products [17]. Zou et al. [18] reported that sucrose solution immersion
pretreatment can improve the color and sensory quality of dried products. It was reported
that osmotic solution pretreatment shortens the drying time and reduces the specific energy
consumption in potato drying [19]. Moreover, Chinenye et al. [20] found that the volume
of potato chips treated by saline immersion was higher by 6% than non-treated samples.

Ultrasound as a pretreatment method has attracted considerable interest in drying
processes, since it can form microscopic channels in the tissue due to cavitation and sponge
effects, which can promote the migration of water and accelerate the drying process [21,22].
For potato slices drying processes, it has been reported that ultrasound pretreatment
can effectively shorten the drying time and reduce the specific energy consumption [23].
Zhang et al. found that ultrasound pretreatment can increased hardness of potato chips
and reduce the destruction of the cellular structure [24]. The results of Xu et al. [25] showed
that ultrasound pretreatment could improve the content of flavonoids and polyphenols in
dried products. Rashid et al. [26] also reported that appropriate ultrasound pretreatment
can well maintain phytochemical compounds. Generally speaking, suitable pretreatment
before a drying process can improve the drying efficiency and enhance the product quality,
but few people have paid attention to the influence of pretreatment on the appearance
changes in dried products.

Appearance (especially for 3D appearance) is one of the most important indicators for
people when evaluating dried products, and it has a great impact on subsequent further
processing, packaging, and transportation [27]. For consumers, products with a uniform
and regular appearance generally have a better degree of acceptability. At present, the main
method for studying the appearance changes in dried samples is through two-dimensional
images. For example, Khazaei et al. [28] applied an analog camera collect images to monitor
shrinkage during dehydration in grape drying. However, a single camera can only obtain
the data of a projected area of a sample’s surface, and the thickness change in the material
cannot be measured effectively. Therefore, Sampson et al. [29] used top and side cameras to
obtain the thickness and projected area of materials so as to measure the volume changes
in apple slices during the drying process. However, a side camera cannot fully reflect the
thickness change during the drying process of the material. In addition, a two-dimensional
image cannot perfectly simulate the morphological change in the drying process that occurs
in a 3D space. Therefore, it is necessary to use 3D image technology to evaluate the shape
change in materials during drying. Cai et al. [30] used a Kinect V2 sensor to build an image
acquisition platform, and the morphological changes in potato slices under different drying
temperatures were studied. However, the detection accuracy of a Kinect sensor is relatively
low [31], which makes the quantification and analysis of 3D information rough. Therefore,
there has been less information about the 3D appearance changes in fruits and vegetables
during drying by pretreatment methods.

The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of blanching, saline immersion,
and ultrasound pretreatments on the drying time, internal quality, and external quality
characteristics of dried potato slices, including the 3D appearance, color, total polyphenol
content, antioxidant properties, and microstructure.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Material

Fresh potatoes of the same variety “Holland fifteen” were purchased from a supermar-
ket near Jiangsu University (Zhenjiang, China). All the potato samples were transported to
the laboratory and stored at room temperature (about 20 ◦C) before experimentation. The
average initial moisture content of potatoes was 84.23 ± 2.36% (wet basis). Before drying,
the potatoes were washed, peeled, and sliced to a thickness of 2 mm using an electric slicer
(MS-305C, Foshan Komle Electric Appliance Co., Ltd., Foshan, China). Then, the samples
were subjected to pretreatment.

2.2. Pretreatment Methods

In this study, potato slices were subjected to three kinds of pretreatments. (1) For
steam-blanching pretreatment, potato slices were processed by steam cooker (total volume
4 L) at atmospheric pressure. The power of the steam cooker was 1000 W to ensure the
continuous boiling of the water. The blanching times were 30, 60, and 90 s, respectively.
(2) Saline immersion pretreatment was referred to as the method of Chinenye et al. [20]
with some modifications. Potato slices were soaked in a salt solution for 60 min. The
concentrations of the salt solutions were 5%, 10%, and 20%, respectively. (3) For ultrasound
pretreatment, the potato slices were immersed in distilled water and then subjected to an
ultrasound bath. The parameters set to 240 W and 40 ◦C according to the relevant studies.
The treatment times were 10 min, 30 min, and 60 min, respectively.

2.3. Hot-Air Drying Experiment

The potato slice samples were dried in hot-air drier, which was described in previous
study [30]. The drying process was carried out at 65 ◦C with an air velocity of 3 m/s
and a relative humidity of 10% (RH). A quantity of 100 ± 5 g samples was used for all
drying runs in the experiment. The weight loss was periodically recorded by taking out
the rotating glass and weighing it on an electronic balance within an accuracy of ±0.01 g
during drying. Drying was stopped when the moisture content of the samples reached
the desired final moisture content of 6.00% (wet basis). All the drying experiments were
conducted in triplicate.

2.4. Moisture Ratio (MR)

The moisture ratio was calculated using Equations (1) and (2).

MR =
Mt − Me

M0 − Me
(1)

where M0 is the initial dry basis moisture content; Mt is the dry basis moisture content at
the drying time t; MR is the moisture ratio; and Me is the equilibrium moisture content. The
equilibrium moisture content, Me, was much smaller than M0 and Mt and could generally
be ignored [32]. Therefore, the calculation of MR can be simplified as:

MR =
Mt

M0
(2)

2.5. Three-Dimensional Appearance Evaluation Index

The 3D image acquisition platform used in this experiment was independently built
by the team [33]. Using binocular snapshot sensor (Gocator3210, LMI technologies Inc.,
Vancouver, BC, Canada), the measurement range was −50~50 mm in the horizontal di-
rection, −77~77 mm in the vertical direction, −55~55 mm in the depth direction, and the
detection accuracy was ±0.035 mm. The 3D point cloud images were periodically collected
at an interval of 10 min during drying. The collected images were processed by the software
Cloud Compare (version 2.1), including background removal, noise removal, point cloud
filtering, and surface reconstruction.
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The time-varying appearance images of one potato slice during drying is shown in
Figure 1. The three images from top to bottom in each column represent a color physical
image, 3D reconstructed image and height distributed image, respectively. The 3D recon-
structed image obtained from the point cloud data was fairly close to the physical image
of the potato slice, which benefitted from good measurement accuracy due to laser scan-
ning [34,35]. Therefore, the reconstructed 3D images could well reproduce the appearance
changes in the potato slices during drying. The height distribution of the potato slice in
Figure 1 is represented by pseudo-color images, and the color from blue to red indicates
that the height value of the pixels on the material changed from small to large. It was found
that potato slice obviously curled with the process of drying, especially after a drying time
of 40 min.

 

Figure 1. Time-varying appearance images of one potato slice during drying. (a–h) represent potato
slices dried at 65 ◦C, 10% RH, 3 m/s for 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 min, respectively. The three
images from top to bottom in each column represent color physical image, 3D reconstructed image,
and height distributed image, respectively.

2.5.1. Shrinkage

The surface model was composed of tens of thousands of triangles. First, the distance
between two points was calculated by Euclid’s formula, and the three side lengths of
each triangle could be obtained. For example, the distance between points p1 (x1, y1, z1)
and p2 (x2, y2, z2) can be calculated by Equation (3). Then, the area of each triangle was
calculated through Helen’s formula, as in Equation (4), and the sum of the area of all
triangles was calculated, which was the surface area. The shrinkage of the potato slices
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during drying could be calculated by the change in the surface area at different drying time
points (Equation (5)). The specific equations are as follows:

dp1p2
=

√
(x1 − x2)

2 + (y1 − y2)
2 + (z1 − z2)

2 (3)

SABC =
√

p(p − dAB)(p − dAC)(p − dBC) (4)

Shrinkage =
S0 − St

S0
(5)

where dp1p2
is the distance between the two points of p1 and p2; SABC is the area of the

triangle ABC; and p is half of the circumference of the triangle ABC. S0 is the surface area
of the sample before drying, and St is the surface area of the sample during drying.

2.5.2. Height Standard Deviation

The appearance of the material changed from flat to curled during drying, which
caused a change in the surface height value. The HSD could reflect the degree of dispersion
of the surface height among individuals in a group. Therefore, the HSD was used to
characterize the degree of curling of the material. The larger the value, the more uneven the
surface of the material and the more severe the curling. The height value of the processed
point cloud was extracted by the software, and the standard deviation of the height was
calculated by Equation (6).

Height standard deviation =

√
∑n

i=1(hi − hav)
2

n − 1
(6)

Among them, n is the number of point clouds; hi is the height of the i-th point, mm;
and hav is the average height of n points, mm.

2.6. Color Measurement

The color of fresh and dried potato slices was determined using colorimeter (SC-10;
Shenzhen 3nh technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China). The color was represented by
coordinates L* (lightness), a* (redness/greenness), and b* (yellowness/blueness). For
each condition, the collection of color parameters was repeated 9 times and averaged. In
addition, the total color difference (ΔE) was calculated by Equation (7).

ΔE =

√
(L0

∗ − L∗)2 + (a0∗ − a∗)2 + (b0
∗ − b∗)2 (7)

where, L0
∗, a0

∗, and b0
∗ are the color parameters of the untreated dried potato slices, and

L∗, a∗, and b∗ are the color parameters of the pretreated dried potato slices.

2.7. Determination of Total Polyphenol Content (TPC)

Polyphenol extract was prepared by the following method: A total of 1 g of potato
slice powder was extracted with 70% ethanol solvent. The potato powder and 50 mL
solvent were mixed evenly at room temperature and then treated by ultrasound for 1 h at
40 ◦C, followed by centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 20 min to obtain the supernatant. The
supernatant was the final polyphenol extract, and it was stored at 4 ◦C for further analysis.

The total polyphenol content (TPC) of the potato slices was determined by an improved
Folin–Ciocalteu method [36]. Five hundred microliters of polyphenol extract were mixed
with 1 mL Folin–Ciocalteu’s reagent. After 2 min incubation at room temperature, 2 mL
Na2CO3 (7.5%, w/v) was added and then fixed to 10 mL with distilled water. The resulting
mixture was incubated for 60 min at room temperature. At the end of the incubation, the
absorbance was measured at 775 nm using a UV–Vis spectrophotometer (754, Shanghai
Jinghua Technology Instrument Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China). The results of the TPC were
expressed as mg gallic acid equivalents (GAE) per gram of dried potato slices.
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2.8. Determination of DPPH Radical Scavenging Assay

The DPPH radical scavenging assay was analyzed according to the method of Zhu et al. [37]
and modified appropriately. DPPH solution (2 mL) solution was mixed with a certain
volume of sample polyphenol extracts and then fixed to 5 mL with 70% ethanol solution.
The reaction mixture was shaken well by a vortex blender (VORTEX-2, Shanghai Hutong
Industrial Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) and left standing for 30 min in a dark environment
at room temperature. In the control group, 70% ethanol solution was used to replace the
extract, and the preparation method was similar to that of the experimental group. The
absorbance of the experimental group and the control group at 517 nm was measured
by UV–Vis spectrophotometer (754, Shanghai Jinghua Technology Instrument Co., Ltd.,
Shanghai, China). The results were presented as percentage of DPPH radical scavenging
activity utilizing the Equation (8).

DPPH scavenging activity (%) =
A0 − A

A0
× 100% (8)

where A0 is the absorbance of the control group, and A is the absorbance of the sample group.

2.9. Microstructure

Microstructure images of the dried potato slices were obtained using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) (S-3400 N, Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) according to the method
described by Chu et al. [38]. Dried potato slices were cut into 5 mm × 5 mm with a blade
and coated with gold in an ion sputter. The samples were observed in the high vacuum
mode at an accelerating voltage of 15.0 kV. Samples were observed at a magnification of
100× and 500×.

2.10. Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using three sets of parallel experimental data,
and the experimental results were expressed as mean ± SD. Statistical analysis was per-
formed using SPSS software (version 25.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The one-way
analysis of variance and Duncan’s test (p < 0.05) were used to determine whether there
were significant differences between the groups.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Moisture Ratio (MR)

Figure 2 shows the MR curves and drying time of the potato slices under different pre-
treatments during hot-air drying. Compared with the untreated potato samples, blanching,
saline immersion, and ultrasound pretreatment had obvious effects on the drying curves
and drying time. The drying curve of the potato slices under different blanching times is
shown in Figure 2I. The drying time was decreased by about 14.29% when the blanching
time increased to 90 s. This phenomenon may be due to the fact that blanching can expel
the intercellular air retention in sample tissues and weaken the resistance of cell membranes
and cell walls to water diffusion through structure softening [39]. Similar results were
found in studies on the drying process of apricots [40] and carrots [41].

For the saline immersion pretreatment in Figure 2II, when the salt solution concen-
tration increased to 20%, the drying time of the potato slices decreased by about 35.71%
compared with the untreated samples. The reason for this result may be that saline im-
mersion can remove part of the free water in the material [18], which obviously led to a
reduction in the drying time. In addition, it was reported that accumulation of solute (su-
crose or salt) occurred in the space between the wall and plasmalemma, which plasmolyzed
the cytoplasm and the vacuoles [42].
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Figure 2. Drying curves and drying time of potato slices under different pretreatment conditions
such as (I) blanching, (II) saline immersion, and (III) ultrasound pretreatment. (IV) The drying time
for (A) untreated potato samples, (B–D) with blanching pretreatment for 30, 60, and 90 s, (E–G) with
saline immersion under solution concentration of 5%, 10%, and 20%, and (H–J) with ultrasound
pretreatment for 10, 30, and 60 min. Means denoted by a different lowercase letter indicate significant
difference between treatments (p < 0.05).

The effect of ultrasound time on the drying time is shown in Figure 2III. It was found
that the drying times were about 65, 60, and 50 min for the potato samples treated for 10,
30, and 60 min, respectively. This may be due to cell disruption and microscopic channels
being formed after ultrasound pretreatment, which led to a reduction in the resistance
against moisture migration [43].

Figure 2IV shows the drying time and variance analysis results of the potato slices
under different pretreatment conditions. All three pretreatments enhanced the drying ki-
netics relative to the untreated samples The saline immersion pretreatment had the greatest
influence on the drying time, followed by the ultrasound and blanching pretreatments. In
general, the different pretreatments had different effects on the structure of the materials
and further affected the process of heat and mass transfer during the drying.

3.2. Three-Dimensional Appearance Characterization

The 3D appearance images of the dried potato slices under different pretreatments
are shown in Figure 3. The three images from top to bottom in each column represent
the physical, 3D reconstruction, and height distribution diagrams of the potato slices. It
was found that the appearance of the potato slices had significant curling, shrinkage, and
browning after the drying process. Moreover, the appearance of the dried potato slices
varied greatly with different pretreatments.
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional appearance images of dried potato slices under different pretreatments.
(a) Untreated potato samples. (b–d) Blanching pretreatment for 30, 60, and 90 s. (e–g) Saline
immersion under solution concentration of 5%, 10%, and 20%. (h–j) Ultrasound pretreatment for
10, 30, and 60 min. The three images from top to bottom in each column represent the physical,
three-dimensional reconstruction, and height distribution diagrams of the potato slices.

Figure 3b–d shows the appearance of the potato slices after pretreatment by blanching
for 30, 60, and 90 s, respectively. When the blanching time was 30 s, the dried potato slices
curled obviously. However, when the blanching time was extended to 60 s or 90 s, the
potato slices became relatively flat. It has been reported that blanching can destroy the
cellular structure and alter the moisture distribution of materials, which leads to a more
uniform moisture distribution in materials [44]. The uniform distribution of moisture in
the material could have reduced the stress caused by shrinkage in the drying process.

The appearance of the potato slices after pretreatment by saline immersion under
solution concentrations of 5%, 10%, and 20% is shown in Figure 3e–g. It can be seen from
the figures that, as the salt solution concentration increased to 10% and 20%, the saline
immersion pretreatment obviously inhibited the shrinkage and curling of the potato slices
during drying. The reason for this phenomenon may be that salt particles could fill the
spaces reduced by moisture removal during the drying process. In contrast, for the samples
pretreated by ultrasound pretreatment, especially for a long time (60 min), the appearance
of the material was seriously curled. This may be attributed to the destruction of the
material structure by the “cavitation effect” of ultrasound.

In summary, saline immersion and blanching pretreatment could effectively inhibit
the shrinkage and curling of the potato slices, while ultrasound pretreatment aggravated
the deformation during the drying process.

3.3. Shrinkage

The shrinkage curves of potato slices under different pretreatment conditions during
drying process are shown in Figure 4I–III, and the results of the analysis of variance of
the dried potato slices are shown in Figure 4IV. It can be seen that the shrinkage of the
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potato slices mainly took place at the early drying stage, and gradually slowed down in the
later drying stage. It has been reported that the shrinkage at the initial stage of drying is
approximately equal to the volume of moisture lost, while in the middle and late drying
stages, with the fixation of the “skeleton”, the shrinkage becomes slow [45].

 

Figure 4. Shrinkage of potato slices during drying under different pretreatments, such as (I) blanching,
(II) saline immersion, and (III) ultrasound pretreatment. (IV) The shrinkage for (A) untreated potato
samples, (B–D) with blanching pretreatment for 30, 60, and 90 s, (E–G) with saline immersion under
solution concentration of 5%, 10%, and 20%, and (H–J) with ultrasound pretreatment for 10, 30,
and 60 min. Means denoted by a different lowercase letter indicate significant difference between
treatments (p < 0.05).

As shown in Figure 4I, the blanching time had a great influence on the shrinkage of
the potato slices. The shrinkage of the dried potato slices at 30, 60, and 90 s were 53.97%,
44.67%, and 42.27%, respectively, which decreased by 2.83%, 19.57%, and 23.89% compared
with the untreated samples (55.54%). This was because the blanching caused the cell walls
to collapse [46], which reduced the effect of surface stress. Mahiuddin et al. [47] also
reported that the destruction of the cell structure has an effect on the shrinkage properties
of materials.

Figure 4II indicates the shrinkage of the potato slices by saline immersion under
different solution concentrations. It can be seen that the saline immersion pretreatment
had a great influence on the shrinkage of the dried potato slices. The shrinkage of the
potato slices decreased with the increase in the salt solution concentration. The potato slices
had minimal shrinkage when the salt solution concentration reached 20%, which caused
a decrease of 42.69% compared to the untreated sample. Fante et al. [48] found that an
increase in sucrose solution concentration led to a decrease in the shrinkage of dried plum
slices in the drying process. This may be due to the fact that salt or sucrose particles can fill
the space left by the removal of moisture in the material, which would support the skeleton
structure of the material to a certain extent.
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From Figure 4III, it was found that the ultrasound pretreatment slightly reduced the
shrinkage, but the pretreatment time had no significant effect on the shrinkage of the
dried potato slices. Liu et al. [49] observed large microchannels and pores in ultrasound-
pretreated samples, while the structure of the untreated material was relatively com-
pact. In addition, ultrasound waves may have extended the intercellular spaces by the
cavitation effect [50], which may have partially offset the volume reduction caused by
moisture removal.

3.4. Height Standard Deviation (HSD)

The curling degree was evaluated by the HSD of the material surface. The HSD curves
of the potato slices during drying under different pretreatments are shown in Figure 5. At
the early stage of drying, the HSD of the material changed little or showed a downward
trend, which was mainly due to the softening of the material structure by hot-air heating.
The HSD increased rapidly in the middle and late drying stages, indicating that the material
had an obvious curling phenomenon. The shape changes in the materials in the drying
process may be due to the uneven stress caused by the shrinkage of the cells and pores [51].

 

Figure 5. Height standard deviation of potato slices during drying under different pretreatments,
such as (I) blanching, (II) saline immersion, and (III) ultrasound pretreatment. (IV) The height
standard deviation for (A) untreated potato samples, (B–D) with blanching pretreatment for 30,
60, and 90 s, (E–G) with saline immersion under solution concentration of 5%, 10%, and 20%, and
(H–J) with ultrasound pretreatment for 10, 30, and 60 min. Means denoted by a different lowercase
letter indicate significant difference between treatments (p < 0.05).

The HSD of the dried potato slices after blanching for 30, 60, and 90 s were 2.64 mm,
2.31 mm, and 2.16 mm, respectively. However, there was no significant difference be-
tween the blanching pretreatment and the untreated samples, indicating that the blanching
pretreatment could not reduce the curling phenomenon during drying. Although the
structure of the material would have been damaged by the blanching process, the starch
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gelatinization caused by the high temperature may have played a certain role in supporting
the structure.

As shown in Figure 5IV, the HSD of the dried potato slices after saline immersion
pretreatment under solution concentrations of 5%, 10%, and 20% were 2.25 mm, 1.06 mm,
and 0.47 mm, respectively, which decreased by 5.88%, 55.46%, and 80.25% compared with
the untreated samples. The results demonstrated that saline immersion could inhibit the
curling of the potato slices in the drying process, showing a relatively flat shape. This
may be because osmotic ions entered the tissue and blocked the transmission of internal
stress [52]. In addition, it also may have been due to the structure of “hard outside and soft
inside” after processing by osmotic dehydration [53].

For the ultrasound pretreatment, the HSD after ultrasound pretreatment for 10, 30, and
60 min were 1.67 mm, 2.41 mm, and 4.30 mm, respectively. It was found that ultrasound
pretreatment for 10 min could reduce the HSD of the potato slices, which indicated that
a shorter time of the ultrasound pretreatment could reduce the curling degree. When the
ultrasound time was extended to 60 min, the HSD (4.30 mm) increased by 80.67% compared
with the untreated samples, which indicated that very serious curling of the slices occurred.
This may be because the short-time ultrasound pretreatment made the potato tissue more
uniform, thereby resulting in a more uniform transfer of internal stress. However, with
the increase in the ultrasound time, the cavitation effect of micro-jets and micro-agitation
at the bubble inter-face led to the destruction of the cell structure and formed cracks and
pores [54]. The non-continuous and non-uniform structure increased the effect of stress
and showed the appearance of curling from a macroscopic perspective.

3.5. Color

Color is a significant quality parameter of dried potato slices, which influences the
customer’s perception and purchasing power [55]. The color values of all the samples are
presented in Table 1. Blanching, saline immersion, ultrasound, and drying had significant
effects on the color parameters of the dried potato slices. As seen in Table 1, the L*, a*, and b*
values of the untreated potato slices were 72.62, 8.24, and 26.13, respectively. It was found
that the untreated samples had the largest value of ΔE, which was due to browning caused
by the drying process [56]. The L* value of the potato slices pretreated with blanching
was lower, which may be related to the gelatinization of starch by blanching pretreatment.
Xiao et al. [57] reported that the clarity of gelatinized starch could reduce the lightness
of starch products. Compared with the untreated samples, the values of a* and b* were
significantly reduced. The value of ΔE of the dried samples after blanching pretreatment
was also significantly lower than that of the untreated samples. In particular, when the
blanching time was 30 s, the color change was the least, and the ΔE value was 3.10. This
indicated that blanching pretreatment could better retain the original color, which may
be because blanching inactivates polyphenol oxidase. It has also been reported that this
phenomenon is due to the leaching of reducing sugars by blanching pretreatment, which
is the substrate of the Maillard reaction [58]. Thus, this minimized the non-enzymatic
browning reaction and reduce the color variation in the slices.

The effect of the saline immersion pretreatment on the color is shown in Table 1. The
values of L*, a*, and b* were all smaller than those of the untreated samples. With the
increase in the salt concentration, the value of the sample color parameters decreased
continuously, which indicated that a high concentration salt solution could achieve a better
retention effect in terms of color. This may be due to the loss of polyphenol oxidase, which
is due to the leakage effect of a high-concentration salt solution.

For the ultrasound pretreatment, the color parameters of the potato slices were slightly
less than those of the untreated samples. With the extension of the ultrasound time, the
ΔE value gradually decreased, which indicated that long-time ultrasound pretreatment
was in favor of maintaining the color of the samples. This may be because the ultra-
sound pretreatment reduced the oxygen content of the sample and inhibited the browning
reaction [38,59].
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Table 1. Changes in color, total polyphenol content, and antioxidant capacity of potato slices after
drying under different pretreatments.

Pretreatment Methods L* a* b* ΔE TPC (mg/g)
DPPH Radical

Scavenging
Activity (%)

Untreated - 72.67 ± 0.48 a 8.24 ± 0.09 a 26.13 ± 0.18 a 24.60 ± 0.91 a 0.31 ± 0.02 d,e 34.12 ± 1.51 c

Blanching

30 s 51.35 ± 1.13 e,f 4.44 ± 0.07 f,g 15.83 ± 0.33 e 3.45 ± 0.50 f 0.45 ± 0.05 a 56.45 ± 1.02 a

60 s 50.50 ± 0.69 e,f 5.02 ± 0.36 e,f 17.88 ± 0.63 d 5.54 ± 0.37 e,f 0.42 ± 0.03 a,b 52.01 ± 3.94 a

90 s 49.89 ± 1.01 f 6.10 ± 0.34 c,d 18.20 ± 0.20 d 6.17 ± 0.98 e,f 0.32 ± 0.02 c,d 38.82 ± 3.66 c

Saline
immersion

5% 67.28 ± 1.44 b 7.09 ± 0.67 b 27.01 ± 2.22 a 20.82 ± 2.44 b,c 0.27 ± 0.04 e,f 26.38 ± 0.81 d

10% 63.12 ± 1.26 c 7.10 ± 0.57 b 20.29 ± 0.44 c 13.42 ± 1.41 d 0.28 ± 0.03 d,e 25.08 ± 0.90 d

20% 59.81 ± 0.71 d 5.31 ± 0.43 d,e 17.03 ± 0.63 d,e 8.68 ± 1.32 e 0.22 ± 0.02 g 17.15 ± 1.30 c

Ultrasound

10 min 72.23 ± 0.31 a 6.49 ± 0.22 b,c 26.01 ± 1.10 a 23.97 ± 1.48 a,b 0.40 ± 0.05 b 46.72 ± 3.13 b

30 min 71.92 ± 0.71 a 5.87 ± 0.21 c,d 23.44 ± 1.26 c 22.34 ± 1.79 a,b,c 0.35 ± 0.04c 45.07 ± 2.19 b

60 min 70.86 ± 1.88 a 5.44 ± 0.39 d,e 21.30 ± 0.62 c 20.40 ± 2.08 c 0.22 ± 0.03 f,g 33.65 ± 0.98 c

Note: Data are expressed as the average ± standard deviation for three replicates. Values in the same column
with different letters for each parameter are significantly different (p < 0.05).

3.6. Total Polyphenol Content (TPC)

The effects of the different pretreatment methods on the TPC of the dried potato
slices are shown in Table 1. Compared with the untreated samples, the blanching and
ultrasound pretreatment had a better retention of polyphenols, while the saline immersion
pretreatment was not conducive to the retention of polyphenols.

Compared with the untreated samples, the total polyphenol content in the blanching-
pretreated samples was generally increased. However, with the extension of the blanching
time, the total polyphenol content gradually decreased. This indicated that short-time
blanching pretreatment was beneficial to the retention of polyphenols. This may be due
to the loss of polyphenol oxidase activity by blanching pretreatment, which resulted in
a better retention of more polyphenols [59]. However, a prolonged blanching time made
the cellular structure vulnerable to damage during drying, which led to the oxidation of
polyphenols [40].

For the samples treated with saline immersion, the content of polyphenols was lower
than that of the untreated samples. When the solution concentration reached 20%, the
polyphenol content was the lowest. This was the loss of polyphenols due to leakage of the
salt solution [60,61].

Similar to the blanching pretreatment, a shorter ultrasound treatment was more
beneficial for polyphenol retention. This may be due to the fact that ultrasound pretreatment
can produce stomata in plant tissues, thus improving the extraction of polyphenols during
the preparation of sample [62]. However, when the ultrasound time was too long, the total
phenol content decreased slightly, which was due to the loss of food ingredients caused by
the enlargement of pores [63]. This was consistent with the study of polyphenol content in
dried onions slices by Ren et al. [64].

3.7. DPPH Radical Scavenging Assay

The DPPH free radical activity values of the dried potato slices under different pretreat-
ments are shown in Table 1. It was observed that the trend of DPPH was similar to that of
TPC retention. The high positive correlation between phenolic compounds and antioxidant
activity was also reported in another study [65]. In this study, the free radical scavenging
activity of the blanched samples was the best, followed by the samples pretreated with
ultrasound and saline immersion. When the blanching time was 30 s, the sample showed
the highest activity (56.45%), which was similar to the results of Feng et al. [66].
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3.8. Microstructure

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the dried potato slices under
different pretreatments are shown in Figure 6. The microscopic results of the different
pretreated samples and untreated samples differed greatly. As shown in Figure 6a, the
untreated samples had both dense and porous structures, which may be caused by the non-
uniform shrinkage of the material structure. From Figure 6b, we also found intact starch
granules, indicating that the starch did not swell and gelatinize during the drying process.

 

Figure 6. Microstructures of dried potato slices under different pretreatments in different magnifica-
tions. (a,b) Untreated potato samples; (c,d) blanching pretreatment for 90 s; (e,f) saline immersion
under solution concentration of 20%; and (g,h) ultrasound pretreatment for 60 min.

The microstructure of the dried samples after blanching pretreatment are shown in
Figure 6c,d. The tissue structure of the blanched dried potato slices was uniform and dense,
and no obvious pore structure was found. This may be caused by the collapse of the cellular
structure after the blanching and drying process. In addition, starch granules were not
found in the micrograph field, indicating that the blanching treatment resulted in starch
breakage and gelatinization [46]. This was similar to the results of a study on sweet potato
bars [57].

The samples from the saline immersion pretreatment had a relatively loose and porous
structure (Figure 6e,f). The cytoskeletal structure became coarse as compared to the un-
treated samples, and starch granules were no longer visible in the samples. This may be due
to the internal modification of the starch particles by the components of osmotic solution
during processing [67]. After the ultrasound pretreatment, the boundaries of the cells were
fuzzy, while the starch granules could be also clearly seen (Figure 6g,h). This was because
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the ultrasound pretreatment caused changes in the cell structure and formed microchan-
nels on the surface of the potato samples, and the microchannels were combined with
the original pore structure, which may be due to the cavitation and sponge effects of the
ultrasound waves [68]. The observation of the microstructure of the material was helpful in
understanding the effects of pretreatment on the drying rate and appearance deformation.

4. Conclusions

The application of blanching, saline immersion, and ultrasound pretreatment had
significant effects on the drying characteristics, 3D appearance, quality characteristics, and
microstructure of the potato slices. The results showed that pretreatment significantly
enhanced the drying process of the potato slices and affected the 3D appearance during
drying. All the pretreatment methods reduced the shrinkage during the drying process
relative to the untreated potatoes. The curling degree was quantitatively characterized
by height standard deviation (HSD). The results showed that the saline immersion and
blanching pretreatments inhibited the curling of the potato slices, while the ultrasound
pretreatment greatly aggravated the curling.

Through the quality analysis of the dried potato slices, it was found that the color
difference value, total polyphenol content, and antioxidant activity of the potato slices
were significantly different under the different pretreatment conditions. The blanching
pretreatment could significantly inhibit color deterioration and maintain a higher total
polyphenol content and antioxidant activity. Although the blanching pretreatment could
significantly improve the nutritional quality and color of the potato slices, it could not
significantly reduce the curling degree. Therefore, blanching pretreatment combined
with saline immersion may be an optimal alternative pretreatment method for potato
slice drying.

The microstructures of the dried potato slices were observed and analyzed by SEM.
The microstructures of the dried potato slices were significantly changed under the different
pretreatments, which was helpful in understanding and verifying the effects of pretreatment
on the drying kinetics and appearance deformation. In addition, the mechanism of the
3D appearance changes caused by pretreatment needs to be further studied. This paper
can provide a certain reference for the 3D appearance change and control of agricultural
products during the drying process.
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Abstract: Sicilian wines have shown a growing expansion in the international market, and over 60% of
the production of them is focused on quality products. Grillo is a white grape variety, and it is among
the best-known variety, with a cultivated area of 6300 ha and with the vocation of being particularly
predisposed to aging for years or even decades. This paper aimed to perform a physiochemical (SSC
and pH) and polyphenolic characterization of Grillo wines that were produced by a selected winery
in the years 2011–2021 using an optimized RP-HPLC-DAD method. The polyphenols fraction was
assessed by means a semiquantitative analysis on which, statistical processing was carried out. The
HCA and PCA highlighted the presence of three clusters in the samples. Cluster 1 was composed
of the samples from the years 2011–2014, cluster 2 composed of the samples from 2015–2017, and
cluster 3 composed of the samples from 2019–2021. Using an HSD Tukey test, it was possible to
point out that some compounds were makers of specific clusters and therefore, specific vintages. This
preliminary study showed that polyphenols are suitable markers that can be used to identify Grillo
vintages, and they should be also related to the storage conditions or different production processes.

Keywords: polyphenols; Sicily; chemometrics; Grillo; wine; grape

1. Introduction

Viticulture consists of the set of agronomic techniques that are used for the cultivation
of the vine. From planting vines to their removal, viticulture embraces every aspect of the
grape plant’s life. The cultivation of vineyards is one of the most important and essential
phases of the wine making process [1–3]. The first evidence of Sicilian viticulture seems
to date back to the 2nd millennium BC. Influenced by the various dominations that have
occurred on the island, Sicilian viticulture is today characterized by a complexity of native
cultivars [4]. Sicily, with 17.5% of the national production, is the Italian region with the
largest wine-growing area. In recent decades, Sicilian wines have experienced a growing
expansion in the international market [5]. Indeed, since the early 1990s, Sicilian wine
producers have understood the need to increase the quality of their production to compete
with the market challenges of the global market [6]. Over 60% of the production is focused
on quality wines with 24 PDO (Protected Designation of Origin) and 7 PGI (Protected
Geographical Indication) certifications. Among the best-known and autochthonous ones
are Nero D’Avola, Frappato, Nerello, Grillo, Catarratto, Carricante, and Marsala [6].

The wide organoleptic variety of these wines—from the more alcoholic and full-bodied
ones to the fresher, elegant, and fragrant ones—is due not only to the grape variety, but
to the different pedoclimatic conditions of the Sicilian Island [7]. The Mediterranean
climate, in fact, is characterized by hilly and coastal areas with mild winters and low
rainfall and hot summers, and sometimes it is sultry and ventilated, while the mountainous
and inland areas are affected by a continental climate, which is cold and rigid, especially
on the Etna and Madonie mountains, which strongly determines the daily and seasonal
temperature variations [8]. The characteristics and production of the different cultivars are
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also influenced by the differences in the composition of the soils of the different areas [9].
For example, the lava soils of Etna are optimal for the Carricante and Nerello vines, and
the calcareous and clayey soils are optimal for the Nero d’Avola vines, while those of tuff
give a sugary charge and a refined aroma to the white wines, in particular to the Grillo [9].

The Grillo is a white grape variety that is famous above all for its role in the Marsala
fortified wines of the island [10]. It is still widely planted in western Sicily, with there being
a cultivated area of 6300 ha, despite the fall in the trend of Marsala, and it is now most
commonly used in a variety of still white wines, both varietal and blended types [11]. Grillo
adapts well to the hot and dry Sicilian climate and shows adequate resistance to downy
mildew. Its high sugar levels and the ease with which it oxidizes make it a good option for
fortification. Grillo can produce wines with an alcohol content that reaches 15/16◦ vol. [12].
In recent years, as the focus has shifted from quantity to quality, the Sicilian producers of it,
thanks to the improvement of viticultural and vinicultural techniques, have begun to revisit
the Grillo wines. This has produced Grillo wines of a great organoleptic thickness, savoury,
and fragrance that are more pleasant than the rather earthy styles that were previously
available. Furthermore, Grillo has the vocation of being particularly predisposed to aging
for years or even decades [13].

In this regard, the present study aimed to investigate the possibility of using the total
content of polyphenols as an indicator of the shelf-life of Grillo wines.

In the scientific literature, there are some studies on the subject, for example Arena et al.
(2021) showed that the phenolic content in Malvasia delle Lipari wine varies over time
(6 months of monitoring) and with the storage temperature (30, 35, and 45 ◦C), and that
this aspect was not influenced by the colour of the glass bottle [14]. Diaz-Maroto et al.
(2020) showed that after 12 months of bottle storage, a significant loss of the phenolic
compounds was observed in all of the analyzed samples [15]. The same trend was found
by Castellanos et al. (2021), but they also highlighted that after 12 months of storage, no
changes in the phenolic content were reported [16]. Therefore, the studies on the subject do
not show a univocal trend of the phenolic content during storage, so there is a bibliographic
gap in the variation of these compounds in white wines during the aging period.

In this context, our research aimed to perform a polyphenolic characterization of the
Grillo wines that were produced by a selected winery in the years 2011–2021 using an
optimized RP-HPLC-DAD method. The data that were obtained were then processed by a
chemometric analysis. In addition, the soluble solids content (SSC) and pH were determined
due to their importance as quality indices in winemaking. The SSC are mainly organic
sugars, such as glucose, sucrose, and fructose, which affect the taste and transparency of
the wine. The pH was used as the measure of its acidity, which is due to the inclusion of
organic acids such as lactic acid, malic acid, and others. Furthermore, the pH is an important
parameter of complicated biochemical changes during fermentation and winemaking (e.g.,
degradation of some nutrients or formation of by-products) [17–21].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Reagents and Standard Solutions

All reagents used were analytical grade. The acetonitrile, methanol, and formic acid
were provided by Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). The water was obtained from a Milli-Q
water purification system (Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA). The standards of gallic acid
(r2 = 0.9981), p-hydroxybenzoic acid (r2 = 0.9995), and ferulic acid (r2 = 0.9999) were from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The standard stock solutions of polyphenols were
prepared in methanol and stored at 4 ◦C in the dark.

2.2. Sampling

A total of eighteen Grillo white wines from a Sicilian winery, called “Cantina Cellaro
S.C.A.”, located in Sambuca di Sicilia (Agrigento, Sicily), were analyzed. All of the samples
reported that there was Grillo on the label. The samples were produced during the period
of 2011–2021. For the same year of production, two bottles from different production
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batches were collected. No samples were included for the 2012 and 2018 vintages due
to their different storage conditions. The samples were filtered through a 0.45 μm PTFE
membrane filter (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). The analyses were performed in triplicate
immediately after we opened the bottle. Table 1 shows the alcohol content and the selling
price of the analyzed samples.

Table 1. Sample details declared by the production company.

Production Year Alcohol Content Price

2011 12.5% vol 7.70 EUR
2013 13% vol 10.00 EUR
2014 13% vol 9.90 EUR
2015 13% vol 7.20 EUR
2016 13% vol 10.20 EUR
2017 12% vol 7.90 EUR
2019 12.5% vol 6.80 EUR
2020 13% vol 7.20 EUR
2021 12.5% vol 9.95 EUR

2.3. HPLC Analysis

A Waters HPLC system (600 Waters, Milford, MA, USA), which was entirely assembled
with PEEK tubing, was used for the chromatographic analysis. The HPLC system was
equipped with a 20 μL injection loop and coupled to a Waters Photodiode Array Detector
(2998 Waters, Milford, MA, USA) set at 280 nm. A reversed-phase Kinetex C18 column
(250 × 4.6 mm i.d., 5 μm pore size) (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA) was used. The
mobile phase consisted of a 0.5% (v/v) solution of formic acid (eluent A) and acetonitrile
(eluent B). The gradient elution was as follows: 90:10% (A:B) from 0 to 2 min, 85:15% for
13 min, 50:50% for 2 min, and 10:90% for 12 min, which was followed by the cleaning and
balancing of the column [22–28]. The separation was achieved after 19 min with a flow
rate of 1 mL/min. Data acquisition and processing was performed using the Empower
2 software. Some polyphenols were identified by comparing their retention times with
those of the pure standards, and their quantification was carried out using the external
standard method.

2.4. Physiochemical Analysis

The soluble solids content (SSC) was measured using an RS PRO portable refractometer
(Milan, Italy) at 20 ◦C. The accuracy of the refractive index was ±0.01, and the ◦Brix range
was 0–20. The pH was measured using a pH-meter (Hanna Instruments, Woonsocket, RI,
USA) with an accuracy of 0.001.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

The HSD Tukey test and chemometric data analyses (PCA and CA) were performed
using the JMP software (ver. 16.2 Pro, SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Physiochemical Parameters

The presence of phytochemicals in the grapes (such as mineral salts, organic acids,
sugars, etc.), and therefore in the wine, deriving from the metabolism of the plants, is closely
related to their health properties. Furthermore, these substances are also involved in the
evaluation of food quality and safety. Their level in the final product is strictly influenced by
the cultivars, environmental factors, cultural practices, and genetic aspects [21]. Zietsman
et al. (2015) pointed out that large differences in the SSC in the wines should reflect the
variations in the annual climate conditions [29]. Rouxinol et al. (2022) reported that the SSC
and pH are important quality parameters that have a great impact on the wine’s quality
and are usually used to select the right harvest date [17].
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Table 2 shows the pH and SSC values that were measured in the analyzed samples.

Table 2. SSC and pH values for Grillo wine samples in the period of 2011–2021.

Sample
Vintage

SSC (◦Brix) pH

2011 6.8 ± 0.1 a,b 3.36 ± 0.3 a

2013 7.0 ± 0.3 a 3.27 ± 0.1 a,b

2014 6.8 ± 0.1 a,b 3.15 ± 0.1 d

2015 7.1 ± 0.1 a 3.16 ± 0.3 c,d

2016 6.8 ± 0.3 a,b 3.21 ± 0.1 b,c,d

2017 6.4 ± 0.1 a,b 3.22 ± 0.3 b,c

2019 6.8 ± 0.3 a,b 3.17 ± 0.1 c,d

2020 6.9 ± 0.1 a,b 3.19 ± 0.3 b,c,d

2021 6.2 ± 0.1 b 3.15 ± 0.1 c,d

a, b, c, d Results not linked by the same superscript letter are statistically different from the HSD Tukey test.

As for the SSC, which is expressed in ◦Brix, there is not a great variability between
the samples, but it is possible to highlight that the 2021 samples have a lower SSC value
than the other vintages do. The only statistically significant difference was found between
the 2013 and 2021 samples. The possible correlation of the evidenced difference with the
climate conditions was explored. Table 3 shows the climate conditions in the years that
were under review. Nevertheless, no significant difference was found with the recovered
climate parameters (minimum, medium and maximum temperature, rainy days per year,
and relative humidity), therefore, in this context, it is not possible to attribute the SSC
difference to the climatic conditions.

Table 3. Climatic conditions in Sambuca di Sicilia, expressed as an average in the years 2013 and
2021, as provided by the producer.

Parameters 2013 2021

Minimum temperature 15.9 ◦C 15.8 ◦C
Medium temperature 19.3 ◦C 19.4 ◦C

Maximum temperature 22.2 ◦C 22.6 ◦C
Rainy days a year 133 121
Relative humidity 77.0% 77.3%

The trend of the pH values also showed a slight variation over the years, going from a
maximum of 3.36 in 2011 to a minimum of 3.15 in 2021. Additionally, in this case it is not
possible to highlight a significant variability between the samples.

3.2. Chromatographic Results

The polyphenol contents in the wines are related to various factors, such as the grape
varieties, the winemaking process, their storage, and their shelf-life. For this purpose, in
the present study, the polyphenolic fractions of 18 samples of Grillo wines, which were
produced from 2011 to 2021, were investigated. Two samples were analyzed for each
vintage. To avoid a bias occurring, all of the samples came from the same vine (Grillo),
were produced in the same area (Sambuca di Sicilia, Ag) by the same company (Cantine
Cellaro), and were stored in the same storage warehouse.

A fast and reliable chromatographic method was optimized. The separation of the
polyphenolic fraction was obtained within 19 min. No extraction step was required, and
the samples were only filtered before the analysis. A comparison of the chromatographic
profiles of three samples (2011, 2016, and 2021) is reported in Figure 1. Sixteen peaks, each
one being attributable to a specific polyphenol, were identified and are numbered (1–16) in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Chromatographic profiles of Grillo—2011 (blue), 2016 (red), and 2021 (green) wine samples.

A semi-quantitative analysis was performed using gallic acid, p-hydroxybenzoic acid,
and ferulic acid as external reference standards. Gallic acid (r.t. 3.5 min) was used to quantify
the compounds that were identified from peak one to peak seven (range 2–5 min). As we used
a reverse phase method, these first eluted compounds are attributable to simple polyphenols.
p-Hydroxybenzoic acid (r.t. 8.5 min) was used to quantify the peaks from point eight to point
fourteen (range 5–11 min). The compounds that were eluted in this range could be phenolic
acids or more complex polyphenols such as catechins, as can be seen from the reference
literature. Ferulic acid was used to quantify peak 15 and peak 16 (range 11–19 min), which are
the typical area of the anthocyanins, anthocyanidins, and stilbenes.

Table 4 shows the results of the semi-quantitative analysis, which is expressed as equiva-
lent mg of gallic acid (GAE/L), p-hydroxybenzoic acid (PAE/L), and ferulic acid (FAE/L).

Table 4. Semi-quantitative results of the chromatographic analysis of Grillo wines, expressed as
mgGAE/L (peaks 1–7), mgPAE/Kg (peaks 8–14), and mgFAE/Kg (peaks 15–16).

No.
Peak

2011 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2019 2020 2021

1 25.30 ± 1.27 23.60 ± 8.63 31.25 ± 0.49 30.00 ± 1.41 25.90 ± 0.71 29.90 ± 0.71 19.45 ± 0.07 29.55 ± 1.91 26.50 ± 0.28
2 72.25 ± 1.91 68.7 0± 21.40 72.50 ± 0.14 79.35 ± 3.75 62.10 ± 0.99 57.85 ± 4.31 48.60 ± 0.01 18.49 ± 22.2 25.20 ± 0.14
3 11.50 ± 0.71 10.87 ± 2.86 16.35 ± 0.64 13.25 ± 0.49 12.20 ± 0.01 15.90 ± 0.42 11.30 ± 1.70 13.05 ± 0.78 9.36 ± 0.01
4 10.39 ± 0.57 10.60 ± 3.53 13.15 ± 0.35 31.70 ± 1.41 20.55 ± 0.35 26.75 ± 0.07 26.15 ± 0.21 27.45 ± 2.05 14.30 ± 0.14
5 3.32 ± 0.40 4.98 ± 1.75 5.61 ± 0.05 7.03 ± 0.35 6.89 ± 0.20 8.38 ± 0.53 8.00 ± 1.67 8.71 ± 0.53 6.02 ± 0.04
6 7.92 ± 0.03 6.77 ± 2.65 11.70 ± 0.42 14.90 ± 0.42 18.55 ± 0.071 21.30 ± 0.99 13.25 ± 1.06 9.62 ± 0.11 18.80 ± 1.27
7 41.55 ± 1.63 35.50 ± 10.90 40.80 ± 0.71 29.40 ± 2.69 27.35 ± 0.78 26.40 ± 0.99 13.00 ± 1.70 1.58 ± 0.49 0.23 ± 0.01
8 9.46 ± 0.49 7.71 ± 2.25 12.80 ± 0.42 12.05 ± 0.64 15.85 ± 0.07 16.90 ± 0.28 14.25 ± 1.63 10.52 ± 0.95 20.65 ± 0.07
9 28.20 ± 1.13 16.75 ± 5.16 27.15 ± 0.49 27.25 ± 1.06 20.80 ± 0.14 23.10 ± 1.13 12.95 ± 3.18 7.10 ± 0.25 32.55 ± 0.35

10 10.11 ± 0.26 14.20 ± 5.37 16.50 ± 0.57 19.60 ± 0.99 26.70 ± 4.10 26.25 ± 1.06 20.00 ± 5.94 39.80 ± 3.39 7.84 ± 0.27
11 18.80 ± 0.71 15.50 ± 4.53 15.55 ± 0.49 13.85 ± 1.06 14.40 ± 0.71 13.85 ± 0.78 11.10 ± 0.99 10.60 ± 0.01 12.85 ± 0.07
12 20.25 ± 0.92 11.52 ± 3.37 17.85 ± 0.64 18.30 ± 0.28 19.65 ± 0.21 20.35 ± 1.77 11.92 ± 3.37 12.78 ± 14.90 18.70 ± 3.96
13 10.85 ± 0.21 14.60 ± 4.38 15.80 ± 0.85 16.30 ± 0.71 18.85 ± 0.21 17.00 ± 0.57 8.56 ± 0.90 15.40 ± 2.12 15.00 ± 0.01
14 26.3 0 ± 0.99 21.10 ± 6.36 24.10 ± 1.27 24.75 ± 1.06 25.45 ± 0.21 29.30 ± 1.70 21.40 ± 6.51 7.50 ± 0.17 20.10 ± 0.28
15 1.34 ± 0.06 1.10 ± 0.38 1.22 ± 0.17 2.38 ± 0.08 2.36 ± 0.32 2.18 ± 0.36 2.05 ± 0.09 2.04 ± 0.10 0.57 ± 0.01
16 1.07 ± 0.06 2.53 ± 0.84 1.41 ± 0.13 1.80 ± 0.08 1.81 ± 0.05 1.66 ± 0.16 0.99 ± 0.02 1.76 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.02

Total 298.63 ± 10.80 266.05 ± 84.30 323.74 ± 5.66 341.91 ± 16.50 319.42 ± 1.26 337.08 ± 11.00 242.97 ± 22.30 215.97 ± 2.35 228.81 ± 6.21
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Some differences emerged from the evaluation of the chromatographic results. For
example, in regard to the area of the simple polyphenols, peak two and peak seven showed
a similar trend. Their values decreased over time (2011–2017), passing from a value of
75.25 mgGAE/L in peak two in the 2011 sample to 18.45 mgGAE/L in 2020; while for peak
seven, this was from 41.55 mgGAE/L in 2011 to 0.23 mg GAE/L in 2021. An opposite
trend occurred for peaks four and five, and in fact, their content tended to increase during
the shelf-life (peak four: 10.40 mgGAE/L in 2011 and 27.45 mgGAE/L in 2020; peak five:
3.32 mgGAE/L in 2011 and 8.71 mgGAE/L in 2020). Peak six showed an even different
trend, its content increased from 7.92 mgGAE/L in 2011 to 21.3 mgGAE/L in 2017, and
then, it decreased to 9.62 mgGAE/L in 2020. For the remaining peaks, only peak eight—in
the phenolic acids zone—showed a particular trend. Its content, in fact, decreased from
18.8 mgPAE/L in 2011 to 10.6 mgPAE/L in 2020.

Due to the variability of the values that were obtained in the wine of the same cultivar
but from subsequent vintages and the different trends that were manifested by each single
compound, it was not possible to give a univocal interpretation of the results. To this end, a
statistical processing was carried out after the preliminary evaluation.

3.3. Chemometric Analysis

As previously reported, the physiochemical and chromatographic results showed
some differentiations between the samples, however, they were not significant to reach an
effective conclusion. Therefore, several chemometric tools were applied to the data matrix
to improve the characterization and to highlight the possible categorizations. The first
chemometric application was the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA). Figure 2 shows
the resulting constellation diagram of the observed clusters. The samples appear to be
classified into three main clusters which are distributed by their years of production. In fact,
one cluster includes samples of the years 2011, 2013, and 2014, and the second one contains
samples of the years 2015, 2016, and 2017, while the third one contains samples of the years
2019, 2020, and 2021. The only deviation was found for a sample that was produced in
2013 which differs from the composition trend of the other samples that were produced
in the period of 2011–2014. This sample, in fact, showed a total content of polyphenols
that was lower than that of the samples that were produced in a similar vintages, and
it was included in the cluster of samples that were produced in the period of 2019–2021,
which were characterized instead by a lower level of these compounds. The deviation of
the 2013 sample which is highlighted by the HCA results could be related to inadequate
storage conditions that influenced the polyphenol content.

The clustering analysis revealed that the dataset consisting of the physiochemical and
polyphenol analysis results is suitable for a sample classification.

After the clustering analysis, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed
to highlight the natural grouping of the samples. The autoscaling pre-treatment was
performed on the dataset to exclude the variance that is related to the different units of
measurement. The unsupervised PCA scores and loadings are plotted in Figure 3. The
first two PCs explain 54.1% of the total variability. The PCA plots confirm the groupings
that were noted earlier in the HCA. In fact, the samples from 2011 to 2014 are located in
the lower right area, the samples from 2015 to 2017 are in the upper right area, while the
samples from 2019 to 2021 are all in the left area of the score plot. Additionally, in this case,
one sample belonging to the 2013 vintage was located in a different area from that of the
2011–2014 ones.
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Figure 2. Constellation diagram from HCA on physiochemical and chromatographic results.
Green: 2011–2014, Blue: 2015–2017, Red: 2019–2021. A: 2011, B: 2013, C: 2014, D: 2015, E: 2016,
F: 2017, G: 2019, H: 2020, I: 2021.

Figure 3. Score and loading plots by PCA on physiochemical and chromatographic results.
Green: 2011–2014, Blue: 2015–2017, Red: 2019–2021. A: 2011, B: 2013, C: 2014, D: 2015, E: 2016,
F: 2017, G: 2019, H: 2020, I: 2021.
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It can be noted that on PC1, it is possible to distinguish the 2019–2021 samples from the
others, and the variable that most influenced this grouping were the compounds related to
peaks 14, 2, and 7, while with PC2, it is possible to the separate the samples from 2011–2014
and from 2015–2017, and the compounds no. 15 and no. 6 affected this partition.

From the HCA and PCA, it was found that the samples could be grouped into three
clusters without any supervision. The three highlighted clusters are characterized by the
samples from the same production years, i.e., cluster 1: 2011–2014, cluster 2: 2015–2017,
and cluster 3: 2019–2021. Based on these results, the mean and standard deviation of the
physiochemical and polyphenol content were calculated according to the three clusters
(Table 5).

Table 5. Mean and standard deviation of the physiochemical and polyphenol content according
to the three clusters, expressed as mgGAE/L (peak 1–7), mgPAE/L (peak 8–14), and mgFAE/L
(peak 15–16).

Variables 2011–2014 2015–2017 2019–2021

Peak 1 26.70 ± 5.31 a 28.60 ± 2.23 a 25.20 ± 4.71 a

Peak 2 71.20 ± 9.78 a 66.40 ± 10.5 a 30.80 ± 17.30 b

Peak 3 12.90 ± 3.00 a 13.80 ± 1.73 a 11.20 ± 1.85 a

Peak 4 11.40 ± 2.11 b 26.30 ± 5.04 a 22.60 ± 6.55 a

Peak 5 4.64 ± 1.33 b 7.44 ± 0.80 a 7.58 ± 1.47 a

Peak 6 8.80 ± 2.60 b 18.30 ± 2.91 a 13.90 ± 4.20 a

Peak 7 39.30 ± 5.75 a 27.70 ± 1.91 b 4.94 ± 6.32 c

Peak 8 9.99 ± 2.54 a 14.90 ± 2.30 a,b 15.10 ± 4.66 b

Peak 9 24.00 ± 6.14 a 23.70 ± 3.01 a 17.50 ± 12.00 a

Peak 10 13.60 ± 3.77 a 24.20 ± 4.05 a 22.50 ± 14.70 a

Peak 11 16.60 ± 2.67 a 14.00 ± 0.726 a,b 11.50 ± 1.15 b

Peak 12 16.50 ± 4.33 a 19.40 ± 1.23 a 14.50 ± 7.78 a

Peak 13 13.80 ± 3.05 a,b 17.40 ± 1.25 a 13.00 ± 3.59 b

Peak 14 23.80 ± 3.75 a,b 26.50 ± 2.37 a 16.30 ± 7.46 b

Peak 15 1.22 ± 0.219 b 2.31 ± 0.24 a 1.55 ± 0.77 b

Peak 16 1.67 ± 0.783 a 1.76 ± 0.11 a 0.96 ± 0.72 a

Total 296.00 ± 46.10 a 333.00 ± 13.80 a 229.00 ± 15.90 b

SSC (◦Brix) 6.87 ± 0.10 a 6.77 ± 0.31 a 6.63 ± 0.33 a

pH 3.26 ± 0.09 a 2.70 ± 1.24 a 3.17 ± 0.01 a

a, b, c Values in the same row not linked by the same superscript letters are significantly different from the HSD
Tukey test.

An HSD Tukey test was performed to highlight the significant differences between
the variables in the three clusters. It can be seen that the quantity of compound no. 2,
which is attributable to a simple polyphenol, is significantly lower in the 2019–2021 samples
than they it is in the 2011–2014 and 2015–2017 ones. The compounds that are related to
the phenolic acids, i.e., compounds no. 4, no. 5, and no. 6, showed a significantly lower
concentration in the samples from the period of 2011–2013. Compound no. 7 could be
considered as a possible shelf-life marker; in fact, its concentration significantly decreases
from cluster 1 (2011–2014) to cluster 3 (2019–2021).

As for the complex polyphenols, such as the flavonoids and stilbenes, only compound
no. 15 showed a significantly higher content in the 2015–2017 samples. These compounds
give the wine the typical red-brown colour, so their content in white wine is not relevant.

In general, there is also a significant decrease in the polyphenols content. Therefore,
the total amount of polyphenols is significantly lower in the 2019–2021 samples.

Following an interview with the winery that supplied the samples, it emerged that in
2015, there was a change in the production process, i.e., during the bleaching phases, and
together with bentonite, the use of active carbon was started. In 2019, however, bentonite
was totally replaced by active carbon.
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These changes in the production process took place precisely in the years that divided
the clusters, 2015 and 2019, so the different polyphenol content could also be correlated to
these variations.

4. Conclusions

This study aimed to perform a physiochemical (SSC and pH) and polyphenolic char-
acterization of the Grillo wines that were produced by a selected winery in the years
2011–2021 using an optimized RP-HPLC-DAD method.

For the physiochemical parameters, the only statistically significant difference was
found for the SSC between the 2013 and 2021 samples. The SSC content should be related
to different climatic conditions, but it is not attributable to them in this case.

The polyphenolic fraction was evaluated by a semi-quantitative analysis using gallic
acid (r.t. 2–5 min), p-hydroxybenzoic acid (r.t. 5–11 min), and ferulic acid (range 11–19 min)
as the external reference standards. These standards were used to quantify the simple
polyphenols, phenolic acids, or more complex polyphenols, and anthocyanins, anthocyani-
dins, and stilbenes, respectively. Due to the variability of the values that were obtained in
the wine of the same cultivar but from subsequent vintages, different trends manifested
in each single compound, and it was not possible to give a univocal interpretation of the
results. To this end, a statistical processing was carried out after the preliminary evaluation.

The HCA and PCA highlighted the presence of three clusters of samples. One cluster
includes the samples from the years 2011, 2013, and 2014, the second contains the samples
from the years 2015, 2016, and 2017, while the third one the samples from 2019, 2020, and
2021. The means and standard deviation were recalculated based on this clustering, and the
HSD Tukey test was applied to show the significant differences. It was possible to highlight
how some compounds (no. 2, no. 4, no. 5, no. 6, no. 7, and no. 15) were makers of specific
clusters and therefore, of specific vintages. Overall, the 2011–2014 and 2015–2017 vintages
were richer in polyphenols (296.00 ± 46.10 mg/L and 333.00 ± 13.80 mg/L, respectively)
when they were compared to the 2019–2021 ones (229.00 ± 15.90 mg/L).

This preliminary study showed that polyphenols are suitable markers that can be used
to identify Grillo vintages. However, it is not possible to attribute the difference in the
polyphenol content to a single event. This evidence, in fact, should be related to the real
differences in the polyphenol content in the grapes or to the different opening times of the
bottles.

Another variable to take into consideration, as indicated by the company, are the
changes in the production process that took place in the years which divided the clusters,
in 2015 and in 2019, so the different polyphenol content could also be correlated to these
variations.
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Abstract: Potato flour is an important raw material for potato staple food products; nevertheless,
the quality and flavor vary significantly due to process changes. In this study, the physicochemical
features of fresh and five different dehydration temperature potato samples, including the degree of
starch gelatinization (DG), pasting, structure properties and volatile components, were compared to
investigate the effect of hot air drying (HAD) on potato flour. The results showed that the degree of
pasting, viscosity and volatile aroma components changed significantly with differences in drying
temperature. With the increase in drying temperature, the gelatinization degree and peak viscosity of
potato powder increased or decreased, the breakdown viscosity of HAD-50 was higher, the setback
viscosity of HAD-90 was higher, while the crystallization zone of HAD-90 was destroyed due to the
high temperature. The flavor components of potato flour are increased during processing due to lipid
oxidation, Maillard reaction and thermal degradation. The level of aldehydes,3,5-Octadien-2-one
and E,E)-3,5-Octadien-2-one gradually reduced as the processing temperature increased, while the
content of furans grew and then decreased, nonanal and 2-Penty-l-Furan increased. Overall, lower
HAD temperatures are beneficial for the quality and flavor of potato flour. The information presented
here will be useful for the further development of potato flour products.

Keywords: potato flour; gelatinization; viscosity; X-ray diffraction; volatile aroma components

1. Introduction

Potato, a highly nutritious agricultural commodity with a rich source of high-quality
protein, starch, basic vitamins, minerals and trace elements, is widely used as a food
and industrial crop [1]. With a yearly output of more than 370 million tons, potato is
among the most important crops, making it the third largest after wheat and rice in total
output [2]. Considering the important role of potato as a vital food-security crop, there
has been a concerted policy from the Chinese Government that potatoes be promoted as
the fourth major staple food in China, next to wheat, rice and corn [3]. Potato flour is an
indispensable intermediate raw material in processed potato food; the potato is processed
into whole flour and then added to the staple food in a certain proportion (processed
into a new, staple potato food product), which is conducive to improving the nutritional
value of traditional staple foods, to meet the current demand for nutritious staple foods [4].
However, the research and development of nutritional potato staple food products is
confronted with lots of constraints. For instance, the dehydration of fresh potatoes can
affect the profile of endogenous compositions, such as moisture, pasting properties and
volatile and non-volatile precursors of potatoes, which can significantly affect the quality of
the end products [5]. In order to improve the quality of potato flour, it is essential to reduce
the drying time by using modern drying technologies to replace traditional natural drying
methods [6–8].

Free starch content, microstructure, pasting characteristics and color are often used
to characterize the quality of potato flour [9]. To address the problems of high pasting
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and processing performance limitations of traditional whole potato flour, it is necessary
to seek some new processing processes to obtain potato flour with lower pasting [10]. In
addition, starch crystallinity is an important parameter that characterizes the crystalline
nature of starch granules, and its size directly affects the application performance of raw
potato powder products [11].

Different processing conditions have been noted to have a great effect on the qualities
and volatile compositions of processed potatoes. For example, Yang used SPME GC-MS to
identify key volatile compound differences between fresh potato puree and potato puree
stored at 4 ◦C for 1 day and identified more than 30 compounds in both types of puree at
varied concentrations [12]. Processing with a microwave oven, which is considered a quick
cooking method, has been reported by Jansky to produce the least flavor compounds in
potatoes [13]. Such chemical reactions during processing also lead to the development of a
blend of volatile and non-volatile chemical compounds that can make food tastier or create
desirable or unwanted flavors [14]

Many techniques and methods are available for identifying and quantifying volatile
compounds in potatoes, including simultaneous distillation and extraction [15], solvent-
assisted flavor evaporation [16], dynamic headspace extraction [17] and solid-phase mi-
croextraction (SPME), have been investigated [18]. Others include gas chromatography-
mass spectrometry (GC-MS) [19] and gas chromatography-olfactometry (GC-O) [20], whereby
volatile compounds are separated by GC, and the human nose is used as a “sniffing port”
to describe the various aromas as they exit the GC column. A portion can also be diverted
for simultaneous identification by MS (GC-MS-O). Relatively, more research has been per-
formed on the identification of volatiles and reaction products in raw and cooked potatoes,
but few on dehydrated potatoes. Therefore, much remains to be learned about the dynamic
flavor traits of potatoes and the key components that contribute to them.

Nowadays, most studies focus on the characteristics of potato starch [21], a small
number of scholars have begun to pay attention to the properties of potato flour and
potato flour added to steamed wheat bread, including rheological and texture properties,
viscoelasticity and volatile aroma components [5], but little information is available on
the potato flour’s properties. Therefore, the aim of the current work is to investigate the
influence of the processing temperature on the pasting properties and flavor of potato
flour. In this regard, we aim to monitor the viscosity, X-ray diffraction and the profiling
of volatile compositions of raw and dehydrated potato flour by means of a rapid visco
analyzer, X-ray diffractometer and headspace solid-phase microextraction coupled with
gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (HS-SPME GC-MS).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Raw Material and Processing Procedures

Fresh potato tubers of the Longshu 10 variety were purchased from Gansu province,
the main potato-producing area in northwest China. To ensure the uniformity of physi-
cal characteristics of the experimental materials, the samples were carefully selected for
size uniformity, no rot, no bad odor, no sprouts, no pests or diseases infections and no
mechanical damage or greening.

Potato tubers were washed to remove residual sediment and other impurities prior to
peeling. Upon peeling, the potato tubers were sliced into uniformly thick (1 mm) slices. In
order to prevent the browning of potatoes during processing, a phenomenon that reduces
the color attributes of potato flour, slices were treated with color protectant by dipping
into 2 g/L citric acid solution and maintained for 10 min. The potato slices were then
put on a sieve to drain the color fixative and then thin-layer hot air drying (HAD). The
dryer, which was engineered and built at Jiangsu University prior to the commencement
of the experiment, is equipped with a temperature adjustment ranging from 0 to 99.9 ◦C.
The drying temperatures used for this experiment were set at 50 (HAD-50), 60 (HAD-60),
70 (HAD-70), 80 (HAD-80) and 90 ◦C (HAD-90), and HAD-0 means raw potato materials
that are not dried. Once the dryer had reached a steady state for the set points (at least
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30 min), the single slices were uniformly distributed on a perforated sieve tray. Sample
weight was recorded every 20 min until the moisture content was less than 8% or a constant
value was achieved. The dried slices were ground, screened through a 120 mesh sieve and
packed in low-density polyethylene bags.

2.2. Degree of Gelatinization

The degree of starch gelatinization (DG) was determined according to the Chemical
Industry Standards of the People’s Republic of China (HG/T 3932-2007). The DG value
of potato starch was determined by means of enzymatic hydrolysis. Gelatinized starch is
hydrolyzed to glucose by glucose amylase and can be determined by titration of iodine-
thiosulphate [22]. The principle is: the glucose is oxidized by iodine in an alkaline solution
to gluconic acid, and the excess acidified iodine is then titrated with sodium thiosulfate.

2.3. Rapid Visco Analyzer (RVA) Pasting Properties

Pasting properties were analyzed using a Brabender Amylograph (Brabender-803201,
Micro Visco-Amyl-Graph, Germany), which was carried out according to Xu [23]. Each
sample was suspended with deionized water (6% (w/w, dry basis) in an RVA aluminum
can, and a heating and cooling program was used where the initial equilibrium temperature
was 40 ◦C, heating from 40 to 95 ◦C, holding at 95 ◦C for 5 min, cooling from 95 to 50 ◦C
and holding at 50 ◦C for 10 min with a heating/cooling rate of 7.5 ◦C/min while stirring at
250 rpm. The peak, breakdown, hot paste, cold paste, setback viscosities, peak time and
pasting temperature, were recorded.

2.4. X-ray Diffraction Analysis

The crystalline structure of the sample powder (200 mesh) was investigated using
a Bruker D8-Advance X-ray powder diffractometer (Bruker, Germany), according to the
method of Yang [10]. The diffractograms were collected under the conditions of 40 kV,
30 mA, with a scanning angle (2θ) set from 5 to 45◦, with a 0.02◦ step interval, at a scanning
rate of 1◦/min and Cu Kα radiation source (λ = 0.154 nm). The data were analyzed by Jade
5.0 software (Materials Data Inc., Livermore, CA, USA).

2.5. HS-SPME Sampling

An SPME extraction fiber (50/30 μm) coated with divinylbenzene/carboxen/
polydimethylsiloxane (Supelco, Inc., Bellefonte, PA, USA) was used for headspace analyses
of potato sample volatiles. This fiber is commonly used for flavor analysis and is especially
useful for pyrazines [24,25]. The SPME fiber was aged in the GC inlet port at 270 ◦C for 1 h
to ensure the removal of residual gas. Then, 2 g of potato flour sample was weighed and
placed in a 20 mL glass sample vial to make way for the extraction of volatile components.

The sealed vial was placed in a 50 ◦C constant temperature water bath with thermal
equilibrium for 10 min. The SPME extraction head was inserted into the headspace of the
sample through the cap, and the fiber was exposed for 30 min. After the extraction, the
SPME fiber head was removed from the headspace bottle, inserted into the GC inlet and
was thermally desorbed for 5 min and transferred to the GC system.

2.6. Identification of Volatile Compounds Based on GC–MS Analysis

GC condition: Compounds were separated on a DB-Wax column (30 m × 0.25 mm
inside diameter, 0.25 μm film thickness, Agilent Technologies). The injection was performed
in the splitless mode, and the injector temperature was 250 ◦C. Helium (99.999%) was used
as the carrier gas with a constant flow rate starting at 1.0 mL/min. The oven temperature
was programmed as follows: 40 ◦C for 1 min, 5 ◦C/min to 100 ◦C, 3 ◦C/min to 130 ◦C,
10 ◦C/min to a final temperature of 220 ◦C, with a final holding time of 3 min.

MS condition: The detector adopted an electron impact ion source with the ionizing
potential of 70 eV set at 230 ◦C. The quadrupole temperature was set to 150 ◦C, and the
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transfer line temperature was kept at 250 ◦C. Total ion chromatograms were acquired by
scanning from 30 to 450 u.

The GC-MS experimental data were processed by Jade 6.0 software (Materials Data
Inc., Livermore, CA, USA). Volatile components of the potato flour samples were iden-
tified by comparison of the mass spectra in the commercial computer library as NIST
(107k compounds) and Wiley (320k compounds, version 6.0), and only volatiles with
matching degrees of more than 800 was recorded.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

The experiments were performed in triplicate, and the values are represented as
mean ± standard deviation, using one-way ANOVA in SPSS 21.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL,
USA), and comparisons were made using Duncan’s multiple-range test at a significant level
of p < 0.05. A clustered heat map of the volatile compounds obtained following GC-MS anal-
ysis was created using the Heat Map Dendrogram App in OriginLab 2021(Northampton,
MA, USA).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Effect of Drying Temperature on Gelatinization Degree

Figure 1 shows the DG (%) of potato flour processed at different drying temperatures.
In general, the DG (%) of raw potato was around 15%, and the pasting degree of cooked
powder was almost 95% or higher. It could be said, as shown in Figure 1, that the potato
flour has not yet gelatinized (a value of 15.79–22.10%) when the temperature was below
50 ◦C, and a slight gelatinization began to occur at 60 ◦C, but at 70 ◦C, almost half of the
starch in the potato flour has been gelatinized (the value is 48.72%). The results were
consistent with the DG (%) of low gelatinization potato four (hot air drying at 65◦C) by
Zhang [26]. The DG (%) was already very high when the drying temperature reached
80 and 90 ◦C, approaching full gelatinization (the value is 86.51–90.57%). Different hot air
temperatures change the temperature, moisture and particle structure of potato starch,
resulting in different DGs of the product starch. According to the observation of the
microstructure of starch granules [6], it was found that a high temperature would destroy
the structure of starch granules, which may be due to serious gelation.

Figure 1. Degree of gelatinization at different drying temperatures.

3.2. XRD Analysis

The various temperature treatments applied in this study exerted a significant impact
on the functional properties of the starch in the potato flour. Figure 2 shows the X-ray
diffraction patterns of the diverse potato starches. The X-ray diffraction patterns revealed
the typical B-type diffractions characteristic of potato starch with a doublet peak at 15◦ and
a very strong reflection at 2θ = 17 and 22◦ [27]. There were also some minor reflections at
2θ = 20, 24 and 35◦.
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Figure 2. Structural characteristics of the potato flour. X-ray diffractograms showing the effects of
drying conditioning of samples in X-ray diffraction.

The intensity of peaks for treated samples HAD-50, HAD-60, HAD-70 and HAD-80
were on par or very similar, implying that the molecular arrangement of the starch under
these treatment conditions was not adversely affected, the crystalline shape of starch was
not altered and the diffraction intensity of HAD-50 was the highest. On the contrary,
after high-temperature dehydration processing, the crystal diffraction peak of HAD-90
completely disappeared, and the diffraction curve showed a typical amorphous structure
diffraction curve, indicating that the crystalline structure of starch granules had been
destroyed by heating and shear force.

3.3. Pasting Properties

Starch’s pasting behavior is a mixture of complex processes that occur after gelatiniza-
tion, including starch granules transitioning from swelling to rupturing, amylose leaching
and high-energy gel development [28,29]. Figure 3 presents the pasting properties of potato
starch under different temperature regimes. As shown in Figure 3, the peak viscosity
and valley viscosity of HAD-50 and HAD-60 were higher, whereas those for HAD-90 and
HAD-80 were lower, which may be attributed to the following potential explanations.
The HAD-90 samples may have undergone varying degrees of heat treatment during the
production process, and some of the starch has undergone gelatinization and aging, causing
the starch crystals to be partially damaged; the aged starch after gelatinization cannot be
re-gelatinized at high temperatures, which also results in a decrease in the starch gelation
temperature [30]. Secondly, because low-temperature drying can significantly reduce the
loss of heat-sensitive nutrients and prevent starch crystals from being destroyed, it is clear
that HAD-50 and HAD-60 are difficult to gelatinize, while the gelatinization temperature
of HAD-90 was low [31].

According to the characteristic value of the gelatinization characteristic curve, the
breakdown viscosity of HAD-50 is large, which indicates that the viscosity stability is not
good, and the setback viscosity of HAD-90 is large, which indicates that the gel ability
formed after cooling is poor and easily subject to aging.
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Figure 3. Pasting curves of potato flour dried at 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 ◦C.

In addition, in potato flour, a certain proportion of protein on the surface of starch
granules can also inhibit the swelling of starch granules, according to Bharti [32] and
Regina [33], which can also effectively reduce the gelatinization degree of HAD-50 and
HAD-60. However, with the increase in HAD temperature, protein bond breakage may
occur, resulting in the rapid transition of starch particles from expansion to decomposition.
This claim is based on the fact that proteins are denatured during cooking, making them
inactive [34,35].

Researchers have recently reported on the impact of various processing techniques on
the quality of whole potato powder. The findings demonstrate that low-temperature hot-air
drying and freeze-drying improve various aspects of potato powder [26,36]. However,
there is no further study on the effect of different hot-air drying temperatures, which is
supplemented by the results of this study. According to our findings, potato flour produced
by low-temperature HAD had better processing characteristics, including low levels of
gelatinization, internal starch particles that were completely intact and good gel stability,
which was consistent with the findings of Zhang [26] and Shen [37].

3.4. Identification of Volatile Compounds in Different Potato Samples

The volatile compounds in raw and processed potato samples were extracted at
different temperatures by HS-SPME and then analyzed by GC-MS. A total of 52 compounds
were tentatively identified using the NIST and Wiley MS Library Database (Table 1). These
included 9 alcohols, 12 hydrocarbons, 15 aldehydes, 7 ketones, 2 furans and 7 additional
compounds. Hexanal, a major constituent of processed potato (above 30% of the total area),
was not found in the raw samples.
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Table 1. Volatiles and their relative content (%) in raw and dehydrated potatoes at different
drying temperatures.

No. Compounds Retention
Time (min)

The Relative Peak Area (%)

HAD-0 HAD-50 HAD-60 HAD-70 HAD-80 HAD-90

Alcohol
1 Ethyl alcohol 10.16 ND 1.63 ± 0.10 2.48 ± 0.09 1.74 ± 0.06 3.98 ± 0.14 2.75 ± 0.11
2 1-Pentanol 20.52 ND 1.66 ± 0.12 1.3 ± 0.07 2.17 ± 0.09 ND 1.09 ± 0.15
3 1-Octen-3-ol 26.93 9.56 ± 0.11 1.92 ± 0.04 1.8 ± 0.09 2.21 ± 0.08 ND 2.18 ± 0.07

4
1-Methoxy-2-

propanol 15.52 ND ND 2.69 ± 0.10 ND 2.82 ± 0.12 2.48 ± 0.05

5 2-Ehyl-1-hexanol 28.37 ND ND 1.16 ± 0.11 1.73 ± 0.06 1.71 ± 0.13 1.14 ± 0.05
6 1-Pentanol 15.9 6.3 ± 0.08 ND ND ND ND ND
7 Benzyl alcohol 25.71 2.58 ± 0.10 ND ND ND ND ND
8 3-Methyl-1-butanol 8.39 2.55 ± 0.07 ND ND ND ND ND
9 1-Penten-3-ol 14.08 2.32 ± 0.06 ND ND ND ND ND

Hydrocarbon
10 Hexane 5.72 1.14 ± 0.07 ND 0.7 ± 0.04 1.12 ± 0.04 1.6 ± 0.03 ND
11 Methylene Chloride 9.88 ND 1.77 ± 0.07 1.75 ± 0.06 ND 1.56 ± 0.09 0.96 ± 0.08

12
Octamethyl-

cyclotetrasiloxane 11.08 0.71 ± 0.05 1.69 ± 0.12 ND 0.97 ± 0.06 1.24 ± 0.07 1.02 ± 0.05

13
Decamethyl-

cyclopentasiloxane 16.1 ND 0.83 ± 0.08 0.7 ± 0.03 1.78 ± 0.09 0.62 ± 0.03 0.85 ± 0.05

14 Dodecane 18.43 ND 1.89 ± 0.06 2.06 ± 0.05 2.39 ± 0.09 2.99 ± 0.10 3.02 ± 0.07
15 Tridecane 21.16 ND ND ND ND 2.7 ± 0.09 ND
16 Tetradecane 24.9 ND ND 1.8 ± 0.03 1.75 ± 0.11 2.63 ± 0.04 1.88 ± 0.03
17 Trichloromethane 11.88 ND ND ND ND ND 0.87 ± 0.04
18 3-Methyl-tridecane 22.64 ND ND ND ND 1.38 ± 0.06 ND

19
Hexamethyl-

cyclotrisiloxane 7.71 ND ND ND ND 1.61 ± 0.05 ND

20
cis-1-Ethyl-2-Methyl-

cyclopentane 18.62 5.5 ± 0.03 ND ND ND ND ND

21
3-ethyl-2-methyl-1,3-

hexadiene 19.08 1.03 ± 0.10 ND ND ND ND ND

Aldehydes
22 Pentanal 11.31 ND 2.38 ± 0.08 1.79 ± 0.08 1.74 ± 0.08 1.05 ± 0.09 1.32 ± 0.05
23 Hexanal 14.62 ND 51.73 ± 1.23 43.99 ± 0.77 37.7 ± 0.92 31.26 ± 0.95 28.63 ± 1.16
24 (Z)-2-Heptenal 23.24 ND 1.1 ± 0.06 1.12 ± 0.26 1.78 ± 0.06 1.32 ± 0.08 2.08 ± 0.04
25 Nonanal 25.43 ND 2.58 ± 0.08 5.84 ± 0.05 6.58 ± 0.17 7.13 ± 0.19 7.32 ± 0.47
26 Decanal 28.27 ND 2.65 ± 0.06 3.53 ± 0.05 1.53 ± 0.07 5.26 ± 0.08 ND
27 Octanal 22.16 0.31 ± 0.04 ND ND ND ND 2.56 ± 0.12
28 Heptanal 18.24 ND 2.18 ± 0.03 2.42 ± 0.04 2.38 ± 0.04 2.35 ± 0.10 ND
29 Benzaldehyde 29.07 ND 2.54 ± 0.08 2.38 ± 0.05 2.49 ± 0.08 2.7 ± 0.06 2.73 ± 0.05
30 (E)- 2-Octenal 26.62 1.22 ± 0.06 ND ND 1.67 ± 0.19 ND ND
31 2-Dodecenal 29.82 ND ND ND 1.95 ± 0.07 ND ND

32
4-Ethyl-

Benzaldehyde 33.62 ND ND ND ND ND 0.85 ± 0.05

33 2-Methy-l-Butanal 8.32 6.36 ± 0.10 ND ND ND ND ND
34 Benzeneacetaldehyde 22.77 4.65 ± 0.11 ND ND ND ND ND
35 3-Methy-l-Butanal 8.39 2.84 ± 0.57 ND ND ND ND ND
36 2-Methyl-Propanal 6.48 2.7 ± 0.10 ND ND ND ND ND

Ketone
37 Acetone 7.62 ND 1.24 ± 0.06 1.63 ± 0.06 2.41 ± 0.13 2.7 ± 0.11 5.84 ± 0.14

38
6-Methyl-5-Hepten-2-

one 23.01 ND 1.78 ± 0.08 2.89 ± 0.11 2.14 ± 0.06 3.22 ± 0.09 2.41 ± 0.03

39 3-Octen-2-one 25.97 ND 4.62 ± 0.17 4.4 ± 0.12 3.82 ± 0.14 3.74 ± 0.17 3.18 ± 0.11
40 3,5-Octadien-2-one 28.84 ND 7.64 ± 0.15 6.85 ± 0.10 5.71 ± 0.16 5.2 ± 0.10 4.75 ± 0.14

41
(E,E)-3,5-Octadien-2-

one 29.96 ND 4.12 ± 0.01 3.57 ± 0.15 2.71 ± 0.07 1.98 ± 0.10 1.73 ± 0.18

42 1-Penten-3-one 10.76 7.66 ± 0.10 ND ND ND ND ND
43 2,3-Octanedione 16.96 0.82 ± 0.06 ND ND ND ND ND

Furan
44 2-Ethy-l-Furan 10.08 ND ND ND 3.21 ± 0.09 3.7 ± 0.06 3.88 ± 0.11
45 2-Penty-l-Furan 18.96 ND 1.66 ± 0.60 3.31 ± 0.08 8.29 ± 0.13 3.2 ± 0.16 6.0 ± 0.16

Additional volatiles
46 Toluene 12.62 0.44 ± 0.09 ND ND ND 1.29 ± 0.02 1.42 ± 0.14
47 15-Crown-5 35.67 ND ND ND ND 0.89 ± 0.07 ND

48
1-Methyl-

naphthalene 25.99 ND ND ND ND 0.87 ± 0.06 0.87 ± 0.08

49 Triethylamine 7.18 ND ND ND ND ND 1.93 ± 0.04
50 Acetic acid 27.33 ND ND ND ND ND 3.87 ± 0.10
51 1,3-dichloro-Benzene 19.43 1.14 ± 0.07 ND ND ND ND ND

52
2-Methyl-7-

phenylindole 24.07 0.88 ± 0.03 ND ND ND ND ND

Note: The relative peak area (%) of each compound was mean value ± SD. Abbreviations: ND, not found.

Based on the GC-MS results in Table 1, a stacking histogram was created and displayed
in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, the volatile flavor components of raw potato samples
differed significantly from those of dehydrated potatoes, while in dehydrated potato
samples, some substances tended to change regularly with the drying temperature course.
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The content of aldehydes gradually decreased with increasing processing temperature,
while furans first rose and then decreased, with the highest content in the HAD-70 samples.
Alcohols and ketones were not linearly correlated to the grades but were obviously rich in
HAD-0, and hydrocarbons were rich in HAD-50 and HAD-60 samples.

Figure 4. Comparison of the types and contents of volatile substances in different processed samples.

3.4.1. Volatile Composition of Raw Potato Samples

In total, there were 20 volatile compounds identified in the raw potato samples prior
to processing; they include: five alcohols, four hydrocarbons, six aldehydes, two ketones
and three additional compounds. Alcohols have been considered the main odorants of
raw potato aroma, higher concentrations of which were detected in varieties of potatoes
such as Longshu 11, Atlantic and Shepody [38]. Among the alcoholic compounds identi-
fied, 1-octen-3-ol, which is a degradation product of hydroperoxide in linoleic acid, was
predominant. 3-Methyl- 1-butanol was also present, which is common in plant materi-
als resulting from enzymatic deamination and the decarboxylation of amino acids [39].
It was reported that most unsaturated aldehydes have a pleasant odor; for instance,
3-methyl-butyraldehyde has a pleasant fruit aroma [40], and 2-methyl-butyraldehyde has
a sweet and fruity flavor [41]. Chloride is present in fresh potatoes at room temperature
and reacts with starch to produce ethers [42]. Methoxyphenyl-oxime, which is a kind of
nitrogen-containing compound with a musty taste and meaty flavor, was also detected in
the raw potato.

3.4.2. Volatile Composition of Dehydrated Potato Samples

The results of this study, as presented in Table 1, revealed that the types and concen-
trations of volatile compounds in potato flour changed at varying processing temperatures.
From Table 1, the samples treated at 80 and 90 ◦C had the highest concentrations of volatile
compounds with three and five alcohols, nine and six hydrocarbons, seven aldehydes, five
ketones, two furans and three and four additional non-identified compounds, respectively.
The rest of the samples yielded 20, 23 and 25 kinds of main volatiles at the processing
temperature of 50, 60 and 70 ◦C, respectively.

Aldehydes, alcohols and furans are key components of dehydrated potato aromas.
For instance, hexanal is the basic product of linoleic acid oxidation [43], playing a major
role in the formation of the characteristic flavors of potato flour. Among the aldehydes
detected in the present work, hexanal recorded the highest relative contents at all levels of
processing (Table 1). According to Pérez [44], Linoleic acid containing double bonds easily
oxidizes in the air to produce peroxide and aldehydes. They also serve as a precursor to
many other aldehydes and alcohols, including (E)-2-heptenal and nonanal. Regarding the
characteristic aromas of the various aldehydes detected in this study, hexanal has a nutty
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and roasted odor, and benzaldehyde has a roasted peanut or almond aroma and fruity
flavor. Nonanal is known to have a strong aroma of sweet orange and can be similar to
fried peanuts, decanal has a sweet floral aroma, while heptaldehyde has a strong smell of
grease [45], and phenylacetaldehyde has a rich aroma of Oriental hairpin. 1-amyl alcohol
and 2-ethyl-1-hexanol, known to originate from linoleic acid oxidation, have a mushroom
aroma, while 2-undecanone is considered to be the main compound responsible for the
fruity aroma.

3.4.3. The Effect of Drying Temperature on Volatile Compounds during Processing

The relative peak area matrix of the GC-MS results for volatile potato components
at different temperatures as also analyzed by heat map clustering analysis, as shown in
Figure 5. The results show that the distance between 50 and 60 ◦C is the closest, and
the component similarity is higher, then the distance increases at 70, 80 and 90 ◦C. The
difference between all dried materials and fresh materials was the most significant. This
can correspond to the result of gelatinization of Figure 5, because at low temperatures,
the gelatinization degree of potato is lower, and the flavor component is close, but after
high-temperature processing, the potato is basically gelatinized and the flavor substances
produced have changed greatly.

Figure 5. Heatmap of volatile matter in different processed samples.
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High concentrations of 1-octen-3-ol in raw tubers, which decreased significantly in
dehydrated potatoes from 9.55% to 1.72%, and 1-penten-3-one, 1-pentanol were found
only in raw samples. This may be from sample tissue degradation as a result of cutting or
because the compounds were generated through lipid oxidation and lipoxygenase-initiated
reaction. Several new volatile components were generated as a result of Maillard reaction
and lipid oxidation during dehydration processing.

This exhibited an obvious difference in the variety of aldehyde compounds between
raw and processed samples. Hexanal was found only in the processed potato, of which
the concentration reached 51.73% with a 50 ◦C drying process. The formation of hexanal,
reported in previous potato studies, depends on the time and opportunity for lipoxygenase
to be in contact with the substrate [18]. It has been observed that high lipoxygenase activity
at a lower temperature (50 ◦C) with a longer dehydration period results in a relatively high
aldehyde content. On the contrary, higher temperatures lead to the rapid dehydration of
potato slices and also to a reduction in lipoxygenase activity and oxidation of linoleic acid,
which reduces the concentration of aldehydes.

The total amount of lipid degradation products formed by different processing meth-
ods are quite different. Oruna-Concha reported that different cooking methods (boiling,
conventional baking and microwave baking) resulted in a unique profile of flavor com-
pounds and a relatively high concentration of lipid oxidation products in boiled tubers [18].
More opportunities were provided for the interaction of lipoxygenase with the substrate
during the slicing and boiling, while gradual heating of the tuber provides more time
for oxidizing reaction. The flavor compounds of boiled potatoes are mainly caused by
lipid degradation and Maillard reaction and/or sugar degradation, while those in roasted
potatoes are formed by thermal degradation. Another oxidative product contributing to
the flavor of the boiled potato is c4-heptanal, which produces a soil aroma at low concen-
trations [46], while high concentrations cause a stale flavor of potato tubers [47].

The concentration of aromatic compounds and furan in processed potatoes was higher.
Benzaldehyde is an aromatic aldehyde with a pleasant aroma resulting from the enzyme
breakdown of the diglucoside amygdalin [48]. Furans are formed during heating by
Maillard sugar-amine reactions and thermal degradation of sugars, such as fructose and
glucose [49]. The furans detected in the present work were 2-ethy-l-furan and 2-Penty-l-
Furan. 2-ethy-l-furan was formed in potatoes processed at a higher temperature (above
70 ◦C). They have a very strong meat flavor and a low aroma threshold; in almost all
food, 2-pentylfuran has a ham flavor, making a special contribution to the flavor of cooked
potato [50].

According to Figure 6, new volatile compounds produced formed via several chem-
ical reactions that occurred during drying, and the relative content changed according
to the temperature. The concentration of hexanal dropped dramatically from 51.73% to
28.63%, 3,5-Octadien-2-one and E,E)-3,5-Octadien-2-one also decreased from 7.64% and
4.12% to 4.75% and 1.73%, respectively. Significant increases in Maillard reactions and
thermal degradation as a result of lipid oxidation were noted for two volatiles: nonanal
and 2-Penty-l-Furan. Some bad flavors were produced, while some of the aromas were lost.
It has been reported that the temperature of the gelatinization of potato starch is approxi-
mately 57–69 ◦C [51]; hence, a processing temperature higher than 70 ◦C will result in starch
gelatinization, which is unfavorable for the preparation of raw potato flour. It is, therefore,
important to note that high temperatures reduce the processing properties of staple foods,
such as water absorption, kneading properties, gluten-like strength, viscosity, amylase
activity and regenerative properties. Therefore, 60 °C is a moderate HAD temperature,
which is beneficial to the formation of comprehensive properties of potato powder.
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Figure 6. Changing trend of feature volatile component contents in different processed samples.

4. Conclusions

Potato is an important raw food material, but the limited storage and transportation
of fresh potato lead to fewer types of processed products, while after drying and milling,
potato can retain most of the nutrients, is easy to use, has stable storage and can provide spe-
cial tastes and aromas. Compared with potato starch, potato flour has more comprehensive
nutrition and superior processing performance and is an important raw material for staple
potato food products. The variation in physicochemical properties, including viscosity,
X-ray diffraction and volatile compositions, of HAD potato flour were observed using
enzyme hydrolysis, rapid visco analyzer, X-ray diffractometer and headspace solid-phase
microextraction coupled with gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (HS-SPME GC-MS).
The results indicate that HAD temperature is an important index affecting the quality of
potato powder. Higher temperatures lead to an increase in DG value, a decrease in peak
viscosity, poor gel ability and aging, the destruction of the crystal structure and the loss of
bad flavor and key flavors of potato powder. However, low-temperature HAD for a long
time will also reduce the viscosity stability; HAD-60 has more comprehensive nutrition
and flavor and better processability. The results provide more detailed data for the raw
material processing technology of staple potato foods and can effectively guide the process
optimization and quality classification of potato flour. However, there are other ways to
process potato flour, such as infrared drying, microwave drying, etc. The influence of
different drying methods needs to be further analyzed in future research.
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Abstract: Gas-containing conditioning technology (GCT) employs mild sterilization methods to
preserve the original qualities and nutrients of foods and is particularly suitable for processing
various cooked foods or food ingredients. In this study, five kinds of dishes from daily life were
processed with GCT. Thermal penetration detection technology was utilized to monitor the internal
temperature of food and ambient temperature in real-time, and the optimal scheduled processes of
each food were summarized. Additionally, foods were processed after GCT, and the total number of
bacteria (<102 cfu/g) and coliform colonies (<50 MPN/100 g) were significantly reduced. Moreover,
to detect the preservation effect of GCT, the processed foods were stored at 37 ◦C for 14 days,
and the total number of colonies remained low (<10 cfu/g). These results revealed the multistage
mild sterilization process, confirmed the excellent sterilization and preservation effects of GCT, and
provided important experimental data for further applications of GCT in special environment foods.
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1. Introduction

With the development of social living standards, customers have paid increasing
attention to the nutrition and taste of food, resulting in the increasingly strict demand for
fresh food preservation. Given the limited, traditional conditions on food processing and
preservation, food acceptability is rather poor, with the original odor, flavor, texture and
nutrition largely affected [1]. To solve these problems, the international society has newly
developed a kind of gas-containing conditioning technology (GCT) for food processing
and preservation [2].

GCT indicates a technology applicable to the processing of various convenience foods
or semi-finished products preserved at room temperature. It was developed to overcome
the shortcomings of traditional sterilization methods, such as vacuum packaging and dry
heat sterilization [3]. With this new technology, the original color, flavor, taste, form, and
nutrients of cooked foods can be perfectly preserved by using mild sterilization methods,
including raw material sterilization treatment, nitrogen-filled packaging, and multi-stage
heating without any preservative additives [4,5]. GCT is particularly suitable for processing
various cooked foods or food ingredients, such as meat, eggs, vegetables, fruits, and staple
foods. The preservation effect can be rather impressive, especially for soft foods and
foods for which deoxidizers cannot be used [6]. This technology can be widely applied to
traditional food industry processing for further developing new food varieties, expanding
the application scope of food processing, and exploiting a new food market [6–8]. Since food
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products can be stored, transported, and sold at room temperature, the cost of distribution
is dramatically reduced [6].

At present, special environment foods mainly consist of canned foods and dried
foods, and the canned foods had become the most commonly used food because of the
rich nutrition and ready-to-eat feature, which fully satisfy modern emergency needs [9].
However, for persons working in special environments for a long time, the present flavor
and taste of canned foods (high salt, high sugar) are not suitable for long-term large
consumption. Therefore, developing high-quality, instant food with low salt and few
additives as the major daily component of finished foods can be considered an imperative
research direction [10,11].

GCT adopts a multi-stage mild sterilization technique, which allows it to preserve food
nutrition and original qualities [12]. The biggest difference between the food processed with
GCT and traditional dry heat sterilization is the taste after sterilization. One of the main
causes is that the latter is subjected excessively to high temperature and pressure [1]. In
the processing of food with GCT, the pretreatment of food ingredients should be combined
with flavoring and steaming, while the bacterial reduction treatment should be performed
simultaneously. Sterilization treatment should be complementary to multi-stage tempera-
ture rising, and the optimal sterilization conditions should be set according to the different
food materials [13]. Generally, sterilization at a low F-value (generally below 4) can meet
commercial sterility requirements, contributing to limiting the temperature and time of
food being heated to a minimum, maximizing the changes in the physical properties of the
food, and maintaining the original color, aroma, and intact taste of the food [1]. Moreover,
GCT uses flexible packaging to substitute traditional tinplate packaging. The former not
only improves the acceptability of food but also reaches the same storage period and shelf
life of tin cans. Additionally, applications of the flexible packaging technology has largely
resolve problems of difficult opening and disposal of waste. Hence, the nitrogen-filled
method can be employed to process dry food so as to avoid fat oxidation and extend shelf
life. Collectively, these advantages of GCT provide technical support for the safety and
nutrition of foods in special environments.

Most of the advanced technology of food sterilization and preservation in the world is
based on GCT. A research group headed by Xiong Shanbai, a professor in Food Science
and Technology at Huazhong Agricultural University, systematically studied the law
of microbial growth and quality. Based on the study of microbial changes and quality
during the processing and storage of surimi products, ice temperature preservation and
air-controlled preservation technology were combined to establish the related quality
evaluation index system and HACCP quality control system for surimi products. Compared
with traditional freezing preservation technology, ice temperature and gas-controlled
preservation technology can extend the shelf life of food products by 3–4 times. The
new method not only extends the shelf life of processed products but also contributes to
the better appearance, color, and taste of the processed products. Moreover, a targeted-
sterilization technology for the preparation of dishes has been developed in France. The
ingredients of the dish are mixed in specific bags and sterilized under vacuum conditions
with low-temperature conditioning, which can prevent the negative effects of repeated
heat sterilization on the quality of the finished product. The packaging of special collective
rations for US ships has been largely improved based on the UGR~H system in the US. The
general specifications are for flexible bags, and the bagged rations can be heated directly
and have a shelf life up to 18 months. In addition, Chinese chestnuts are characterized
by a sweet taste and high quality. Thus, they are well-known around the world and are
very popular among Japanese consumers. For the last 200 years, chestnuts from Hebei and
other regions have been exported to Japan through the ports of Tianjin. For this reason, the
name “Tianjin chestnuts” was formed. At present, “Tianjin Sweet Chestnut” has become a
generic term for chestnuts in Japan, and the new chestnuts in small packages containing
gas are natural in flavor, preservative-free, long in shelf life, and easy-to-use. They are
also a favorite food among consumers in the Chinese mainland, Hong Kong, and Taiwan.
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China is currently adapting to building a well-off society in an all-around way, and the
food security level and die-tary needs transitioned from simple physiological satisfaction
to the pursuit of physiological and psycho-logical satisfaction. Moreover, psychological
needs in special environments should be concerned and satisfied.

In the present study, five kinds of food products, including fish fillet in chili sauce,
preserved vegetables and pork, fried mixed vegetables, roast pork with bamboo shoots, and
stewed bamboo were processed with GCT and evaluated for sterilization and preservation
effects. This study will provide experimental support for the widespread application
of GCT.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Raw Materials, Acceptance, and Bagging

We used bamboo shoots, carrots, kelp, pork, grass carp, dried plum vegetables, veg-
etable oil, edible salt, white granulated sugar, yellow rice wine, green onion, ginger, star
anise, sodium glutamate, soy sauce, monosodium glutamate, and other raw and auxiliary
materials. All raw materials and additives were obtained from the qualified suppliers of the
company, inspected according to the company’s Procurement and Acceptance Standards
for Raw and Auxiliary Materials, and stored and used only after passing inspection.

We weighed the ingredients accurately, and tipped them into bags with food bagger.
The discharge port of the food bagger should be cleaned regularly so as not to influence
the sealing effect. Also notice that the air of bags should be exhausted before seal, then
inject nitrogen, and finally heat sealing. Sealing widths were ≥8 mm; thermal bonding
strengths were ≥40 N/15 mm; bag mouths were tight and smooth after sealing. After
sealing, the mouth of bags is tight and smooth, and keep the vacuum inside bags. During
the production process, visual inspection was conducted every 5 min, and sealing strengths
were tested and recorded every 2 h.

2.2. Product Sterilization, Cleaning and Drying

A water bath spray sterilization pot was used. The products were not stacked in
multiple, overlapping layers in the sterilization cage to avoid incomplete sterilization.
The sterilization process was divided into three stages, and the main parameters (time,
temperature, and pressure) of each stage are as follows: stage 1 (100 ◦C, 10 min, 0.12 Mpa),
stage 2 (110 ◦C, 30 min, 0.15 Mpa) and stage 3 (121 ◦C, 25 min, 0.18 Mpa).

The sterilized products were transferred to the automatic cleaning and drying pro-
duction line for cleaning and drying. The dried products were placed in clean turnover
boxes or cartons. If the undried products were found, they were dried again. The products
should not be over pressed during the packing process

2.3. Product Inspection

The insulation time was 10 d, the insulation temperature was controlled at 37 ± 2 ◦C,
and records were made. After heat preservation, the samples were tested for quality (color,
taste, tissue morphology, taste, and odor), and PH values were detected. We performed
microbiological tests and recorded when the PH dropped. We conducted X-ray foreign
body detection using a machine on the packaged products one by one to eliminate the
products with problems and ensure that the canned products after testing were qualified
products. After heat preservation and qualified inspection, the products were packed as
required. The entire process was performed exactly as required by the HACCP system.

2.4. Thermal Penetration Detection

Through Sichuan Meining Food Co., Ltd., the horizontal static all-water sterilization
pot (Weifang, China, R2020-0111) was used to sterilize five kinds of canned food (fish fillet
in chili sauce, preserved vegetables and pork, fried mixed vegetables, roast pork with
bamboo shoots, and stewed bamboo), and the wireless temperature verification system
(Esbjerg, Denmark, TrackSense Pro) was used to detect the temperature [14]. The net weight
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of the tested food was 1000 g/bag. The thermal processing of the products was divided
into several stages, such as water injection, temperature rise, constant temperature, and
cooling. The sterilization process was realized by the automatic control program operation
of the sterilization pot. The temperature verification system was used, in which 2 probes
(LC11 and LC12) were used to test the ambient temperature in the sterilization pot and
the remaining 10 probes were inserted into the centers of the products and placed at the
cold point of the sterilization pot to test the center temperature of the products. The above
tests were carried out according to the relevant provisions of industry standard SN/T
0400.13-2014 for thermodynamic sterilization.

2.5. Total Colony Determination

The aerobic plate and coliforms count were measured according to the methods of GB
4789.2-2022 Determination of Total Colonies in Food Microbiology Test of National Food
Safety Standard and GB 4789.3-2016 Coliform Count in Food Microbiology Test of National
Food Safety Standard, respectively. The 25 g sample was weighed and put into 225 mL of
sterile normal saline, and the homogenizer was beat twice/s for 1–2 min and then diluted
10-fold to an appropriate dilution. Two petri dishes were made for each dilution and then
cultured at 37 ◦C for 48 h to calculate the total number of aerobic plate and coliforms.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Thermal Penetration Detection of Foods

In this study, heat penetration tests were carried out on five kinds of food (1000 g each)
in Sichuan Meining Food Co., Ltd., including fish fillet in chili sauce, preserved vegetables
and pork, fried mixed vegetables, roast pork with bamboo shoots, and stewed bamboo.
According to the detection results, the environmental temperature in the sterilization pot
experienced three constant temperature stages [6]: Since the sterilization pot began to
time the temperature rise, after 4–6 min in the first phase of constant temperature, all sites
reached 103 ◦C and maintained that for 12 min; after 2 min of heating, the pot entered the
second stage of constant temperature, and all points reached above 110.0 ◦C and maintained
that for 31 min; and after 3 min of heating, the three stages of constant temperature were
entered, and all points reached above 121.0 ◦C and maintained that for 20–30 min (Figure 1).
Under the above hot working conditions, the F0 value (Standard sterilization time) of the
product was less than 10 after the stages of water injection, heating, and cooling. According
to the above data and combined with Ball’s formula method, we summarized the optimal
scheduled processes (Tables S1–S5) to be used as the reference basis for enterprises to set
the critical limit values of thermal processing.

3.2. Detection of GCT Sterilization Effect

Five kinds of food were processed with GCT. Table 1 shows the changes of the total
number of bacteria and coliform bacteria in the products before and after GCT processing.
Before food processing, the total number of bacteria was greater than 104 cfu/g, and the
coliform colonies were greater than 100 MPN/100 g. After processing, the total number of
bacteria (<102 cfu/g) and coliform colonies (<50 MPN/100 g) were significantly reduced,
which fully reached the standard of the total number of food colonies. These results indicate
that GCT had an obvious bactericidal effect and could effectively prevent food nutrition
destruction and food contamination [13,15].
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Figure 1. Heat penetration curves of 1 kg/bag of (a) fish fillet in chili sauce, (b) preserved vegetables
and pork, (c) fried mixed vegetables, (d) roast pork with bamboo shoots, and (e) stewed bamboo
products in sterilization workshop.

Table 1. Changes in the amount of food bacteria before and after GCT.

Foods

Before GCT After GCT

Total Bacterial Count
cfu/g

Coliforms
MPN/100 g

Total Bacterial
Count cfu/g

Coliforms
MPN/100 g

Fish fillet in chili sauce 6.8 × 106 190 <102 <42
Preserved vegetables and pork 5.3 × 105 170 <102 <335
Roast pork with bamboo shoots 5.8 × 105 160 <102 <30

Fried mixed vegetables 4.7 × 105 120 <102 <30
Stewed bamboo 8.0 × 104 100 <102 <30

3.3. Detection of GCT Preservation Effect

In order to further test the fresh-keeping ability of GCT, the food was stored at 37 ◦C
for 14 days to detect the viable bacterial count. The results show that the viable bacterial
count of each food was less than 10 cfu/g, the F-values were lower than 2, and no poten-
tial pathogens, such as Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella and Clostridium
botulinum, were detected (Table 2). These results suggest that GCT can effectively inhibit
the growth of microorganisms and well-control the number of microorganisms during food
storage at room temperature.

Table 2. F-values and amounts of bacteria amount in processed foods.

Samples Weight g F-Value
Kept at 37 ◦C for 14 d

Viable Count Facultative Anaerobic Bacteria

Fish fillet in chili sauce 200 1.92 <10 Negative
Preserved vegetables and pork 250 1.83 <10 Negative
Roast pork with bamboo shoots 250 1.70 <10 Negative

Fried mixed vegetables 150 0.91 <10 Negative
Stewed bamboo 150 0.84 <10 Negative
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4. Conclusions

In this study, five kinds of dishes (fish fillet in chili sauce, preserved vegetables and
pork, fried mixed vegetables, roast pork with bamboo shoots, and stewed bamboo) in daily
life were processed with GCT, and the optimal scheduled processes were summarized.
Additionally, excellent sterilization and preservation effects of GCT were confirmed by
calculating the total number of viable bacteria. The present study provides important
experimental data for further applications of GCT in special environment foods.

GCT is a revolutionary technology, completely different from existing preservation
methods. It can successfully seal cooked dishes inside a package filled with inert gas,
which can perform continuous seasoning and sterilizing for the food. After that, it can
be circulated, stored, transported, and sold at room temperature without changing the
tastes, colors, and flavors of the ingredients. GCT provides a potential strategy for Chinese
cooking to enter an era of standardization, of large-scale and automatic production, and
provides new impetus for the development of food deep processing technology [8,13].

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agriculture12122010/s1, Table S1–S5: Scheduled process of Fish
fillet in chili sauce (Table S1), Preserved vegetables & Pork (Table S2), Roast pork with bamboo shoots
(Table S3), Fried mixed vegetables (Table S4), and Stewed bamboo (Table S5).
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